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This textual analysis examines computer simulations as rhetorical objects

and acts. In particular, this work examines scientific simulations from organic

chemistry and astrophysics in order to expose how rhetorical and social aspects

influence the ad hoc decisions (e.g., setting initial parameters, excluding and

adding arbitrary elements, and making other choices) that comprise simulations.

Prior works in philosophy, critical theory and technical communication

underscore fictional and formal features of simulation. In contrast, this

dissertation dissects multiple levels of documents surrounding actual

simulations—not only drafts of published articles but also software and code

interiors, e-mail and letter correspondence, newsletters and white paper
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reports—in order to discuss the relational (rather than purely formal) meaning of

the simulations.  This work also compares simulation to other modes of the

scientific imagination—paradox, thought experiments and metaphor, in

particular.

My findings suggest that simulations hinge upon abductive (rather than

deductive or inductive) reasoning and qualify as virtual evidence. Also, while

published drafts of simulation articles tidy the ad hoc twists and turns necessary

for creating simulations, prior drafts and peripheral documents attest to the fact

that organizational affiliations, earlier projects, and rhetorical strategies help

establish the scope and meaning of simulation projects.  Further, meaning-

making takes place well before and long after the article drafting process—in

prior incarnations of the work for presentation, in correspondence between

article writers and reviewers, and in citations in others’ writing.
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Chapter One: Introduction to Computer Simulations

Yale University philosopher Nick Bostrom thinks it is highly likely that we are

currently living in a computer simulation. According to his paper published in

Philosophical Quarterly, logic dictates that we are living in one. He uses

philosophical assumptions such as substrate-independence and the indifference

principle to reach the following conclusion: If it’s true that we’re heading toward

a post-human age run by computer simulations, then there is no reason why we

are not living in such a simulation right now. “Unless we are now living in a

simulation, our descendants will almost certainly never run an ancestor-

simulation” (Bostrom 255).

Bostrom’s thesis caused quite a stir in the media and the discipline. It

made news in the lifestyle sections of the New Scientist, the Sunday Telegraph,

the Village Voice, and the Times Higher Education Supplement, to name a few. It

also fueled a heated debate and discussion with fellow philosophers. George

Mason University’s Robin Hanson proposed that we could live as hedonists if

everything is simulated. Cambridge University’s John Barrow argued that the

simulation in which we likely live explains why we might see drifts in laws of

nature over time. Others say it is more likely that nature will wipe humankind out

before any generation can actually produce such believable simulations.

Therefore, we are living in an original age, not a copy (Brooks).

Whether or not we can ever know for sure, the curiosity bespeaks

theorists’ fascination with computer simulations’ alleged capacity to dupe
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unsuspecting bystanders into believing that a replica is the real thing. In

particular, rhetorical and critical theories often use simulation as a trope to help

explain how postmodern communication works. However, computer simulations

don’t just exist in theory. They exist in truth for our examination. Contemporary

scientists often use computer simulations when their research question is too

complex (e.g., has too many factors, requires too much iteration, or involves too

many calculations) to play out with any degree of accuracy otherwise. Current

theories—including Bostrom’s—often gloss over actual applications of computer

simulation.

However, for many reasons, it is necessary to understand actual computer

simulations as rhetorical acts and products.  First, the field of computational

science could benefit from practical analysis.  Computational science is a

relatively new but very pervasive scientific discipline ripe for a rhetorical

intervention.  Understanding the rhetorical components of computer simulations

can actually help the discipline answer its two most important, lingering

questions:  What is computational knowledge and how do we achieve it?

Further, rhetoric can lay the groundwork for more careful criticism of

simulations at play in mundane and major cultural and political events. Experts

count on simulations for everything from daily weather forecasts to training

soldiers with war games to complex investigations surrounding Hurricane

Katrina and the Columbia Shuttle accident.  For example, prior to the Hurricane

Katrina catastrophe, researchers from the Department of Homeland Security and
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FEMA designed “worst case scenario” simulations predicting what might happen

if a category 4 hurricane landed in New Orleans (Walsh, Fournier and Bridis).  To

their credit the simulations forecasted the devastation with alarming accuracy,

including details regarding death toll and damage to property.  Unfortunately,

they also did not anticipate realistic rescue, aid or evacuation strategies.

Although highest levels of government officials knew about the simulations, the

evidence did nothing to facilitate rescue efforts.

The terms set in this dissertation can help us unpack what went wrong.  In

this instance, it might be the case that eliminations (i.e., no rescue projections)

and creative ad hoc parameters (i.e., “worst case scenario” data) might have (at

best) misguided officials or (at worst) given them an excuse not to take the

information seriously.  Simulation is an emerging and prevalent type of

composition worth investigating.  If simulation continues to inform national

policy and other important cultural events, then we must possess the tools to

unpack its meaning and expose its suppositional underpinnings.

Therefore, the purpose of this dissertation is to examine actual simulations

and their byproducts in order to understand more how they operate and achieve

meaning. This dissertation will extend the growing body of work about computer

simulations in technical communication studies and the rhetoric of science.

Essentially, it will follow two main research trails. (1) How do simulations operate

(if not by deception)? Upon what type of inferential reasoning do they hinge? (2)

What role does rhetoric play in the construction of computer simulations and
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their popularity within the scientific community? Along these lines, this

dissertation will follow three research strategies:

(1) Throughout, it will enumerate characteristics of actual computer

simulations to expose misconceptions in rhetorical and critical theory. As

of now, researchers frame studies on program comprehension and style in

two different ways. On one hand, literary and critical theorists use the

concept of simulations as a metaphor.  On the other, studies in computer

science define program comprehension and style in terms of formal

features of code (semantics and syntax).  They track how programmers

treat markers, indentation, and other formal traits. In contrast, this work

will trace humanistic features of code production and simulation reports.

(2) This dissertation will also distinguish simulations from other forms of

representation in science. As you will see, computer simulation is a

different mode from other forms of mimesis. Simulations have

characteristics distinct from metaphors, paradoxes and thought

experiments.

(3) This dissertation will also employ a multi-level method of textual analysis

to examine actual simulations. Studies that fixate on final products

(publications only) have a single-level approach to document and textual

analysis. They also presume how audiences read published work, rather

than tracing reception history by tracking resultant citations of that

published work (or by other methods).
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The remainder of this chapter will describe the distinctive features of simulations.

Then, it will offer an overview of the rest of the dissertation.

1.1 Operative Definition of Simulations: Both Product and Process

Scientists define computer simulations as products of high-level mathematical

equations. Sherman and Craig define them as “mathematical model[s],…set[s] of

equations that describe the possible actions that can take place in the virtual

world” (404). Computer simulations create a more complex world than sheer

paper-and-pencil mathematical equations can because they can handle more

iterations.

The term “simulation” also refers to animations and other illustrations

that accompany the complex computations. “[T]he use of graphics can increase

our understanding of the nature of analytical solutions” (Gould and Tobochnik

4). Computer simulations churn out long strings of numbers, to which

programmers then assign computer graphical components (such as color and

pixel position) in order to generate a visual representation of the simulation data.

Computer scientists run multiple variables through the models they create. Each

time they do, they create new sets of data. Each new set translates into different-

looking visual components, thereby creating a different picture—be it a frame of

an animation or a peak of a line chart. Scientists consider these illustrations

another part of the simulation, in addition to the computational model. 
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Although many scholars call simulations “models,” simulations go a step

further than mere models. As Morgan and Morrison describe it, simulations

capture a model’s behaviors. “In the same way that general theoretical principles

can constrain the ways in which models are constructed, so too the structure of

the model constrains the kinds of behavior that can be simulated” (Morgan and

Morrison 29). While scientists use numerical models to help establish parameters

of a simulation, the models in and of themselves represent static features.

Simulations, on the other hand, put models through numerous conditions and

variables. They put models into motion.

Models map closely to an actual object, but differ by scale. However,

simulations have forth-telling and foretelling capacity. Winsberg explains that

simulations do what neither theories nor models can. He defines a theory as a

“cluster of trajectories…which specifies a set of allowable state transition

trajectories.” A model, on the other hand, is “an abstract mathematical entity…a

trajectory in a particular phase space” (Winsberg “Simulations” S449). Theories

set and constrain possible states of an object of study, and models confirm or

contest portions of those mathematical theories. In contrast, simulations

represent actual phenomena. Winsberg explains:

If we think of simulations…as attempts to determine which state transition

trajectories are the ones that are determined by our laws and mechanical

models, then we must conclude that our results are totally

unwarrantable…It is only if we view simulations as attempts to
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provide—directly—representations of real systems, and not abstract

models, that the epistemology of simulation makes any sense” (Winsberg

“Simulations” S450).

According to Winsberg, simulations are not meant to test and correct models.

They are meant to represent actual objects. Simulations might start with abstract

theories and models, but they aim to show something actual. Since the actual

object is his goal, a simulationist cannot solely depend on mathematical

principles to construct the simulation. He might do so building a model or theory.

Winsberg understands simulations as a bridge between two worlds: speculation

and calculation, theory and experiment. Simulations aren’t sheer theory because

“theories do not have by themselves the power necessary to represent real, local

states of affairs” (Winsberg “Simulated” 119). By definition, theories preclude

representing local and actual events.  Theories abstract data; simulations apply

them.

However, even the most accurate simulation uses a finite scale that cannot

replicate nature, which operates on an infinite scale. Casti describes three

realms—the real world of observations, the mathematical world of theorems and

the computational world (203). He explains that computations are twice removed

from the real world. First, they are translated into mathematical expressions,

then into binary ones. Mathematical theories need not end, since numbers extend

into infinity. Computational numbers can only extend as far as the hardware’s
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memory can handle. In technical terms, mathematics produces partial

differential equations and computers produce finite difference equations.

Programmers base simulation software on theories and laws from hard

sciences. Whether or not scientific laws themselves are rhetorical (Bokeno,

McGuire and Melia), computers cannot handle those scientific laws as words or

purely mathematical equations. Once scientists translate partial differential

equations into finite difference equations, they must input data and manipulate

software to create a simulation for their particular research question. Of course,

the simulation does some writing of its own. Computer programs contain main

routines that manipulate sub-routines to generate the simulations. The sub-

routines process the input. How (and which) sub-routines activate depends upon

what values the input generates. In essence, sub-routines interpret information

from the main routine and from each other.

Therefore, the term “simulation” refers to computational equations and

the resultant animation or illustrations. However, it also refers to the process of

manipulating input, on the part of the computer and the programmer. Unlike

mathematical models, simulations require a little ingenuity on the programmer’s

part. Winsberg describes the process:

Transforming the continuous differential equation of a dynamic model

into discrete algebraic equations that can be cranked out by the computer

is only the first step of the process… Simulationists use ad hoc modeling

assumptions to help make their computational models more tractable and
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manageable. Ad hoc modeling assumptions include such techniques as

simplifying assumptions, removal of degrees of freedom, and even

substitution of simpler empirical relationships for more complex but also

more theoretically founded laws. (Winsberg “Simulations” S445)

Models replicate theories as closely as possible. Since theories have close

mathematical counterparts, models can often closely follow mathematical logic.

However, simulations often require their own internal logic, too. They include ad

hoc reasoning—making assumptions, substitutions, following hunches.

Mezzacappa calls this reasoning scientific intuition: “There’s a human value

system that comes in and [judges whether a simulation parameter] is

unnatural…Subjective elements like naturalness and beauty and symmetry make

good—albeit subjective—guides.” Winsberg, on the other hand, calls this ad hoc

component of the simulation processes “fudging”:

Sometimes simulationists will ignore factors or influences, not because

they are deemed ‘external,’ but because limitations of computational

power make their inclusion impractical. That is what I refer to as

eliminative ad hoc modeling. In this case, the simulationist has one of two

options: either to assume that the effects of this omitted factor are

negligible or to make use of some sort of empirical ‘fudge factor’ (creative

ad hoc modeling), to make up for the absence of neglected factor”

(Winsberg “Simulation” 10).
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Later in this dissertation, I argue that Winsberg elides an important fact: these

decisions have rhetorical underpinnings, particularly when it comes to reporting

simulated work to peers in the scientific community. Chapters Four and Five will

describe the “fudging” in rhetorical terms; the assumptions correspond to

rhetorical figures. Therefore, knowing rhetoric can help programmers justify and

fine-tune their reasoning. Rhetoric can help uncover assumptions implicit in ad

hoc modeling.

Gould and Tobochnik differentiate numerical analysis mode, symbolic

manipulation mode, and the simulation mode. “In the simulation mode, the

essential elements of a model are included with a minimum of analysis” (Gould

and Tobochnik 2). Simulation, the action, involves assembling the model,

interpreting its structure, and running multiple variables through it. For

example, running a sufficient number of transactions in a coin-toss experiment

would be tedious. Instead, researchers can “convert the rules of the model into an

algorithm and a computer program, simulate many exchanges, and estimate the

probabilities” (Gould and Tobochnik 2). Therefore, in the case of a flight

simulator, what makes that software a simulation? It is only partially that it

makes you believe you are really flying a plane. How the flight simulator behaves

makes it a simulation, not how vivid it looks.  Software qualifies as a simulation

when, through ad hoc modeling, it translates a natural event into a computational

one and runs data through multiple iterations to represent the natural event.

Simulations, then, are multi-textual and multi-media. They involve mathematical
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expressions, programmer’s intuition, animations and illustrations, and

programming code.

Simulations are sometimes called computer experiments because, much

like conventional lab work, they test hypotheses about physical systems.

However, simulations stand apart from physical experiments because a set of

established (and semi-universal) methods regulate the latter. Popper explained

that scientific theories must be falsifiable.  He argued that scientists must

construct theories in such a way that others in the community can re-run the

experiment and possibly disprove the findings. (Otherwise, the community

cannot verify facts.) Simulationists also apply Popper’s rule; they do report many

of the choices made during the simulation. However, according to Winsberg,

simulations “often yield sanctioned and reliable new knowledge of systems even

when nothing like the stringent conditions [for experiments]…are in place”

(“Simulated” 116).  Experimenters practice longstanding scientific methodology.

Simulationists, on the other hand, have (relatively speaking) only just begun

reifying their computational procedures. Computational processes still involve

the scientific method—making hypotheses that scientists test and discuss.

However, centuries of scientific experimentation have proffered a shorthand and

protocol that decades of scientific computation have yet to standardize.

In addition, unlike experiments wherein scientists calibrate instruments

and physical samples, simulationists test computations for their accuracy (Gould

and Tobochnik 5). When a problem arises in a lab experiment, scientists look to
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correct instruments. In simulation, scientists and programmers correct code.

Computer simulations not only suffer from human error, but also from typical

programming or coding errors. There are three types (Woolfson and Pert 31-32):

1. programming errors caused when the computer incorrectly compiles the

code and the parsing yields a logical but nonetheless incorrect output;

2. numerical errors caused by round-off mistakes the computer makes

because it can only handle large-but-still-finite number of values; and

3. modeling errors caused by parsing a problem in such a way that it yields

an incomplete representation of the phenomena in question.

For the most part, these methods treat the error as a function of the syntax and

semantics of the code. The "fix" involves checking the code’s accuracy by

mathematical standards.

However, the ad hoc nature of simulations opens up additional sources of

error beyond computational or mathematical ones. Winsberg identifies

conceptual (and highly rhetorical) sources of error in simulations—eliminative

models, creative ad hoc models, symmetries, initial condition choices, and

parameters. A simulationist commits eliminative errors when he or she neglects

to include a certain significant feature of a system (Winsberg “Simulation” 29). A

simulationist makes ad hoc creative errors when he or she adds artificial

elements that improperly substitute for eliminated ones (Winsberg “Simulation”

30). He or she makes an error of symmetry when he or she uses an incompatible

substitute to replace the eliminated feature or to compensate for other
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inadequacies in the computational representation of the theories—for example, if

his or her computer will only allow him or her to create a limited-sized spatial

grid on which to build the simulation (Winsberg “Simulation” 30).  Symmetrical

errors occur whenever scientists settle on modeling the physical systems as either

spherically, axi- or non-symmetrical (Mezzacappa). A system’s symmetry

describes its shape and pattern. Scientists assume that spherically symmetrical

systems behave the same and have the same components throughout the entire

system. No matter which corner of the system you observe, you can assume that

every other inch of it behaves the same way. These systems translate into one-

dimensional computational models. Scientists presume that axi-symmetrical

systems have two sides that behave the same. For the sake of analysis, scientists

measure the system along an axis that divides the like sides down the middle.

These systems require two-dimensional simulations. Non-symmetrical systems

contain dissimilar component parts. They require simulations mapped onto at

least three dimensions. The fewer dimensions, the more reduction of the system’s

features and the less sophisticated the representation (Winsberg “Simulation”

31).  Finally, a simulationist can also perpetrate errors when he or she sets the

parameters of the simulation. For example, he or she must set increments and

initial values that serve as constants as the simulation progresses from time step

to time step. Setting improper initial conditions could yield contrived or

particular results (Winsberg “Simulation” 32).
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How is it, then, that simulationists validate these conceptual errors?

Winsberg identified two basic strategies for error management: calibration and

limitation.  A simulationist calibrates his or her program with other simulations,

analysis or experiments. He or she can run multiple, independent iterations with

randomized seed data. “If the two different implementations yield identical

results, then it is unlikely that they each contain the same errors producing the

same results” (Winsberg “Simulation” 32). Winsberg also recommends running

other simulations—i.e., without ad hoc components or with different

symmetries—to check for error and discrepancies. Simulationists also analyze

their simulations by tweaking the duration of time steps and hypothesizing what

results the simulations should yield. Winsberg also stresses that more robust

empirical data (from telescopic observations and lab work) can also improve

simulations.  Regardless what methods he or she uses, a simulationist can expect

only so much from his or her results. “[O]nce a simulation study has been

subjected to epistemic scrutiny, often the best we can hope for is that some

general qualitative features of the results will remain sanctionable” (Winsberg

“Simulation” 39). This dissertation posits another method check: simulationists

might also consider reexamining rhetorical strategies and assumptions

underpinning simulation architecture.

Winsberg concerns himself primarily with the epistemological nature of

simulations. He examines how simulations produce knowledge differently than

traditional experiments, models and theories.  “[T]he techniques simulationists
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use to attempt to justify simulation are unlike any that usually passes for

epistemology in the philosophy of science literature…[The epistemology] is

downward, …autonomous…and motley” (Winsberg “Simulations” S447). He

defines epistemology as “the study of the means by which we sanction belief in

the outcome of simulation studies, despite their motley methodology (Winsberg

“Simulation” 288). Winsberg is mainly interested in explaining how, in general,

scientists sanction the conclusions drawn from simulations. He also means to

define the formal simulation methods that produce simulations. As a result,

Winsberg’s work yields a rather formal textual analysis. For example, while

Winsberg does enlist actual simulations of a gas jet, a star and a rainstorm, he

uses final products only—mostly published articles in peer-reviewed journals and

corresponding simulated animations:

A calculational structure for the theory; techniques of mathematical

transformation; a set of parameters, initial conditions, and boundary

conditions; reduction of degrees of freedom…; a computer and a computer

algorithm;  a graphics system; an interpretation of numerical and

graphical output coupled with an assessment of their reliability. (Winsberg

“Simulation” 49)

In this dissertation, I will extend Winsbergs work. I’ll show how simulationists

use particular rhetorical strategies to make and report ad hoc and other

simulation choices. Winsberg alludes to such a connection: “[I]t is also extremely

helpful to have a good understanding of where the model comes from and why it
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might work” (“Simulation” 35). For example, he continues, astrophysicists had to

include a mystery value (∝) to represent an anomalous viscosity in their

simulations of accretion disks in order to produce numbers that jived with

observations and laboratory data. Unfortunately, the value ∝ did not have a

known physical counterpart or explanation and they added it “even though they

knew that true, molecular viscosity could not possibly be a factor in these highly

rarified systems” (Winsberg “Simulation” 35). Later analytical studies revealed

that turbulence caused the ∝ viscosity. The revelation allowed researchers to

come up with an equation for ∝.

Since we now have a situation where the proper value for ∝ can be

calculated from a sub-simulation of the underlying physics, and we have

confidence that we understand why there is the appearance of artificial

viscosity, we can now use a model we know to be false, one which contains

an artificial parameter, in order to generate reliable representations of a

physical system. (Winsberg “Simulation” 36)

Whereas Winsberg has mathematical or analytical knowledge in mind, I argue

that rhetorical understanding is equally important. Rather than use only research

articles in and of themselves, I also analyze peripheral documents—drafts, e-mail

correspondence, institutional newsletters—to study social implications as well as

linguistic features and rhetorical claims.
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1.2 Chapter Summary and Previews

Lingering questions remain. What do simulations mean? How do code

comprehension and style play out in these high-level computer programs? What

rhetorical figures govern construction of simulations? Which make discipline

gatekeepers bristle? The rest of this dissertation will perform rhetorical analyses

to begin answering these questions.

Chapter Two reviews shortcomings of how language studies and computer

science have handled computer simulations and programs. Then, the chapter

explains why the new field of computational science requires a more realistic

analysis. Critical theory has misrepresented simulations. Further, computer

science has neglected to investigate the rhetorical questions essential to the

simulation process.  Ultimately, the chapter situates simulation analysis into a

larger, theoretical discussion about theories of meaning. Theoretical

underpinnings misdirect current simulation theory, which studies the formal or

figurative rather than relational meaning of simulations.

Chapter Three helps further answer one of two important, lingering

questions in computational science: What is computational knowledge? In our

case, what kind of evidence is a simulation? Rather than investigate simulations

in and of themselves, this chapter compares computer simulations to other

rhetorical strategies common to the scientific imagination. In particular, it

distinguishes simulation from three other modes—paradox, thought experiments

and metaphor. In the process, the chapter records how metaphor helped advance
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simulation science, and it introduces and defines virtual evidence. Chapter Three

also examines the simulation process in order to reveal the logical machinations

underpinning the simulation product.

Chapters Four and Five use rhetorical analyses to help answer one

question: how does computational science achieves computational knowledge?

In particular, these chapters will use rhetorical rather than philosophical analysis

to track how simulations achieve meaning. All three chapters comprise a textual

case study that analyzes one particular simulation of a supernova. I gathered and

analyzed supporting documentation on three different levels: (i) the simulation

itself at a microscopic level (i.e., the code itself and the article wherein the

simulation is reported), (ii) internal discourse about the simulation at a

mesoscopic level (i.e., team e-mail conversations about the simulations) and (iii)

external conversations about the simulation at the macroscopic level (i.e., others’

citations of the work and journal referee discussion). I examine these products of

the simulation in order to find out more about the process it took to make it.

The conclusion, Chapter Six, summarizes my research, draws conclusions

about those findings, and teases out further implications for future work.  It

explains how texts are virtual evidence of relational meaning.  It gestures towards

identifying generic characteristics of computational scientific articles.  It also

suggests further directions for studying the rhetorical dimensions of

computational science.
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Chapter Two: Literature Review and Theoretical Underpinnings

In the previous chapter, we learned that actual simulations consist of

eliminations, additions, and symmetry and parameter choices. These ad hoc

ingredients make actual simulations ideal for rhetorical analysis, despite the fact

that few scholars have evaluated simulations on these terms.  This chapter will

recap simulation research in critical theory and computer science. The former has

a fictitious understanding of simulations and the latter limits itself to formal

features and standard programs. Also, this chapter will argue that simulations

require a relational approach to understanding their meaning. Computer science

stands to gain a lot by engaging in serious discussions about actual simulations

and their relational meaning.  Ultimately, two foundational questions from

computational science set the scope of this dissertation: what is computational

knowledge and how do we achieve it?

2.1 Literature Review: Critical Theory and Philosophy

Actual simulations have characteristics ripe for rhetorical analysis.

Unfortunately, rhetorical and critical theories tend to use simulations as

theoretical tropes. Critical theorist Baudrillard, for example, argues that

simulation infects the epistemology of postmodern culture. According to

Baudrillard, language cannot recover a real object, not only because of the

arbitrary nature of signs but also because nothing real exists. “Illusion is no

longer possible, because the real is no longer possible” (19). Ultimately,
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everything—even reality itself—is a simulation. Simulations are not

representational because no primary object exists to represent.

On the other hand, Debray understands simulation as the primary modus

operandi of the current period of media. He describes three chronological

megasystems of transmission—a logosphere wherein oral communication

dominates, a graphosphere wherein print dominates, and a videosphere wherein

audiovisual communication dominates (Debray 171-73). Images have a different

effect from sphere to sphere. In logospheres, images have most presence. In

graphospheres, images are representations rather than present objects. In the

videosphere, where numbers supplant words and print in presenting images,

images are simulations.

Frasca claims that simulations are not a form of representation in order to

describe why video games (a version of simulations) are not narratives (which

operate vis-à-vis representation). According to Frasca, two essential conditions

define representations—they produce descriptions of traits and sequences of

events (223). Since simulations are interactive (e.g., users manipulate details in

media res), they cannot be understood through fixed traits and sequences (Frasca

224).  Frasca compares a flight instruction film to a flight simulator:

A film about a plane landing is a narrative: an observer could interpret it

in different ways…but she cannot manipulate it and influence how the

plane will land since the film sequences are fixed and unalterable. By

contrast, the flight simulator allows the player to perform actions that will
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modify the behavior of the system in a way that is similar to the behavior

of the actual plane (Frasca 224).

According to Frasca, altering the conditions and constraints of simulations is a

different process than interpreting them. Further, representations call for

interpretations, rather than manipulation. In essence, a simulation is not a

representation because audiences can do more than interpret it.

Rhetoricians have begun to conduct generic studies of simulations. Bolter

and Grusin, for example, define simulation as a form of remediation, wherein old

media re-emerge in newer and multiple media (or hypermediation) to bring

about immediacy (e.g., as perfect replica of the old media as possible). Unlike

Baudrillard, Bolter and Grusin believe that all mediations are real themselves

(55). They analyze computer games as a type of simulation. Bolter and Grusin

understand current, realistic generation of computer games (such as Myst, Dead

or Alive, and Grand Theft Auto) as re-mediations of role-playing games as well as

television and film (29). These games borrow plot lines, visual angles, action

sequences all from action and horror movies and other traditional film genres.

The more visually complicated the game, the more transparent the

representation and the better able to immerse users into the virtual world of the

animation.

Rhetorician Janet Murray attempts to explain why computer simulations

have such a capacity for transparency. In Hamlet on the Holodeck, Murray

outlines four properties common to all digital environments, primarily virtual
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reality (VR) (71-90). She claims VR is procedural in that it constrains and

executes a series of rules to define systems. VR is participatory in that it accepts

writers’ or programmers’ input for inducing behaviors within those systems. VR

is spatial insofar as it represents navigable space. It is encyclopedic in that it

amasses and orders a great many rules and much data. Murray cites live-action

simulation exercises (e.g., video games that make users characters in the story) as

prime examples of VR’s benefits. “[A] computer simulation offers a new

extension…On the computer we can reenter the story and experience more than

one run of the same simulation” (Murray 181). Since computer simulations can

handle complex procedures and volumes of information, they can instantly

prepare multiple positions for one animated object. This, in turn, makes the

simulation more enticing and believable to users.

In “Writing in a Culture of Simulation: Ethos Online,” Carolyn Miller

examines the ethos of a chatterbot named Julia in a multi-user domain. This

simulated woman passes the Turing test of human intelligence so well that those

who interact with her believe she is an actual person rather than a robot.

According to Miller, this teaches us an important lesson about simulation:

audiences tend to project their own complexity onto speakers, even artificial ones

like Julia. Other researchers consider computer simulation just another form of

scientific illustration that reduces and fictionalizes the subject matter it illustrates

(Bastide, Bowie).
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These models are inventive and productive. However, they also imply

notions of computer simulations dissimilar to actual computer simulations that

scientists and others produce nowadays. All of the above models start from highly

idealized notions of simulations that misrepresent the current generation of

simulations justice. Each model touts the seductive nature of simulations—their

ability to dupe audiences into believing that they are real. Each assumes a notion

of totally-immersive simulations—programs so good, you can’t tell the difference

between the real and the replica. Baudrillard goes so far as to conflate reality with

simulation. Debray differentiates between actively seeing a text (in its context)

and passively viewing it. Frasca, Bolter, Miller and Murray overestimate the

immersive capacity of simulations.

Computer scientists have yet to make the chip or the program that can run

with enough speed and capacity to generate a completely convincing a

simulation. Even on a terascale level (where computers run a trillion calculations

per second), hardware restricts the number of variables and details for any given

event, especially one as complex as the experience of plane flight (Corcoran 74).

We would be hard-pressed to find a pilot today who would say that the

experience of flying a simulated plane is exactly like flying an actual one

(Sherman and Craig). It’s different when real cargo and lives are at stake.

Further, the majority of immersive simulations today require headsets, 3-D visors

and other peripherals that manipulate the user’s sensory experience. The

experience itself is so highly mediated, it staves total unconscious submersion.
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For Baudrillard, Frasca and Debray, simulation and representation are

mutually exclusive. I disagree. Computer simulations do represent original

phenomena, and they cannot help but reduce those phenomena to simpler

problems manageable by the current generation of computers. Reduction, or at

the very least difference, is a necessary feature of simulations. Once we cannot

recognize the difference between the simulation and the real thing, then the

simulation is no longer a simulation. It simply is the real thing. Representation

has the same necessary and sufficient condition—namely it creates a different

object from an original. It is only accidental (or at best sufficient) that a replica

(such as a simulation) exacts, degrades or surpasses the original.

Simulation has a historically close relationship to mimesis—Greek for

imitation or role-playing, the root of representation (Lanham 102). Plato takes up

mimesis in the third book of the Republic. In it, Socrates prescribes emulating

true and noble men for the purposes of self-improvement.

But there is another sort of character who will narrate anything… He will

attempt to represent the roll of thunder, the noise of wind and hall, or the

creaking of wheels, and pulleys, and the various sounds of flutes; pipes,

trumpets, and all sorts of instruments: he will bark like a dog, bleat like a

sheep, or crow like a cock; his entire art will consist in imitation of voice

and gesture, and there will be very little narration. (Aristotle Republic

Book 3)
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Scholars have interpreted Socrates to mean simulation here. Socrates chides a

poet who represents something with popular appeal rather than transformative

value. Modern scholars claim that Socrates builds a tacit definition of simulation

in doing so (Gebauer and Wulf).  “Something that is represented of which it is

known that it does not correspond to the truth because it is in some sense

advantageous to do so” (Gebauer and Wulf 36). According to Socrates, simulation

is representation stripped of its ethical or moral potential.

Aristotle extends the definition of mimesis into other realms besides

poetry. For example, in the Politics, he encourages candidates to imitate or act

the part of those who do no wrong (Jowett).  Further, in the Poetics, he claims

that children learn about the world through mimesis. For Aristotle, mimesis is

“the capacity to produce resemblance through the artistic media of color, shape,

and voice” (Gebauer and Wulf 54). By this definition, simulation (mimesis) does

represent an object, because it produces an alterative that resembles an actual

thing. As I described in Chapter One, simulations use theories and abstracted

observations to paint a likely picture of unknown or un-observed phenomena.

To be fair, other theorists come closer than Baudrillard to discussing

actual computer simulations. Each discusses an actual version of current

simulations. Murray, Bolter, and Frasca name flight simulators and submersive

programs. However, these examples are heavily mediated and, therefore, atypical

of most computer simulations today. Miller cites multi-user domains (MUDs).

However, MUDs are not as complex as computer simulations, nor do they set out
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to replicate actual environments with as much accuracy. An examination of actual

simulations will deepen this body of work.

2.2 Fictional Traits of Computer Simulations in Current Theory

Ironically, the aforementioned critical theories characterize simulations much the

way that science fiction writers envision them. Three representative works of

science fiction come immediately to mind:  “The City of the Living Dead,” “We

Can Remember It for You Wholesale,” and The Matrix. Each comes from a

different era of science fiction—early modern or pulp, modern, and cyber-punk

respectively. Ergo, each uses simulation to make different statements about

technology, culture and human existence. However, all three characterize

simulations similarly to current rhetorical and critical theory. In the process, they

make distinct philosophical assumptions about simulations.

Published in the 1930s, Manning and Pratt’s short story, “The City of the

Living Dead” recounts the journey of Hal Hallstrom (the protagonist-narrator),

who ventures into a city where all inhabitants live totally plugged into machines

serving up eternal adventures for each “silver man.”  Hal learns from the only

machine-man disconnected from the system that the society’s lust for thrill

seeking brought it to this end. Machines replaced laborers, so laborers occupied

themselves with pleasure and entertainment. In turn, the machines supplied

entertainment to the max. Manning and Pratt contrast this world to Hal’s home,
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Alvrosdale, a bucolic woodland with minimal technological advancements. Lovén

explains the plot’s significance:

[The story tells] the quest for the perfect illusion as a degenerative process

which ultimately serves the interests of a financial elite, ending in a

humanity kept in electronic cocoons and fed with artificial

dreams...Manning and Pratt identify the disappearance of danger and

adventure from the world as the cause of the waning of mankind—a notion

familiar from the degeneration discourse of the 19th century, updated to

an era of automation. In Manning and Pratt’s automated future, the only

occupation left to men after "the Machines" have done their work is "the

frantic pursuit of artificial pleasure.” (Lovén Section 2)

This story depicts totally-immersive simulations in order to comment upon man’s

dependency on technology. Manning and Pratt expect the worst of machines and

blame them for dehumanizing humankind. Written during the adventure-

obsessed years of early modern science fiction, the story preserves its own place

in entertainment media. It endorses low-tech pleasures, of which storytelling is

primary.

 The modern era—of which Philip K. Dick’s “We Can Remember It for You

Wholesale” is an example—paints a different picture of simulation and

technology. Written in 1966, the story follows its protagonist—Douglas Quail—as

he decides to buy memories of a trip to Mars that he never actually took. He hires

Rekal, Inc., a company who implants simulated experiences and memories
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directly into clients’ brains. However, much to the Rekal technicians’ surprise,

Quail awakens from the implant procedure with memories of Mars beyond the

ones that Rekal doctored. He is convinced that he worked as a double agent for

government intelligence. As it turns out, the government had, in fact, tinkered

with Quail’s memory prior to Rekal. Another visit to Rekal to erase Quail’s

memory (or kill him if all else fails) unearths more original memories—memories

not even the government knew. This time, Quail remembers serving as liaison to

extraterrestrials who agreed not to destroy the earth if Quail stays alive.

   “They told me not to tell,” Douglas Quail mumbled in a dull drug-

saturated voice. “That was the agreement. I wasn’t even supposed to

remember. But how could I forget an event like that?…They even gave me

a scroll…of gratitude. I have it hidden in my conapt; I’ll show it to you.”

   To the Interplan officer who had followed after him, McClane said, “Well,

I offer the suggestion that you better not kill him. If you do they’ll return.”

(Dick “We Can Remember It” 17-18)

The totally-immersive simulation Dick describes differs from Manning and

Pratt’s on two counts: (1) Entertainment is only an initial motive for the

experience; politics are another. Simulation peddlers can erase actual experiences

as easily as they can insert them.  (2) Actual memories prevail over synthetic

ones. For Quail, his real experience as a spy on Mars trumped the Rekal

imitations. Further, his real experience with the aliens—one that he voluntarily

forgot, rather than had taken away from him—trumped them all.  If Manning,
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Pratt and Dick portray dystopic futures caused by technological overload, Dick

foretells hope for human agency and memory.

So does the cyberpunk movie The Matrix, which premiered in 1999. In it,

machines conquer man by duping them with the matrix, a totally-immersive

simulation similar to the one described in Manning and Pratt. However, where

the early modern writers envisioned merely physical machine connections (i.e.,

eyes, nerves and stomachs replaced by mechanical versions), the Wachowski

brothers isolate one primary connection—the brain.  Machines harvest humans

who have never experienced the actual world outside of a simulation. The

premise makes a rather Cartesian assumption that nothing but mental activities

comprise reality. Since the mind governs senses, thoughts, and feelings, if you

fool it, you fool the whole body. It follows, then, that Neo (the movie’s hero)

overcomes the matrix by the power of his own mind.

All three works of science fiction illuminate our prior critique of rhetorical

and critical theory approaches to simulation.  You can measure differences

between the theories by differences between the stories.  Baudrillard, for

example, indicts post-modernity by proclaiming simulation as its primary mode

of operation. Reality escapes language and beclouds prospects for human

understanding. In this way, Baudrillard’s ideas resemble those of Manning and

Pratt and other Jeremiads for whom simulation is the death knell to human

interaction.  Simulations are symptoms of dystopia. Dick describes his suspicion

and relishes his readers’ catharses.
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I ask, in my writing, What is real? Because unceasingly we are bombarded

with pseudorealities manufactured by very sophisticated people using very

sophisticated electronic mechanisms. I do not distrust their motives; I

distrust their power. They have a lot of it. And it is an astonishing power:

that of creating whole universes, universes of the mind. I ought to know. I

do the same thing. It is my job to create universes, as the basis of one novel

after another. And I have to build them in such a way that they do not fall

apart two days later. Or at least that is what my editors hope. However, I

will reveal a secret to you: I like to build universes that do fall apart. (Dick

“The Nature of Reality” 262)

Dick confesses his motive: to help his readers call into question the

“pseudorealities” (told by the powers-that-be) that they all-too-easily believe and

accept as truth. His fictions are complicit in the same deception, with a

difference: he builds them to be unraveled, and the unraveling helps others call

into question other powers that would keep audiences believing in

pseudorealities. On the contrary, Miller and Murray understand simulations as

the sign of a utopian future for media and communication. Simulations open up

digital rather than analogical thinking and usher in new tools for narrative and

pedagogy.

More importantly, all three science fiction stories and the aforementioned

critical theories envision simulations far into the future, far enough for totally-

immersive systems so convincing they are able to broach important questions
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about being. They give us insight as to how machines influence us as much as we

make them.  While they do posit political, cultural and other macroscopic reasons

for the creation of simulation technology, they do not detail the microscopic

decisions and processes teams of simulationists make to develop the technology.

I argue that it is the responsibility of rhetorical theory to examine actual

simulations, here and now, toward these ends.

 In sum, critical theory approaches simulation the same way that fiction

does—as a metaphysical state rather than practical application. For both critical

theory and science fiction, simulations are the means for producing a virtual

existence. Both camps suspect that the virtual experience of simulations can

substitute for the real thing, without substantial deviation or difference.

2.3 Literature Review: Computer Science and Programming

Simulations abound in computational science, a relatively new field. Advances in

mathematics, physics, and computer technology during the decades immediately

following World War II (particularly in the Manhattan Project) propelled its

growth (Nash 5-18). Computational science has only recently congealed into a

discipline independent of other sciences. Only ten years ago, the Federal

government passed the High Performance Computing and Communications Act,

which outlines “several aspects of computing technology” used in scientific

investigations (Stevenson 85). Scientists and computer programmers comprise

the new discipline. They use computational solutions to help investigate lingering
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questions in science. Very often, computational scientists use computer

simulations to provide insight into complex problems or systems. “A brief perusal

of the scientific literature clearly shows that computer simulation is enormously

fruitful in most fields” (Stevenson 86). Computer simulations have enabled

advancements in biology, chemistry, astrophysics, and environmental sciences.

However, the new discipline has its share of growing pains.

In a disciplinary manifesto of sorts, Stevenson notes that the new field

needs to solidify its foundations:

In any mature discipline, there is a basic set of principles…that can be

called the philosophy of that science…The philosophies of mathematics

and science explore two issues: what objects exist (metaphysics); and how

we come to know about those objects (epistemology)…What is

computational knowledge and how do we achieve it? (Stevenson "Science"

90)

Here, Stevenson worries that computational science has yet to investigate the

nature of the objects it produces and the process by which scientists learn from

those objects. Stevenson wants computational science to examine the nature of

the objects and our understanding of those objects. He further describes the need

to establish a philosophy of computational science—he blames computer science

training, in part: “One purpose of philosophy is to critically and skeptically

examine methods. All around us the ground rules are changing. Computer

scientists are ill-prepared to critically analyze their own positions. They cannot
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determine what is new and what is old; what has worked and what has not; and

why” (Stevenson 90). Stevenson means to solicit his fellow computational

scientists. However, scholars in the rhetoric of science can make a contribution,

too. This dissertation sets forth to begin answering Stevenson’s call and filling the

gap in rhetorical studies.

Stevenson describes the some of the limitations to blame for the gap.

Current generations of computer scientists have forgotten how Leibnez, Kepler,

and other forebears of math and science laid the foundation of the disciplines in

philosophy, logic and analysis. The founding fathers grounded the formal,

standard procedures and operations of math and sciences in esoteric

philosophical questions. “Formalism is the primary voice today. However,

formalism does not work well in the computer. Since most computer scientists

are exposed only to the formalistic view in their education, they do not

understand the rich field of constructive analysis” (Stevenson 86).  Bishop,

Goodstein and Aberth are a few among others who pioneered the “constructive

analysis” to which Stevenson refers, wherein scientists set specific, mathematical

rules describing the construction of objects (functions, number concepts, and so

on) (Stewart).  This dissertation, however, will examine the rhetorical dimensions

that might equally help the new field examine its methods and reify its

philosophy.  Orr agrees that computer science needs to examine its genres: “The

need for research on genres in the computer field is obvious. The profession is

new and considerably different in nature from traditional disciplines” (Orr 33).
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Although Stevenson called for analysis beyond formalism, formal methods

frame many studies on computer programs in computer science. Ruven Brooks’

work on program comprehension has influenced several other textual studies of

computer code. Brooks studied how programmers read and understand long lines

and sub-routines of code. Brooks contrasts his approach to the topic from a

bottom-up approach, which assumes “that the programmer begins by looking at

the individual lines of code or at a group of lines and assigning them

interpretations” (545). Instead, Brooks lists top-down methods at the

programmer’s disposal: A programmer uses what she knows about the problem

that the software is supposed to solve, then she hypothesizes about how sub-

routines work in it (Brooks 546). A programmer also refers to her own program

writing habits and peccadilloes to decipher someone else’s (Brooks 547).

 Spinuzzi and Deimel have written further about the prior experiences

upon which Brooks’ says programmers rely.  The knowledge domains can include

(1) the problem itself, (2) the mathematical model, (3) the algorithm that

abstracts data structures and operations, (4) implementation of arrays,

assignments, and the like, and (5) bit patterns stored and manipulated in specific

locations in the computer (Spinuzzi “Towards a Hermaneutic” par. 9).  Spinuzzi

compares Brooks’ “top-down” theory to hermeneutic guessing that occurs in

post-process theory. He also compares the post-process idea of triangulation (“in

which two language users converge on a shared meaning by referring to a shared

world”) to another of Brooks’ tenets (Spinuzzi “Towards a Hermaneutic” par. 9).
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“[T]o gain more than a strictly functional understanding of the code—to

understand the original programmer’s intentions—the programmer who reads

the code must understand the domain in which the program is intended to work,

the problem it is meant to solve, and even the hardware on which it should run”

(Spinuzzi “Towards a Hermaneutic” par. 11).

Likeminded empirical studies of program comprehension abound in

computer science and technical communication studies. Mostly, experimental

and observational data comprise this body of work. For example, Boehm-Davis,

Fox and Phillips found that programmer expertise and program structure dictate

the techniques with which programmers read code and identify manageable,

digestible sub-units in the code. The researchers asked 28 undergraduate

students to read a complicated program, identify and name sub-routines, and

complete a demographic questionnaire. Researchers found that programmers

would trace syntactical clues (such as “begin-end” statements) and variable usage

in order to describe the program’s functionality (Boehm-Davis, Fox and Phillips

17).   In another controlled study, Gellenbeck and Cook asked eight professional

programmers to answer hypotheses questions (which forecast what the program

does) and location questions (which pinpoint where to find particular program

features) after reading a 913-line program (84).  Researchers found that

mnemonic sub-routine names and header comments helped computer scientists

locate material in the program and confirm hypotheses about the program’s

functions.
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Other studies examine formal features of programming style. Mohan and

Gold compared nine programs used at a financial services company and found

that individuality often prevents teams of programmers from maintaining code

consistency. “All programs experienced typographical style changes over the

course of their evolution and in most cases this was proportional to the

maintenance applied…[E]xceptions to this rule are dependant upon the

maintainer” (Mohan and Gold 3). The more consistent the programmer, the more

likely the code would conform to his or her preset standards, even in instances

where a company stylebook existed. “[I]ndividualism indicates that if a company

programming style standard exists, it is applied inconsistently” (Mohan and Gold

4). They also found that standardizing numbers of characters per line,

indentation and line spacing standards aided program comprehensibility (Mohan

and Gold 5).  In an editorial about the difficulty of writing readable code,

Spinellis argues that diversity of languages and scarce access to code complicate

training programmers how to read programs. “[S]oftware development is

typically a team-based activity and most often involves extending and

maintaining existing systems written in a multitude  of languages for diverse

execution environments…Companies often protect source code as a trade secret

and rarely allow others  to read, comment, experiment, and learn from it”

(Mohan and Gold 86). Intellectual property can often complicate learning about

programming composition and comprehension.
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These studies give a thorough account of syntactic and semantic program

comprehension—they read the code itself for formal features that indicate

meaning. However, the approach has its limitations:

[W]hile important to software engineering, is not strictly an area of

computer science research…Even in the absence of theoretical or empirical

underpinnings, Brooks’ model is intuitively appealing.  It seems to capture

succinctly most of what might reasonably be construed as knowledge

about a program, and it suggests particular ways in which our knowledge

can be incomplete.  For example, we may understand a program perfectly

statement-by-statement, yet fail totally to comprehend, on a more abstract

level, what it does and why. (Deimel 13-14)

Deimel acknowledges the need to improve and extend Brooks’ work. Many

current studies do not use the same unit of analysis. Nor do they address the

particular complexities of ad hoc programming. They also use syntactic or

semantic theory. According to these studies, the program means whatever the

sub-routines process, whatever the algorithms represent, and however the

hardware system operates. These empirical studies do not, however, address

pragmatic components—taking into account (i) who designed the software, (ii)

why they designed it, (iii) what decisions went into it, and (iv) what institutional

and peer pressures complicated its production. These studies’ units and methods

of analysis imply that what programmers say in official publications and in code

usually reflects exactly what the programs mean. None of the aforementioned
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studies examined simulation programs, in particular. I believe that the empirical

methods used to date would provide a rather limited perspective of simulations.

Were we to examine simulation code syntax exclusively, we would not gather the

fullest picture of the reasoning and dynamics that influence and determine the ad

hoc decisions underpinning the simulation. Unlike other studies of computer

code, later chapters of this dissertation triangulate (i) textual analysis of the code,

(ii) informal discussions about the simulation and (iii) the report officially

announcing the simulation. The multiple levels make for a fuller picture.

2.4 Literature Review: Rhetoric of Science and Technical

Communication

Scholars in the rhetoric of science have begun to study the rhetorical

qualities of computer programs and programming. Kathryn Hayles, for example,

says recursive loops in computer code allow simulations to evolve and thereby

resemble actual systems. She discusses simulated dinosaurs as an example. “[O]n

the one hand humans anthropomorphize the virtual creatures, and on the other

hand the virtual creatures computationalize the humans” (Hayles “Simulated

Nature” 8). Hayles identifies a specific feature common to all computer code to

further explain what it is about computer simulations that gives them complexity

and an immersive quality.

In “Deeper into the Machine,” Hayles describes how art and literature

have begun to borrow idiosyncrasies of programming languages and other
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qualities of digital communication.  She describes Souza and Winkler’s database,

a piece of postmodern art that records users’ actions with an inversely-logical

database. Inversions challenge conventional assumptions about digital interfaces.

The printer erases rather than inscribes words. The database is stored as marks

on paper rather than binary code inside the computer. Clicking on words

blackens them rather than highlights them. The camera “reads” but does not

record. Moreover, the projector displays antonyms of the words that the user

types.

It is no accident that the database interventions are positioned at the

points where words are transported from one medium to another. The

functionalities that allow us to print out a screen or project it onto a

vertical surface make it easy for us to forget the technological mediations

that make these everyday activities possible, and more crucially to forget

the embedded assumptions they instantiate. Screen text is not print, and a

projected light image is not a scanning electron beam. The inscription

technologies of screen, print and projection each has its own specificities,

and each constructs the user in a distinctive sensory, cognitive, and

material relation. What we dare not forget, database implies through its

focus on remembering and forgetting, is that the technology is both a

machine and an incarnation of assumptions embedded in its form and

function. (Hayles “Deeper” 374, 376)
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Here, Hayles describes how the art project is meant to foreground the subjective

(but often forgotten) nature of computer interfaces. Hayles also describes a

fiction writer who incorporates conventions of programming language syntax in

her prose.

At first it appears that the prose of the plaintext has been converted into

poetic lines, a transformation that brings into play the traditional poetic

tension between the ending of one line and the beginning of another.

However, in the programming language Perl the dot is a concatenation

operator used to add strings together, so the lines now exist both as

discrete units and additive lines, with the dot signaling division when read

as a period ending a sentence… Read as operators, the brackets in this

mezangelled word do not make sense, for there is no opening bracket for

the initial right bracket, and no closing bracket for the final left bracket.

Despite its violation of normal syntax, “][” has a polysemy that draws MEZ

to it, for it resembles “I,” the nomination of selfhood, and also “H,” which

by back-formation can often be read as “I” intertexts. (Hayles “Deeper”

376, 377)

By using punctuation in both the digital and analog sense, the writer challenges

readers’ expectations and complicates interpretation of the text. In mentioning

these progressive works, Hayles analyzes how computer language informs and

enriches art, rather than how programmers typically apply artificial languages.

While these are interesting analyses of computer language applications, these
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examples are not conventional applications. Further, while Hayles goes so far as

to cite standard features of computer programs, she does not address how ad hoc

modeling differentiates simulations from other programs. A rhetorical

accounting of actual simulations can help inform the teaching and use of

programming languages in computer science.

We in professional writing and technical communication studies have also

begun charting different genres in computer science. Thomas Orr, for example,

surveyed 200 international computer scientist and engineering faculty about

what kinds of writing they typically do. Orr lists over 50 different document

types, such as e-mails, memos, outlines, diagrams, lecture notes, abstracts,

manuals, cover letters, referee reviews to name a few. Orr also cataloged these

documents into 16 different categories (notations, records, correspondence,

proposals, forms, announcements, questions, articles, periodicals, books,

presentation aids, instructions, introductions, examinations, reviews and rules)

and five different primary goals (generation, procurement, dissemination,

evaluation, and regulation) (35).

In “Characteristic Features of Research Article Titles in Computer

Science,” Lawrence Anthony surveyed 600 research articles from Institute of

Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) journals in order to pinpoint

linguistic and formal features characteristic to article titles in the field.  In

particular, he analyzed length, punctuation, and frequently-used words in titles of

articles from six different computer science subspecialties—computer hardware,
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knowledge and database engineering, pattern analysis and machine intelligence,

software engineering, and visualization and graphics. Anthony found substantial

differences between titles that typify each sub-specialty.  “[Some studies] have

ignored the effects of discipline and field variation…It is clear that before advice

can be given on title writing, or any form of technical writing, extensive research

needs to be conducted to determine the discourse conventions within and across

different disciplines and fields” (Anthony 193).

Further, in “Discourse Practice in the Affiliated Professions of Software

Engineering Design,” Geisler, Rogers and Haller examine the software

engineering discourse community, comprised of software engineers and technical

writers. Both stakeholding groups were trained in different disciplines with

different agendas, but must work together to write manuals and other software

documentation.  The researchers surveyed advanced students in software

engineering and technical writing, all of whom they asked to read the description

of a software and list problems they felt needed to be resolved before they could

write specifications for it. The researchers found that the engineers identified

more system issues than the technical writers, and the technical writers cared

more about potential user issues than the engineers. “By placing members of

these affiliated professions together on teams, the hope is that all relevant issues

will be considered because each set of issues will have its distinct advocates”

(Geisler, Rogers and Haller 18). In another study, Keng Siau and Xin Tan discuss

how different cognitive mapping techniques—causal mapping, semantic
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mapping, and concept mapping—can help individuals in information systems

development (many of whom from disparate, affiliated professions) understand

their own and others’ belief systems.

My dissertation will extend this body of work in many ways. (i) It will be

one of the first to examine simulation programs and their uses in theoretical

sciences. (ii) It will include formal (i.e., abstracts, research articles, annual

reports), informal (i.e., e-mails), internal (i.e., white papers, newsletters, journal

reviewer correspondence) and external (i.e., formal reports, shared programming

code) documents pertaining to the simulation program.  In addition, (iii) it will

discuss how rhetoric influences computer programs, rather than how computer

languages enrich the rhetoric of literary forms.

2.5 Dissertation Niche

The prior studies in computer science, the rhetoric of science and technical

communication are not without their faults. First, none of the studies above

discusses simulation programming in particular. This dissertation will add

textual analysis of simulations to the body of criticism.  Prior studies also limit

themselves to single-scoped perspectives either (i) by examining the program

code or simulation report or (ii) by observing only the moment when

programmers make and/or read the code. A single perspective falls prey to

myopia and shortcomings. For example, ethnographic studies abstract units of

analysis after-the-fact of observation. However, the observer’s paradox discolors
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observation, which, in turn, might skew data collection and interpretation.

Analyses that tackle more than one perspective—foreground and background

sources—face challenges of integrating thick data, but they also promise a richer

understanding of the subject matter.

Further, many of the aforementioned studies identify formal and narrow

epistemological understanding of computer programs. They imply a traditional,

existential notion of meaning.  When empirical studies only examine code (and

exclude other documents and activities in the simulation process), they imply

that code comprehension and documentation genres have little to do with

historical, cultural or social dimensions.

Current work on simulation and programming contains implicit

connections to traditional epistemology. The research incorporates textual

analysis limited to formal or official documents and artifacts surrounding

simulation. When studies only on published texts as primary objects of analysis,

for example, they imply that meaning is contained in one document and the

linguistic markers therein. By linking program comprehension to the structure of

lines of code, theorists imply that meaning is contained in what the programmers

write and read, rather than external forces and influences that compel the code,

as well.  At this early stage of rhetorical examination into computer simulations

(when hardly anyone has studied actual simulations), more studies are needed

into the simulation process, not just the code. Once philosophers and

rhetoricians of science have a more complete picture of how simulation models
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evolve from the minds of programmers to computer screens, we can begin to

discuss and examine routine simulation strategies.

In “Moving beyond the Moment,” Paul, Charney and I surveyed several

landmark essays in the rhetoric of science, and we identified many shortcomings

of textual analyses within them.  When it came to historical studies of texts, we

found that many analyses measured “rhetorical success and efficacy” by whether

the scientific article was published and cited in other works (375).   However,

such an assumption privileges ultimate successes over gradual and immediate

ones. From this perspective, every rhetorical move in a published work of

historical scientific import seems effective. Such historical analyses tacitly

sanction rather than criticize the rhetorical strategies in the published draft, and

they make it difficult to identify what goes wrong in even otherwise successful

texts. “[A]nalyses that focus on historical texts alone cannot help us gauge

rhetorical effects…They give us little bases for teasing apart the choices of the

writer from the situational constraints” (Paul, Charney and Kendall 381).  We

also criticized formalist studies that analyze linguistic and discursive patterns

alone. These studies gather a statistically-significant number of article types in

order to find characteristic markers that typify the group. However, such studies

cannot stand alone because they offer a limited perspective on a text, as well:

“Formalist approaches by themselves cannot address a writer’s motives and only

allow one to judge a text in terms of whether it follows the conventions” (Paul,

Charney and Kendall 388).
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In summary, many textual analyses privilege the current historical status

of a text by examining only its finished, polished state. Doing so implies the

current, published work has achieved permanent success in the scientific

community. Longitudinal studies often report the opposite since, when scientific

paradigms change, unpopular studies might receive acceptance (and popular

studies might lose credibility). “Unless we agree on how to measure

contemporary communal acceptance and when acceptance is to be measured, we

cannot use the current historical status of a text as a clear standard of success”

(Paul, Charney and Kendall 200).  We also fault studies for not establishing a

clear standard for effective rhetoric.

Reasoning about textual features—such as distinguishing which rhetorical

strategies are effective and which are not—is too often colored by prior

assumptions about the success or failure of the text…[S]cholars too easily

assume that all the features of successful text are effective and that none of

the features of unsuccessful texts are…[S]tudies that rely on the current

historical status of a text as a measure of success give little basis for

measuring the effect of rhetorical strategies. (Paul, Charney and Kendall

376 and 378)

In these cases, researchers “endorse whatever choices a scientist makes as

appropriate to the unique situation” (Paul, Charney and Kendall 378).  On the

other hand, studies wherein researchers examine and describe rhetorical failures

that lead to catastrophes skew rhetorical standards of failure. “The problem
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here…is that specific rhetorical strategies have only been examined in the context

of texts relating to the disaster…We would like to see researchers analyze a wide

array of memos and reports used in day-to-day noncatastrophic decision making

in which some recommendations are accepted and others rejected” (Paul,

Charney and Kendall 381).

2.6 Theories of Meaning

In the prior section, I argued that computer programs have not received

sufficient consideration on many counts. Some researchers have ignored them

altogether, preferring fictitious accounts rather than actual examples. Others

have focused on formal accounts and final products of simulations rather than

the process that brought them into being.   In this section, I will explain how

prior studies in computer science about computer programs share the same

shortcoming—they imply formal definitions of meaning. This section will also

discuss how rhetorical analysis can help answer both of Stevenson’s philosophical

questions for computational science.

Stevenson asked what is computational knowledge, and how is it attained.

Rhetoric goes to both counts. Since rhetoric enables and perpetuates knowledge

(Cherwitz and Hikins Communication), rhetorical analysis can compliment

epistemological analyses already underway in philosophy and history of science. I

argue that Stevenson’s second question (regarding how knowledge is achieved) is

a rhetorical one. According to Cherwitz and Hikins, “all ways of knowing are
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inherently rhetorical,” even if “all instances of rhetorical discourse are [not]

necessarily epistemic” (Communication 92). Cherwitz and Hikins define rhetoric

as “processes of [knowledge] discovery…Through the combined processes of

differentiating, associating, preserving, evaluating and viewing in perspective, we

discover the world we live in” (Communication 110-111).

The aforementioned research on computer programs is helpful for a

formal understanding of simulation, but limited in its capacity to account for the

discovery process that Cherwitz and Hikins describe. Thus far, studies about

computer programs limit themselves to the text of program code. Prior research

only partially addresses social, rhetorical and other influences, if at all.

Definitions of rhetoric abound, but all of them question how other

factors—audiences, peers, social constraints, and history, to name a

few—contribute in making meaning. Therefore, rhetoric can potentially produce

a more integrated analysis—one that goes beyond the text itself.

Formal studies of computer programs fail in the way that formal language

studies do—they imply linguistic and psychological notions of “meaning.”  Dale

cites Welby as a forebear of modern intention-based linguistic theories of

meaning.  He describes how Welby’s book, What is Meaning? (published in

1903), established a notion of meaning that foreran Saussure’s disassociation of

the sign:

The fact is, that we have been postulating an absolute Plain Meaning to be

thought of, as it were, in capital letters. We have been virtually assuming
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that our hearers and readers all share the same mental background and

atmosphere. We have practically supposed that they all look through the

same inferential eyes, that their attention waxes and wanes at the same

points, that their associations, their halos of memory and circumstance,

their congenital tendencies to symbolise or picture, are all on one pattern.

(Welby 512-513)

While her contemporaries conflated plain meaning with common sense (e.g., a

priori, background knowledge accessible to everyone), Welby anchored meaning

in the individual perspective of the hearer. Saussure’s semiotics resembles and

refines Welby’s. For Saussure, social influences help comprise the individual’s

perspective.

Linguistic signs, though basically psychological, are not abstractions;

associations which bear the stamp of collective approval…are realities that

have their seat in the brain…The community is necessary if values that owe

their existence solely to usage and general acceptance are to be set up; by

himself the individual is incapable of fixing a single value. (Saussure 15

and 113)

The ideas in an individual’s head—and his or her estimation of them—have social

value. Even a personal word choice decision, for example, is not exclusively

personal. Rhetors base their decisions on the social value of that word—what it

means to those who will hear it.
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Even though Saussure broached social implications of language, both of

these theories of language and meaning (and their progeny) still put a premium

on mental functions. They focus on what happens inside of peoples’ minds rather

than on other dimensions that texts expose. Dale describes the main similarities

between various current theories of language, and, by doing so, he exposes my

main point about them: “The most important thing about causal theories for the

present discussion is that they are, just like intention-based theories,

psychological theories” (Dale Chapter 2 Section 5). Many other versions of

linguistic semiotics (Gardiner, Fodor) are also permutations of the relationship

between the language of the mind (what we think about a subject) versus the

language of propositions (what we say about it).

The aforementioned theories assess meaning from a psychological

perspective. They trace the origins and inner-workings of words, language, signs

and speech in the individual minds of the readers and writers. Likewise, many

empirical and textual studies of computer programs shy away from overt analysis

of contextual concerns. They also limit meaning to one version of a

document—usually the final, published draft. Typically, these studies use formal

cues and characteristics to trace the meaning of programs.

Cherwitz and Hikins describe three limited categories of theories of

meaning in Communication and Knowledge, to which the empirical textual

methods above belong. Referential theories claim that “units of language (words,

phrases or whole sentences) designate particular objections or ideas in the world”
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(Cherwitz and Hikins Communication 72).  Words with multiple meanings and

helping words (e.g., conjunctions) confound referential theory. According to

ideational theories, “meaning…is determined by a corresponding idea in the

mind of the rhetor” (Cherwitz and Hikins Communication 73). In this case, units

of language represent ideas, and ideas, meaning.  Cherwitz and Hikins rightly

criticize this theory for assuming that language does not help determine the ideas

themselves and for presupposing that ideas ground all “meaningful linguistic

expressions” (Communication 74).

Most examinations of computer programs imply one of these types of

theories of meaning. For example, Brooks’ top-down method resembles

ideational notions insofar as a programmer reading the code uses his or her own

ideas about the software to understand it. Similarly, Mohan and Gold found that

a programmer’s own habits determine how they structure future software.

Likewise, participants in Boehm-Davis, Fox and Phillips’ study traced syntactical

beacons (recognizable units of code arranged by function) and, in this way, the

study assumes a referential vantage on meaning—the pattern of the code will

reveal the meaning.

Overall, these theories minimize how human activity and community alter

meaning. At best, they claim that social values and personal experience matter,

without explaining how. In order to unpack simulation processes and products,

we need more ambitious methods. Lester Faigley stresses that composition

theory must make connections between discourse and social, material,
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institutional, and cultural structures, particularly when examining writing in

non-academic, workplace settings. He recommends a social perspective in

research, in which “writing processes do not start with ‘prewriting’ and stop with

‘revising’…[Such research would] view written texts not as detached objects

possessing meaning on their own, but as links in communicative chains,…their

meaning emerging from…relationships to previous texts and the present context”

(235). In the next section, I review the rhetorical situation vis-à-vis the rhetorical

triangle—two analytical models designed to elicit the social perspective.

Rhetoricians typically use two terms—the rhetorical situation and rhetorical

triangle—to address the “social perspective” that Faigley describes here. Later, I

will discuss both of these models. I will use the triangle to explain the weakness

of single-perspective applications of the rhetorical situation.

2.7 The Rhetorical Situation from Points on the Rhetorical Triangle

Rhetoricians handle meaning differently than linguists. Rhetoricians do it

by contextualizing and tracking the process of meaning-making and discovery.

Rather than search for meaning in the text itself, we locate meaning within the

rhetorical situation, where authorial, audience and world influences come into

play.

Lloyd Bitzer introduced the dominant rhetorical theory for handling

meaning: the rhetorical situation.  Bitzer defines the rhetorical situation as a

“complex of persons, events, objects, and relations presenting an actual or
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potential exigence which can be completely or partially removed if discourse,

introduced into the situation, can so constrain human decision or action as to

bring about the significant modification of the exigence" (5). Bitzer claims three

components comprise the rhetorical situation—an exigence, audience, and

constraints (6-7). According to Bitzer, exigence exists in the world. An exigence

provides the impetus to say or write something. If nothing happened, no one

would have anything to say or debate. The audience and constraints, on the other

hand, dictate how to say it. Audiences have expectations about different

occasions, and occasions themselves dictate certain styles and approaches. Not

every occasion, for example, calls for humor. Bitzer envisions a rhetorical

universe wherein components have clear distinctions and roles.

Other scholars have assimilated Bitzer’s terms, but disagreed with his

conclusions. The major revisions place the brunt of rhetorical agency on different

components of the rhetorical situation. Vatz, for example, disagrees with Bitzer’s

definition of exigence. Bitzer implies it exists outside of the text and dictates what

to expect from it, but Vatz contends that the writer creates it (158). Jamieson

believes texts create constraints themselves. Writers abide by generic rules and

audiences rely on them to shape their expectations and decipher the text

(Jamieson 163 and 165). Biesecker uses deconstruction to complicate notions of

subject and audience. "Différance obliges us to read rhetorical discourses as

processes entailing the discursive production of audiences" (126). Since texts
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communicate both what they exclude and include, it makes it inaccurate if not

impossible to pinpoint a concrete intended or invoked audience.

Despite the differences among these theorists, all of them treat the

components of the rhetorical situation similarly—as antagonistic points on what

James Kinneavy called the rhetorical triangle. Kinneavy coined the term, which

triangulates the rhetorical situation between an encoder, decoder and reality

itself. Kinneavy envisioned these components at three opposite points, the text

constrained between them. This model implies that the distance and tension

between the three constitute and bridle the text.

The rhetorical triangle and situation have a lot in common. The rhetorical

triangle describes rhetorical dynamics in terms of audiences, contexts and

rhetors, which correspond to Bitzer’s terms for the situation. (Audiences decode,

writers or coders consider generic constraints, and multiple exigences comprise

reality). Bitzer defines constraints as generic standards for which writers must

account (either by following them or breaking them for effect).  Therefore,

“constraints” (in the rhetorical situation) pertain to the “coder” (in the rhetorical

triangle). The triangle incorporates audience responses and reactions, so it

surpasses referential and ideational theories of meaning, wherein an author’s

ideas and word choice determine meaning. It also integrates context (exigence,

the world) into describing meaning.

I will use the rhetorical triangle to help explain the differences between

Bitzer’s and other’s versions of the rhetorical situation. Each account emphasizes
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a different axis of the rhetorical triangle. Bitzer finds the exigence (reality itself)

so compelling, it inspires the writer and makes demands on the text. For Vatz, the

author (or encoder) creates the exigence. He claims that the occasion does not

exist until the writer creates it. Jamieson and Biesecker privilege the text. For

Jamieson, texts give cues to authors and audiences. Authors abide by generic

constraints and those constraints give audiences cues how to read texts.

Biesecker, on the other hand, says the text is the occasion that makes an

audience; texts are not constrained by whomever the author intends to reach.

These stories, in turn, imply some “moral” about the ends of rhetoric. Bitzer’s

rhetoric aims to capture the moment as best as possible. Vatz’s model aims to

articulate the writer’s intent.  Jamieson’s model aims toward an archetypal text

and Biesecker’s, at exposing a refracted one.

2.8 Rhetorical Situation of Computer Simulations

Which story best suits computer simulations?  In order to answer the

question, I will introduce an object lesson, a sample simulation from organic

chemistry. Organic chemist Brent Iverson uses simulations in research and

pedagogy. He uses them to teach college freshmen and sophomores basic

chemical reactions essential to understanding organic chemistry, such as the

claisen reaction, which occurs when the enolate ion of the methyl acetate

molecule reacts with another such molecule. The claisen reaction simulation

depicts the very moment when the carbon atom of the molecule in question
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interacts with the other. When they collide, the molecule shakes quickly. Iverson

didn’t solicit the shake from the program. That response was generated by

PyMOL generated that response. PyMOL is an open-source molecular graphics

program for creating graphics and animation (PyMOL).  It has both a basic

graphic user interface (GUI) interface and C-based scripts that allow users to

build and render 3-D visuals and animations of molecular structures.

The simulation demonstrates general points that traditional illustrations

(such as figures and static displays) cannot convey. Iverson remembers learning

the claisen reaction in his undergraduate education. He recalls knowing two

things about it: (1) When they performed it in lab, upon combining the necessary

chemicals, the flask would heat up and (2) the professor called that an

exothermic reaction. A confusing illustration accompanied Iverson’s lab

experience (Figure 2.1). He recalls never making the connection between the

figure and the sensory data. Static displays cannot adequately express kinetic

phenomena such as energy flowing through a system during a collision.

Figure 2.1: Illustration of the Claisen Reaction

Source: Bioorganic Chemistry Labs <http://neon.cm.utexas.edu/iverson>

However, what the simulation shows (the features of the reaction or the

energy distributed during the claisen reaction) isn't exactly more accurate than
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the traditional illustration. In a lab, it takes millions of collisions before the

molecular exchange and the heat cause the claisen reaction (Iverson). The

simulation shows one fateful impact. In addition, the software calculations do not

factor in inescapable parameters like solvents (in which the molecules float).

Rather, the simulation calculates what happens in a vacuum. Therefore, the

numbers generated by the computer to create this simulation are highly suspect

compared to those from lab experiments. Moreover, the actual data

outputs—such as collision rates—are not meaningful in the lab because of the lack

of actual parameters. No lab recreation of this very same reaction can duplicate

what the computer animation shows.  Figure 2.2 shows a still from the claisen

reaction animation.

Figure 2.2: Animation of the Claisen Reaction

Source: Bioorganic Chemistry Labs <http://neon.cm.utexas.edu/iverson>

In simulations such as the claisen reaction, multiple stakeholders share

rhetorical agency. Therefore, it does not suffice to say that one or the other

stakeholder group in the rhetorical situation takes precedence. Who wrote the

simulation? Iverson input the data, but the programmers pre-set constraints for

the animations. Further, they based the program on theories written by hundreds

of scientists and mathematicians. Eliminate any one of the above and the

simulation could not exist. What exigence does the simulation embody? It isn’t
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quite the actual claisen reaction, but it bears closer resemblance than any prior

illustration, and it is obviously an effective pedagogical aid.  Further, if

simulations embody nothing more than a virtual representation of the reaction,

then what kind of understanding does the audience have of the actual reaction?

Who is the audience, for that matter? The class of sophomores learning organic

chemistry? Or the sub-routines who search out the main routines of the program

for data to execute data—the same ones that generate new algorithms from core

equations per each new data set?

 Iverson’s numbers do not convey the claisen reaction, because he has to

use inaccurate data for an accurate animation. The program merely awaits data

from users and sub-routines await data from the main routines.  Both are based

upon years of research and equations in the field. In this case, PyMOL relies upon

years of theory in organic chemistry. The undergraduates see and use the

simulation to remember the reaction for tests, but what they see is not actually

what they have performed in lab. There is something different about simulations.

To limit them to traditional notions of audience, author and exigence belies its

multi-level nature. The text reads, writes and constrains the meaning as much as

the users do.  Subtract significance from any of these components and the

rhetorical situation is not the same. Because no one agent monopolizes rhetorical

agency, boiling meaning down to linguistic markers—i.e., connotations, social or

otherwise—does not suffice.  From what does the claisen reaction derive its

meaning—from the actual reaction that the simulation does not, in fact, represent
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to a tee? Or does it derive meaning from the years of scientific equations that

comprise the software? Does the animation gain meaning from how Iverson

describes it in class or how students understand and use it? Since it is the case

that the animation neglects many of the actual components of claisen reaction, do

students derive a partial or counterfeit understanding of the reaction from the

simulation?

Biesecker attributes so much agency to the text itself, she comes closest to

characterizing the rhetorical situation of simulations—that somehow it can create

audience and exigence. Without a doubt, considering simulations as the scene of

rhetoric reveals just how multi-level the situation is. However, Biesecker’s model

underplays the role that belief has in rhetorical exchange.  According to Biesecker

(borrowing from Derrida), différance is the operative function that propels

communication and interpretation and, thereby, rhetoric. “Différance makes

signification possible… The divisiveness of that ‘originating’ moment is…covered

over, or…finessed into a unity by…writing and…speaking… [T]here is invariably a

moment in the text ‘which harbors the unbalancing of the equation” (117, 120 and

121). Texts fight to keep unity of terms, since those terms exist only by virtue of

their opposite. However, to suggest that rhetoric primarily exposes struggle only

characterizes one side of the coin.

Communication and interpretation—the core of rhetoric—also enable

consensus. Consider Grice’s maxims of conversation, for example. Grice found

that in everyday conversation, communicants rely on one another to abide by
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cooperative principles of relevance, quality, quantity and manner. Grice’s maxims

assume that the speaker will try to give only enough of what is needed and useful

in order to understand his or her point. These maxims also apply in discourse

communities wherein scholars mean to add to a communal body of knowledge. A

sense of truth plays as primary a role in interpretation as différance. Bernard

Williams makes this point while explaining human language at its core.

There’s a wiredness for language and language brings with it truth.

Because there is no way that you can conceive of people using language

except as a way of expressing their beliefs or reporting on their

environment—and no child can learn a language—without assuming that

sentences are being uttered in circumstances in which they’re true (4).

Certainly, the process of rhetoric teeters between doubt and assent. Furthermore,

in a classroom setting, students—fledgling scholars that they are—will fluctuate

between trusting what they hear and questioning it. However, another important

aim of rhetoric is some measure of the agreement or understanding that Williams

describes here.

Scientists certainly collaborates toward meaning along these lines. Harold

Brown discusses the process of scientific judgment. “[W]e gather information,

apply whatever rules are available, weigh alternatives and arrive at a judgment.

We then discuss our judgment with our peers and reevaluate that judgment on

the basis of their recommendations and critiques” (226). Simulations incorporate

peer consultation at every stage. The information gathered comes from the
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immediate team manipulating the software. Teams of scientists weigh their

options and confer with one another as they make the simulations (Mezzacappa,

Iverson). They also opt to publish findings and let the community of peers

reevaluate the simulation. Consensus between interlocutors is as important as

différance to their messages and meaning. Indeed, différance provides impetus

for rhetorical analysis, but so does a desire for consensus.

In summary, focusing on one or the other point on the rhetorical

triangle—sliding from a text-centric focus to an exigence-centric focus or

audience-centric focus— yields an analysis far too simplistic to account for

complex processes like simulations. In the case of the claisen reaction, the final

product—the animation—belies the simulation process that produced it (e.g., that

the text itself both reads and writes, that the writer must often disregard reality in

order to produce a successful simulation, and so on). Furthermore, single-

focused accounts of the rhetorical situation often imply limited theories of

meaning. Theories that privilege one or the other point of the rhetorical situation

often neglect the fact that meaning involves all of those stakes.  For example,

empirical studies of computer program comprehension and style often ask

computer scientists to read and recreate complex lines of code. By doing so, they

imply that readers and/or writers inscribe the meaning of the code, a primarily

linguistic—or, at least, syntactic—definition of meaning, rather than a rhetorical

one.
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2.9  Relational Theory of Meaning for Simulation Analysis

In contrast to syntactic and linguistic theories of meaning, Cherwitz and

Hickins define a relational theory of meaning wherein “language acts principally

to make relationships conspicuous…Language does not function to point out

things in the world; it creates awareness of relations and their terms, where

‘terms’ means relational conditions among extra-linguistic phenomena”

(Communication 81). I agree with Cherwitz and Hickins—meaning inscribes

texts, contexts, cultural clashes or states, and people’s ideas. By “extra-linguistic

phenomena,” I interpret Cherwitz and Hikins to mean “lived experiences” that

inform how people surmise meaning, but aren’t reported in published drafts or

other final products. Documents—such as articles, animations and other final

products—do not contain meaning. They point to its processes, experiences, and

stakes involved. When we understand meaning as personal or mental, then words

are the primary units by which researchers can trace meaning. When we

understand meaning as a relationship, it isn’t just found in the words, but also in

other negotiations between stakeholders. Simulation code means scientific

theories, programming languages, past understanding of a phenomena and

anticipation about something new (i.e., what we think is happening now, but

won’t know for sure until other evidences surfaces and forever validates the

simulation). Chapters Four and Five will analyze a cluster of texts, all of which

chronicle some component of the meaning of one simulation. Further, the

dissertation will show how simulations also mean social pressures—they reveal
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programmers’ desires to distinguish themselves from others, for example.  Even

the simulation code “means” different genres—mathematical equations and

natural-language comments.

Relational meaning sounds similar to constructivist notions of meaning

insofar as both weigh cultural context heavily in meaning-making.  Ludwig Fleck

pioneered social constructivist thinking when he argued that facts are not

absolute, but rather a form of resistance to arbitrariness. “The general aim of

intellectual work is therefore maximum thought constraint with minimum

thought caprice...In the field of cognition, the signal of resistance opposing free,

arbitrary thinking is called a fact" (94 and 101).  Then, theorists like David Bloor

and Bruno Latour extended the terms.  Bloor advanced the Strong Programme of

the sociology of scientific knowledge, which asserted that social dynamics

influence all scientific theories, no matter their truth-value. Latour, in turn,

helped develop actor-network theory, which does not differentiate between

human and non-human agents in the process of meaning inscription or “all the

types of transformations through which an entity becomes materialized into a

sign, an archive, a document, a piece of paper, a trace” (Pandora’s Hope 306).

Social constructivist and relational theories of meaning both acknowledge that

words derive meaning insofar as they point to lived experiences, relationships

and associations.

Further, both theories have what linguistic or syntactic theories

don’t—energeia. Recently, rhetorical theorists have recovered a promising model
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from classical rhetoric that might better describe the rhetorical situation—the

notion of energeia. Lanham defines the term as follows:

[A] general term for vigor, vividness, energy in expression. Aristotle uses

the term in the course of discussing how to make description vivid by

bringing it ‘before your eyes’ …Quintillian uses energeia to mean

vigor—everything in writing that is not flat or lifeless—but in a context

where he is discussing forming visual pictures (Lanham 64).

Sara Newman elaborates energeia. She reads portions of Poetics, De Anima, and

Rhetorica and surmises that Aristotle tended to place a median or middle ground

in most of the categories he classified. He used “bringing before the eyes” to

explain how an idea strives for middle ground. We get a clearer sense of the term

meaning—or bringing something to a mean—from this notion.

According to Aristotle, says Newman, proper making of meaning (e.g.,

perception and transmittance of an idea) happens when all the necessary

conditions are met and all the contraries and evidences balanced. Newman also

distinguishes energeia from kinesis. Unlike kinesis (e.g., dynamics that move

toward completion), energeia is “the sort of thing which is perfected or

completed in the very instance of its being enacted” (Newman 13). Energeia most

accurately describes the aim of rhetorical analysis. We should read rhetorical

situation, then, less like a triangle upon which rhetorical potency shifts from one

stakeholder on the axis to another and more like a thick network of

interconnected forces—internal and external—in a delicate balance. Unlike
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Newman and Aristotle, I believe that, through energeia, we “come to our senses”

(rather than have concepts brought before our eyes).  The rewording draws

rhetorical potential away from possible “actors” and toward the process of

meaning. (“Bringing before” tends to imply agency—a carrier taking something to

someone else.)  Further, “coming to our senses” accounts for other receptors

besides sight, such as hearing, touch, feeling and imagination.

Energeia also suits simulations, since it displaces—or rather,

distributes—agency, but still depicts a striving for meaning, in media res.

Energeia deemphasizes traditional roles—author, reader, and writer—and

examines process. Simulations clearly contain rhetorical dimensions if we

understand rhetoric as the collaborative process by which a discourse community

comes to see more and more about the world. Persuasion is the end of that

process; moments of achieved meaning (or middle ground) comprise persuasion.

This is the best way to describe what makes the claisen reaction simulations so

convincing. The animation brought the meaning of the reaction before our eyes.

Or rather, thanks to the animation, the reaction comes to our senses.

While both social constructivist and relational theories foreground the

social context and activities that comprise meaning-in-the-making, social

constructivism has encountered much objection from Alan Sokal and other

postmodern cultural critics. Sokal voices the sharpest criticism; he warns that

many social constructivists confuse representations of nature with nature itself.
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If the claim were that we should use the same principles of sociology and

psychology to explain the causation of all beliefs irrespective of whether we

evaluate them as true or false, rational or irrational, then I would have no

particular objection…But if the claim is that only social causes can enter

into such an explanation—the way the world is cannot enter—then I

cannot disagree more strenuously. (“What the Sokal Text Affair”)

Sokal bristles when social constructivists imply that scientific deliberations create

the external world.  I agree that theories of meaning must not reduce external

realities into subjective abstractions.

However, social constructivist semiotics have yielded some helpful terms

for unpacking the manifold dynamics that conspire to make meaning. Recently,

the late Stephen Witte has begun theorizing a constructivist semiotic that neither

“depend[s] upon print-linguistic formulations of writing nor approaches that

insist on maintaining the ‘language before/during thought’ assumption…Rather,

I have urged a ‘both-and’ position” (289).  Witte bases his semiotics on Charles

Saunders Peirce’s triad semiotics: "...action, or influence, which is, or involves, a

cooperation of three subjects, such as a sign, its object, and its interpretant, this

tri-relative influence not being in any way resolvable into actions between pairs."

("Pragmatism,” Essential Peirce 2: 411). According to Peirce, action and objects in

the world bear upon how we understand signs.  Therefore, semiotics cannot

exclude world systems and structures, in and of themselves (rather than as

figments of the viewer’s imagination or interpretation).
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What makes Peirce’s theories so appealing? Peirce envisioned semiotics

differently than Saussure, whose semiotics involved two components: the

signifier and the signified. Witte enumerates multiple reasons why Peirce’s

semiotics is better than Saussure’s, but I find one particular distinction most

important: Peirce’s model factors in action and influences that exist in the world

in which we live. (For this reason, Rorty and others have called Peirce a realist.)  I

believe that Peirce’s model embodies the spirit of Faigley’s and others’ calls for

revisions of textual analysis methods.   Rather than examine how individuals

understand and depict their thoughts about the world, textual analysis can open

foci to expose and see how objects and actions in the world influence the thoughts

and ideas we write (and vice versa).

Influenced by Peirce, Witte differentiates between material (immediate),

memorial (past), and projected (future) texts that comprise meaning. These

constructivist terms can help articulate just what Cherwitz and Hikins mean by

“extralinguistic” relationships and experiences that comprise meaning. Witte

explains that these different texts inform how a customer understands her

shopping list:

Among the ‘texts’ that existed in material form were four recipes that

called for several of the items on Marilee’s list…In addition…Marilee also

consciously drew on several ‘memorial texts[—]…several conversations

with her four children and her husband regarding food and meals…Both

[material and memorial texts]…appear to be related to ‘texts’ that she
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‘projected’…the preparation of meals, the meals themselves, the

conversations likely to occur during her family meals and during the more

formal meal with guests, and so forth. (Witte 264-5)

Marilee’s past interactions with recipes and the grocery store, her present

concerns about satisfying her family, and her expectations about future meals all

informed how she made, used and interpreted her list.  In this case,

“extralinguistic phenomena” such as the relationship between Marilee and her

family and friends, knowledge of eating habits and preferences, and desire to

create pleasant dining experiences in the future all mattered to how Marilee read

her list. The list itself—full of nouns, phrases and scribbles—only partially

suggests such connections. Witte interviewed Marilee to gather another layer of

information for his interpretation.

In this dissertation, I want to differentiate my work from extremes; I want

to promote neither positivism nor relativism.  Consequently, I’ll use Cherwitz and

Hikin’s term—relational meaning—because they explicitly define rhetoric as a

means by which language describes reality.  “We have written of a world

comprised of a vast multiplicity of relationships…that, as the objects of human

inquiry, reveal themselves not in their totality, but by disclosing limited aspects

or circumscribed dimensions” (“Irreducible” 239).  Cherwitz and Hikins retain a

sense of realism, or, at least, a resistance to equating the world with our

understanding of it. The conclusion of this dissertation will discuss what data

from my analysis of actual simulations can lend the debate still raging between
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those who see scientific knowledge as mostly social construction (such as Latour

and Gross) and those who say it is as much a product of natural realities as

cultural circumstances (such as Sokal and Cherwitz). I’ll also use Witte’s

definitions of material, memorial and projected texts to help integrate the data in

Chapters Four and Five.

Relational textual analyses should not fixate on natural language or purely

linguistic features of texts. They require historical analysis, too. This dissertation

will help advance relational definitions of meaning. My methods in the remainder

of the dissertation will reflect these alternative theories of meaning in the

following ways. (1) Other studies limit the scope of their analysis to internal

workings of published works and single drafts. This work will engage multiple

drafts and different genres that discuss the same topic.  (2) Other studies fail to

assess how social and audience pressures influence meaning. This work will

analyze responses of journal editors (the immediate audience) and the scholarly

community. (3) This study will also use e-mail correspondence, in lieu of talk-

aloud protocols or surveys, to surmise the simulationists’ goals for their own

work.
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Chapter Three: Simulations within the Scientific Imagination

In Chapter One, we discussed how scientists make seemingly unwarranted

decisions when simulating phenomena. This ad hoc reasoning—wherein

scientists make assumptions, reductions, and other subjective choices for the

sake of a simulation’s believability and capability to represent an

object—distinguishes simulations from models, theory and experiments.

Simulations differ slightly from models insofar as the former are “rich inferential

process[es] and not simply a ‘number crunching’ technique” (Winsberg

“Simulations” S442).

This chapter will further distinguish simulations from other scientific

genre. It will situate simulations within a family of rhetorical devices. In doing so,

it will help answer questions about the nature of simulation products. First,

rather than define simulation as a trope (as do many other rhetorical theories

involving simulation), this chapter will place simulation within the family of

rhetorical devices that comprise the scientific imagination. Gerald Holton is well-

known for ideas on scientific imagination.  According to Holton, the scientific

imagination incorporates thematic, visual and analogical thought; it is a rational

act, but also a creative process.  This chapter will also describe how, up to this

point in rhetorical theory, imagination has been insufficiently covered and

mistakenly linked to emotion. In this chapter, I argue that rational processes can

play a crucial role in imagination and I discuss the scientific imagination on

rational terms. The chapter will establish how ad hoc decisions employ
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unconventional argumentation other than deduction or induction and how ad

hoc reasoning instantiates virtual rather than other types of evidence.

The chapter will distinguish simulation as a rhetorical device apart from

three other rhetorical devices that comprise the scientific imagination: metaphor,

paradox, and thought experiment. In order to explain the differences, I’ll refer

back to the claisen reaction example from Chapter One. I will also introduce a

new object of study—a simulation of a complex protein—to illustrate the

rhetorical machinations underpinning ad hoc reasoning.  Both examples will

show how rhetorical decisions manifest themselves in the core of simulation

technique. I will also use the examples to show how alternative logic undergirds

ad hoc reasoning and differentiates simulations from the inferential processes

that govern metaphor, paradox and thought experiment. The line of investigation

in this chapter is valuable because it lays groundwork for reading and

understanding simulation as a rhetorical act, and it helps establish how it is that

simulations are able to mean anything by answering the following research

question: What kind of reasoning does simulation entail and what kind of

evidence does it embody?

3.1 Imagination in Rhetorical Studies

Unfortunately, rhetorical studies have not sufficiently taken into account

the scientific imagination. In fact, Berlin, Kinneavy and others differentiate

rhetorical from scientific investigation and communication. The terms of
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discussions about imagination are set in a way that can exclude scientific

imagination. Two distortions come to mind: Contemporary rhetorical theory (1)

maintains a Romantic notion of imagination and (2) conflates non-rational and

irrational discourse. In this section, I’ll argue that contemporary rhetorical

theories circumscribe imagination in a way that misrepresents the phenomenon.

Usually, rhetoricians define imagination in conflict with rational processes

of rhetoric. Imagination escapes reason, therefore rhetoric has difficulty

incorporating it. Take, for example, Gunn, who argues that rhetorical theory

rejects imagination, the essence of invention, because imagination exists outside

of consciousness.  Rhetorical theory—saturated with deterministic bias—either

mishandles the imagination or won’t touch it.

[R]eading the evolution of rhetorical theory through the imaginary helps

to highlight a general unwillingness to let go of the Cartesian ego, the

autonomous humanist subject who claims mastery over the material world

in conscious thought, in favor of a more contingent and fragmented

understanding of individual subjectivity, community, and world. (Gunn

41-42)

Here, Gunn describes how extremely rational theories of rhetoric fail to

incorporate the components of imagination essential for a thorough discussion of

invention. As a remedy, Gunn suggests that new, epistemic theories of rhetoric

and other contemporary counters to current traditional rhetoric must give a fuller

account of imagination:
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Instead of interrogating the autonomy of the imaginary as a repository of

social and ideological forms located in the collective unconscious, these

newer materialists or critical theories tend to eliminate any concern with

interiors (i.e., the subject, the psyche, the individual imagination, and so

on)…[W]hat is needed is a theoretical reconceptualization [of rhetorical

imagination] that admits and incorporates determining social structures

and psychical structures simultaneously, a theoretical perspective that

fashions ideology and lesser social forms as having both a mass or political

and an individual, psychical existence. (Gunn 53 and 55)

According to Gunn, the imagination contains social and ideological imprints.

Unfortunately, says Gunn, rhetoric neglects these social, psychical interiors. For

epistemic theorists and other contemporary current-traditional opponents, even

the imagination is a product of forces outside of the individual’s control and

volition.

Current deliberations about imagination’s place and role in rhetoric are

nothing new. Longstanding debates in schools of thought about rhetoric set the

scene for how rhetoricians currently discuss imagination.  Gunn cites Kearney’s

three opposing paradigms of imagination spanning centuries of philosophy and

critical theory (Gunn 44). (1) The classical period saw imagination as a mirror

that produces mental images of the world. (2) The modern age conflated

imagination with human capacity to create meaning. Further, (3) postmodernism

treats the imaginary rather than the imagination. In the former, ideological
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and/or subconscious mental influences beyond the individual’s control determine

his or her consciousness and, therefore, his or her capacity to articulate

imagination.

Gunn cites specific examples of each period of thought about the

imagination. Classical and Romantic rhetoricians position imagination with

memory and style. Cicero and Bacon are textbook examples.

In Cicero, for example, the imagination is said to play a role in ‘artificial

memory’ or mneumonics, which concerns the development of mental

representations of a speech for handy recall during performance…Bacon

insists that reasoned arguments are, in themselves, dreadfully boring and

that outside of mere reportage…arguments are always in need of ‘lively

representation’ to move audiences to moral behavior. (Gunn 45)

For Cicero, imagination served as a mirror. For Bacon, imagination breathes

creativity into arguments. In the former, imagination duplicates for the audience

what the rhetor remembers. In the latter, it regulates that mental picture’s degree

of vividness.

Contemporary theorists draw from these schools of thought. Take, for

example, LeFevre, who understands invention as “an internal dialogue with an

imagined other” (33).  She bridges the distance between the modern and

postmodern approach to rhetorical imagination, in which forces beyond a

rhetor’s control govern his or her imaginings. In LeFevre’s estimation, the
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individual rhetor has limited agency.  An “imagined other” imposes upon internal

thoughts.  Also, consider Bormann’s theory of symbolic convergence.

Just as the individual dreams during the day and night about events that

do not presently exist, so groups create fantasies that can help them cope

with their social realities…Bormann was led to the idea that group- or

community-centered rhetoric inevitably contains fantasy themes, types

and visions…[and] “that there is a connection between rhetorical visions

and community consciousness.” (Gunn 48-49)

Here, communities rather than individuals propel and predicate rhetorical acts,

even those between only two interlocutors. According to Bormann, rhetoric can

track group fantasies, themes, ideas and other public vehicles of imagination in

order to decode the rhetorical implications therein.

The irony is, both camps—both opponents and proponents of current-

traditional attitudes about the imagination—measure imagination by its distance

from rationality; for both, imagination escapes reason.  For current-

traditionalists, imagination has no place in rhetoric because reason governs

rhetoric. For the opposition, current-traditional rhetoric can never do justice to

the imagination because reason governs rhetoric.  Both factions consider the two

faculties—reason and imagination—mutually exclusive. The arguments

summarized above posit imagination in contrast to rationality insofar as current

traditional approaches obscure imagination, or exclude it altogether.
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I argue that these and other approaches uphold a Romantic ideal of

imagination. Like Wordsworth and many of his contemporaries, current

rhetorical theorists characterize imagination as spontaneous, uncontrollable,

subliminal, and untraceable. Wordsworth described man’s capacity to dream up

poetry as the “spontaneous overflow of powerful feelings; it takes its origin from

emotion recollected in tranquility” (Preface to Lyrical Ballads). To make the point

finer, Wordsworth distinguished between imagination and fancy (Kneale). “While

the imagination operates on ‘the plastic, the pliant, and the indefinite’…, fancy

works with what Coleridge in the Biographia Literaria calls ‘fixities and definites’”

(Kneale, Guide to Literary Criticism, Coleridge Biographia Literaria Chapter 13).

Jung and his theoretical progeny had similar Romantic ideas about imagination

(Jackson 354-355).  Jung developed active imagination, a technique to “translate

the emotions into images—that is to say, to find the images which were concealed

in the emotion” (Jung 177).  Here, emotions hide the images that comprise the

human imagination.  These and other theories of invention imply that creativity

is outside of the bounds of reason. They also imply other problematic warrants:

(1) reason cannot fathom the source or machinations of imagination and (2) both

creativity and imagination are mostly solitary endeavors.

Not only do the aforementioned theories romanticize imagination, they

also collapse the difference between irrationality, arationality and nonrationality.

Walczak draws operative distinctions:
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A decision is arational if there are no adequate reasons for it and it was

taken on the basis of taste, fortune, etc. A decision is non-rational if there

are adequate reasons for it but either it was not made or an opposite

decision was taken (for example rejection instead of acceptance). A

decision is irrational if there are adequate reasons for it but one did not

used them and a decision was taken on the basis of inadequate reasons,

guess-work being a good example. (Walczak Section 1)

Arational thought makes no reasonable connections, non-rational thought

disregards them, and irrational thought contradicts them. How mutually

exclusive are imagination and scientific investigation? It depends. Current-

traditional rhetoric and its opponents imply that imagination is arational in

nature—it escapes rationality altogether. I contend that imagination has rational

functionality.  Even if critics only grant that imagination has non- and irrational

dimensions, discussions of non-rational and irrational communication must

enlist the rational rules that they disregard. Analyses of non-rational and

irrational communication broach rule-based constraints in order to understand

how non-rational and irrational processes break rational rules.

Other theorists define the imagination practically. Vygotsky, for example,

attempted to revise contemporary working definitions of imagination.

Typically, people use the terms imagination or fantasy to refer to

something quite different than what they mean in science. In everyday life,

fantasy or imagination refer to what is not actually true, what does not
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correspond to reality, and what, thus, could not have any serious practical

significance. But in actuality, imagination, as the basis of all creative

activity, is an important component of absolutely all aspects of cultural

life, enabling artistic, scientific, and technical creation alike. In this sense,

absolutely everything around us that was created by the hand of man, the

entire world of human culture, as distinct from the world of nature, all this

is the product of human imagination and of creation based on this

imagination. (Vygotsky 9-10)

For Vygotsky, imagination in science births technology and innovation.  Current

work in psychology also sheds light on the nature of the imagination.  For

example, psychological studies indicate that rule-based systems enable and

enhance a child’s ability to make-believe and play (P. Harris). This research

emphasizes the procedural nature of the imagination.

I, too, want to encourage rhetoricians not to throw out the baby with the

bathwater, particularly given current promising investigations into the scientific

imagination.  Earlier theorists have insisted on too radical a split between reason

and imagination. Some critics even go so far as to say that reason plays no role in

the imagination. Perhaps theories to date have not properly assessed the

relationship between rhetoric and imagination. However, their mistake does not

mean that we have exhausted the need to study how reason factors into

imagination in the natural and applied sciences.
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3.2 The Scientific Imagination

Some theorists in the rhetoric of science do trace how imagination plays a

part in the work and research of professional scientists. Philosophers and

historians have led the discussion about and laid the groundwork for scientific

imagination. At the forefront, historian Gerald Holton discusses how visual,

analogical and thematic imagination sparked scientific revolutions. Holton

identifies three means by which scientists imagine: they use visualization, they

draw analogies, and their work often centers on personal interest and recurrent

preoccupations—what Holton calls “themes.” Concerning visualization, he

describes how Galileo’s telescope and drawings led Galileo to new insights.

Some who were allowed to look through Galileo’s telescope failed to see

what he was trying to show…But…as his skillful ink-wash drawings in

chiaroscuro style show, he too saw the jagged line of the terminator; but he

was also alert to an important new phenomenon, namely numerous small,

bright areas within the dark part of the moon, as well as many dark areas

in the bright part. (Holton “On the Art” 186)

Galileo’s drawings served as a better indication of the moon’s geography than did

the telescope trained on the actual object.  Regarding analogy, Holton describes

how Young contradicted Newton’s quasi-corpuscular theory of light with another

idea: lights are waves. Quoting from Young’s breakthrough paper, Holton writes

the following:
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The idea that light is a propagation of an impulse in the ether ‘is strongly

confirmed…’ By what?  How? ‘By the analogy between the colors of a thin

plate and the sounds of a series of organ pipes’—two very different things.

Without even stopping to study the details of this surprising

and…immensely fruitful analogy between light and sound, we sense the

remarkable daring of this transference of meaning. (Holton “On the Art”

190)

Understanding how sound works enabled Young to map the same kinds of

behaviors onto light.  Here, a metaphor opened the door to new understanding of

a phenomenon in question. Finally, Holton offers up Einstein as an example of

thematic imagination.

[T]here are many cases of success where scientists held on to their favorite

themata fiercely for a time, even when seemingly contradictory evidence

existed initially…In the case of Einstein, his unshakeable a priori

preferences included the following: unification of separate parts of the

theories of physics…, invariance, symmetry, completeness of description,

and essentially Newtonian causality of events rather than fundamental

probabilism. (Holton “On the Art” 194)

Holton argues that these generic themes indirectly ordered Einstein’s work and

influenced his line of reasoning. For Holton, the scientific imagination includes

intangibles that advance science without empirical lock steps. Visualization,

analogy and themes all depend on the subjective perspective of the scientist-
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observer. They also help enable scientists to generate new information, sans the

scientific method.

Others besides Holton have launched independent studies of devices of the

scientific imagination. Scholars have noted how metaphorical thinking often

helps and sometimes hinders the process of substantiating important scientific

theories (Baake, T. Brown, Eisenberg).  Philosophers of science have also

cataloged and analyzed uses of paradox and thought experiment in scientific

thought (J.R. Brown, Norton, Panoff and South).  Metaphors, paradoxes and

thought experiments all share features common to the scientific imagination: (1)

They use imagery and features of narrative. (2) They often present unlikely or

unrealistic combinations of ideas. These characteristics (along with visualization,

analogy and theme) further categorize the scientific imagination.

On their faces, paradoxes, metaphors, and thought experiments often

seem illogical. All three ask readers to make sense of disparate and/or impossible

data. Like simulations, the three rhetorical figures also have internal logic and

rational machinations.  They “work”—they render meaning—because they can be

rationally coded and decoded, whether or not such cryptography can ever crack

every one of their possible interpretations. The question remains what is the

imaginative nature of simulation. Where does it fit within scientific imagination?

Ad hoc reasoning has qualities unlike its counterpart modes of scientific

imagination. Unlike analogy, it compares like terms. Unlike paradox, it hinges on
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possibility rather than impossibility. Further, unlike thought experiments, it

produces counterfactual rather than contradictory solutions.

3.3 Object Lesson: Organic Chemistry

In order to compare simulations to each mode of the scientific imagination, I’ll

use another example from organic chemistry. The new object of study involves a

rather theoretical branch of organic chemistry—the study of complex proteins

inaccessible to microscopes.  In order to tease out the differences between

simulation and its cousins in the scientific imagination, at the end of each

section, I’ll compare the complex protein example to a sample of each rhetorical

device.

Iverson and his team of graduate research assistants research large

molecular systems (Bioorganic Chemistry Labs). The team enlists simulation

software to help predict molecular behaviors that are difficult and expensive to

replicate in the lab. The team is currently investigating at which of multiple

binding sites an enzyme cleaves to a peptide. Complex molecular structures have

many binding sites; finding the right ones can cost lots of time and money in lab

resources and multiple arrays. Therefore, instead of reenacting dozens of

possibilities in the lab, researchers used a simulation program to narrow the list

of possible binding sites.

First, graduate researchers download presets of each substance from the

Protein Databank (PDB), an online library of digital molecular models.
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Figure 3.1: The Protein Databank

Source: PDB <http://www.rcsb.org/pdb>

Figure 3.1 shows a page from the Protein Databank displaying a particular

molecule—the crystal structure of outer membrane protease ompt from

escherichia coli. To combine the substances, they import these models into

HyperChem and use the program functions to conjoin the digital files.

HyperChem is a molecular modeling program whose computational rules reflect

over thirty years of research, formulas and algorithms from chemistry, quantum

physics, mathematics and other relevant sciences (HyperChem). The software

takes input and generates movies and graphics based upon quantum mechanical

calculations.

Figure 3.2: A Databank File Imported into HyperChem

Source: HyperChem <http://www.hyper.com>
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The program performs necessary calculations—for example, it can optimize

molecular mechanics according to discipline-standard algorithms. The program,

however, only does so much.

Figure 3.3: An Optimization Window in HyperChem

Source: HyperChem <http://www.hyper.com>

Figure 3.3 shows the “Molecular Mechanics Optimization” window in

HyperChem, which allows researchers to select industry-standard algorithms

upon which to base their simulations. The imported molecules don’t attach

themselves to one another automatically. Researchers map the positive charges of

one to the negative charges of another. In order to do so, researchers can

configure aspects of the molecules accordingly. For example, researchers can

alter the angles and other aspects of molecules’ structures.  Once researchers find

an appropriate fit, the program minimizes the fit—e.g., exactly positioning the

charges on top of each other. Figure 3.4 shows the “Amino Acids” function menu

in HyperChem, which allows researchers to alter angles within molecular

structures imported into the program.
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Figure 3.4: A Function Menu in HyperChem

 

Source: HyperChem <http://www.hyper.com>

During an interview, Navin Varadarajan, one of Iverson’s graduate researchers,

described some alterations: “I turn [the enzyme and peptide] to see if I can

actually bang them together.” Further, the program does not take into account

the molecules that comprise the solution in which the enzymes and peptides

would float in a lab experiment. “When you expose them to water, they form

different secondary structures like alpha helixes and things like that…[The

simulated reaction] is not what it looks like in solution” (Varadarajan).

The simulation gave researchers a basic prediction about which binding

sites worked best. It helped researchers eliminate less effective binding sites and

whittle the list down to the strongest sites. If it weren’t for the program,

researchers would have to test every substrate to judge its efficacy.  The program

isolated the combinations most likely to make the strongest connections. Then,

the researchers took the data into the lab. According to an early draft of their lab

report, they prepared and tested only the substrates that the computer simulation

revealed were the strongest.

The team has begun reporting the findings in a research article. I procured

copies of the first draft (which amounted to the results and discussion section)

and the second draft (which contains a rough version of all sections). Both drafts
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minimally discuss the simulation; the first spends about 220 of 1248 words

directly recounting the simulation and the second spends 142 of 1549 words.

Fundamentally, the draft resembles an experimental article with an element of

computational science involved. However, in the small portions involving the

simulation, the researchers change their stance in the results sections.

In the first draft, they point out how the simulation aided their process of

elimination. “Based on the model (Fig. 4A), it seems plausible that there are

multiple binding-pockets in the enzyme, for not only P1 & P1’ but for the other

positively charged residues (like P4’ in this case) in the substrate as well.” Here,

the model serves to identify the probable binding sites.  The researchers also

justify using models for explanatory purposes. “Although the model serves to

explain the experimental data, we are in the process of further refining the

model.”

The second draft reveals more steps of the simulation process and more

about the context of the experiment.

To put these mutations in a structural context, preliminary molecular

modeling was carried out by using the known OmpT crystal structure (22)

as a scaffold.  Substrate was introduced into the active site and positioned

according to the predicted S1 and S1’ sites of OmpT (22).  Energy

minimization (Amber in HyperChem, Hypercube Inc., Gainesville, FL)

generated a rough model of substrate bound to the active site (Figure 7A)…

Based on these working models, the active site mutations 208 Asp to Gly
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and 223 Ser to Arg were identified as being potentially important for

altered substrate recognition, since they comprise the predicted S1 binding

site (Figure 7A).

The new version is different from the first.  Here, the team changes terminology

and calls the simulated variations “potentially important predictions” rather than

possibilities; predictions imply more affirmative action on the part of researchers.

While the new draft strengthens the terms for the simulation data, the new draft

also hedges the simulations capability more emphatically. “Although by no means

rigorous, these models aided in the identification of mutations likely to be

important for substrate recognition.”

By the published draft, the team called their process of elimination

“screening”: “Screening of a large library of random mutants of the Escherichia

coli endopeptidase OmpT led to the isolation of an enzyme variant, 1.3.19, that

cleaved an Ala–Arg peptide bond instead of the Arg – Arg bond preferred by the

WT enzyme” (Varadarajan “Engineering” 6855). This sentence, taken from the

abstract, gives a mere nod to the assistance that HyperChem gave the team. The

published draft foregrounds the laboratory procedures and observations over the

software efforts. The move to emphasize the lab work and minimize the

simulation is important to note because it underscores the support role that the

simulation played in the entire experiment process. Now, credit for the results go

more to the lab work than the simulation. Later, in Chapters Four and Five, you

will read how other simulationists use similar rhetorical strategies.
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3.4 Simulations and Metaphors

Historian Gerald Holton and rhetoricians Leah Ceccarelli and Peter Dear

have studied metaphors, analogies, and thought experiments in science.  Many

current theories in the rhetoric of science lump simulation together with

metaphor. Granted, both simulation and metaphor are forms of representation

(mimesis) and comparison, but with a difference. Metaphors (and their cousin,

analogies) are a type of mimesis insofar as they underscore the resemblance of

two different objects or cases. In Designing Information Technology in the

Postmodern Age (1995), Coyne recounts how Ricoeur and others conflate model

with metaphor:

The function of a model is to describe an unknown thing or a lesser-known

thing in terms of a better known thing thanks to a similarity of

structure”…According to Hesse, a scientific model is a metaphor. The

primary system, the observation language, is the first term of a metaphor.

The model is the second term. (Ricoeur 276 and 278)

It is true that both models and metaphors approximate originals. In addition, the

rhetoric of science has well documented how scientists use metaphors.  For

example, Black, Arbib and others claim that scientific revolutions are metaphoric

revolutions. When scientists stopped imagining atomic particles as billiard balls

colliding haphazardly and started thinking of them as organized units with

particular structures, it changed biology, chemistry and biology and, ultimately,
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enabled breakthroughs in genetic studies (Blackie).  The analogy helped them

reconfigure the science.

However, although metaphors and analogies have strong sway in science,

simulations are distinctive on three counts: (1) simulations represent objects with

mathematical precision, (2) simulations do not compare objects of difference and

(3) both objects of comparison in simulations are relatively unknown. First,

metaphors do not attempt to represent objects with the mathematical and

computational accuracy of computer simulations. Unlike metaphors, simulations

cannot be created off the top of someone’s head; they require more precision.

Furthermore, according to Kövecses, “metaphor can be characterized with the

formula A IS B, where the target domain (A) is comprehended through a source

domain (B)” (29).  We interpret metaphors by teasing out the relationship

between the two terms. “We can ask: (1) which source domains apply to a

particular target and (2) which target domains does a particular source apply to?”

(118)  Aside from the fact that billiard balls are made of atoms, the two have little

in common, on the surface.  Billiard balls aren’t microscopic and atoms aren’t

played for leisure. However, the difference between the two makes for a fruitful

comparison. In fact, the difference enables the lessons learned about atoms—the

less familiar object. This is not the case in simulations. If scientists had simulated

atomic particles, they would have expected the simulation to approximate the

particles more closely than the billiard ball comparison. Simulations do more

than simply give an idea about an original; they replicate it. They come close to
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being it. Later in this chapter (Section 3.8), I’ll discuss how simulations contain

the virtue or essence of the object it represents.  The target and source domain of

a metaphor relate in terms of functional similarities, but need not possess

essentially the same inherent characteristics. However, a simulation and its

subject matter do have essentially the same salient features.

Further, the atomic particle simulation could have used an unpredictable

model. Metaphors, on the other hand, often hinge upon our being able to

understand and predict the behavior of the common term. In Chapter One, we

discussed how scientists often resort to using simulations when they cannot

replicate their object of study in the lab or when extreme heat, distances, or other

conditions prevent seeing the object in person.  However, when scientists

compared the particles to billiard balls, they meant to associate how both sets

function and how they’re organized. They did so because they had knowledge

about how billiard balls collide. Moreover, they expected their audience to know

more about pool balls than the nature of atoms in order to help the former

explain the latter.  Someone who reads a metaphor can use deduction to unpack

its meaning. He or she can compare the general case (something familiar) to the

specific case (something unfamiliar) and use what he or she knows about the

general case to make claims about the specific case. Simulations do not call for

the same understanding of models, since both the general and specific cases

might be mystery to the scientist.

Simulations set out to capture the essence of an object. They do more than
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simply give an idea about an original. They attempt to replicate it. In the case of

the simulation of enzymes cleaving to peptides, Iverson’s team expected the

digital versions of the molecules to operate, for the most part, as they would in

the lab. The digital molecules virtually correlated to the actual ones. While actual

molecules hadn’t the same color or size of the virtual one (which was configured

for visual effect), the graduate researchers assumed the actual molecules (the

source) and the virtual ones (the target) would function almost identically.

Further, going into the simulation, the graduate researchers knew equally as

much about the reaction between the digital peptide and enzyme as they would

have going into a laboratory.  Until they completed the simulation, Iverson’s team

wasn’t sure which binding sites were the strongest. The team also would not have

known which ones were strongest at the start of an actual experiment. They used

the simulation as a process of elimination.

3.5 Metaphor in Computational Science

While metaphors and simulations work differently, metaphors have prominently

factored in the history of computational science. Take, for example, the rhetoric

that popularized the much-used Monte Carlo algorithm, an equation based on

chance and gambling that often generates the multiple iterations necessary for

simulations.  When simulations use the Monte Carlo algorithm, they randomly

generate values for variables using equations based on the random behavior

exhibited by slot machines, roulette wheels, and other games of chance that have
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made Monte Carlo popular. Interestingly, the makers of the Monte Carlo method

used a metaphor to propel the mathematics. Stanislaw Ulam, a Polish

mathematician who worked for John von Neumann on the Manhattan Project

during World War II, developed the Monte Carlo algorithms.

The first thoughts and attempts I made to practice [the Monte Carlo

Method] were suggested by a question…what are the chances that a

Canfield solitaire laid out with 52 cards will come out successfully? After

spending a lot of time trying to estimate them by pure combinatorial

calculations, I wondered whether a more practical method than “abstract

thinking” might not be to lay it out say one hundred times and simply

observe and count the number of successful plays. This was already

possible to envisage with the beginning of the new era of fast computers,

and I immediately thought of problems of neutron diffusion and other

questions of mathematical physics, and more generally how to change

processes described by certain differential equations into an equivalent

form interpretable as a succession of random operations. Later …[I]

described the idea to John von Neumann, and we began to plan actual

calculations. (Eckhardt 133)

The Monte Carlo method was created with two characteristics in mind. Ulam

wanted the algorithm to reflect the real, random nature of probability and avoid

the abstract nature of guesses and thought work. His algorithm bridged the

chasm between thought and actuality. He hadn’t the time or patience to play out
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the solitaire question to its natural conclusion.  It would take his lifetime—and

others lifetimes—to reduce the standard of error and collect a statistically

significant enough sample to reach a scientifically sound answer. Ulam also

distrusted his mind’s own capacity to run the iterations with a scientific degree of

accuracy. Ultimately, the Manhattan team used algorithms to randomize multiple

values and predict how a single neutron would behave when it drew close to the

nucleus prior to an atomic explosion (Woolfson and Pert 22).

Theorists debate whether the mathematical decisions that computers

make qualify as rhetorical decisions. Miller speaks for those who discriminate

rhetoric from math. In “Decision Science,” she describes how algorithms have no

audience and, therefore, aren’t rhetorical. An algorithm is a “procedure that can

ideally be performed by a computer. Since the method is, by definition, rational,

the adherence of an audience is irrelevant. A decision is not judged by an

audience but is justified in abstract by the rational procedure with which it

complies” (Miller 176). When a Monte Carlo simulation selects from random

values, the standard of value is objective. Given the same task of choosing values,

humans would make subjective decisions because their own experiences and

perspectives would inform their decisions.  Unlike Miller, Norton stands among

those who find subjective qualities in math. In particular, he compares

mathematical and physical perception.

[H]ow much more do we know about physical perception than

mathematical intuition? In the case of ordinary visual perception of, say, a
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teacup, we believe that photons come from the physical teacup in front of

us, enter our eye, interact with the retinal receptors and a chain of neural

connections through the visual pathway to the visual cortex. After that we

know virtually nothing about how beliefs are formed…I suggest only that

mathematical intuition is no more mysterious than the final link in

physical perception. We understand neither; perhaps some day we will

understand both. (Norton Laboratory of the Mind 65-66)

Since minds and sense organs intake both physical and mathematical perception,

both types of perception have some degree of subjectivity.

Whether or not the Monte Carlo equations themselves qualify as

rhetorical, the metaphor underlying the Monte Carlo simulation technique posits

a particular worldview or theme (Holton)—that randomness governs many actual

events. The worldview, then, constrains the direction that the simulation takes.

Simulationists must express the physical system (or whatever they’re simulating)

in such a way that it contains a randomized component. The algorithm, then,

simulates the metaphor. The equation turns it into numbers and runs it out to its

logical conclusions. Kandanoff describes how algorithms can project worldviews:

“[We] recognize the evocative power of these little mechanical models and the

metaphors they represent…[They are] potential tools for extrapolation and

generalization” (Kandanoff 10 and 11).

That Ulam would fashion an algorithm based upon gambling also

bespeaks Ulam’s personality. He was a jack-of-all-trades mathematician who
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took as much interest in the quotidian as he did quantum problem solving. And

Ulam had a particular interest in games of chance:

Ulam’s personality would stand out in any community…His was an

informal nature…He preferred to chat, more or less at leisure, rather than

dissertate. Topics would range over mathematics, physics, world events,

local news, games of chance, quotes from the classics—all treated

somewhat episodically but always with a meaningful point. His was a mind

ready to provide a critical link…The spirit of this method was consistent

with Stan’s interest in random processes—from the simple to the sublime.

He relaxed playing solitaire; he was stimulated by playing poker; he would

cite the times he drove into a filled parking lot at the same moment

someone was accommodatingly leaving. More seriously, he created the

concept of “lucky numbers,” whose distribution was much like that of

prime numbers; he was intrigued by the theory of branching processes and

contributed much to its development. (Metropolis 126-27)

Ulam branded his own personal, subjective worldview onto the algorithm that

would later help inseminate the field of computational science.  It can be said that

his lifestyle—attuned to cards and other games of chance—inspired the

mathematical equations.

Further, the catchy name and colloquial metaphor helped popularize the

Monte Carlo method. Both Ulam and Metropolis named the method. “I suggested

an obvious name for the statistical method—a suggestion not unrelated to the fact
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that Stan had an uncle who would borrow money from relatives because he ‘just

had to go to Monte Carlo’” (Metropolis 127).  In September 1949, Ulam and

Metropolis officially reported their work in the Journal of the American

Statistical Association (JASA).  Between that year and 1960, the Monte Carlo

method received much attention; 26 other articles in the same journal cited the

method. Many called upon the method to solve lingering questions in the field.

For example, in 1951 in an article entitled the “Kolmogorov-Smirnov Test

for Goodness of Fit,” Massey refers to “large scale” sampling experiments that use

the Monte Carlo method. The National Bureau of Standards Applied

Mathematics and the Rand Corporation sponsored a three-day conference on the

method, proceedings from which were reviewed in the JASA in 1952. In 1953,

Brown, Houthakker, and Prais wrote “Electronic Computation in Economic

Statistics,” about how new “electronic computer” (a.k.a. the Electronic Delay

Storage Automatic Calculator or EDSAC) has revolutionized the industry. The

article also mentions the Monte Carlo method, “which has received considerable

attention in the United States” (426). The article grouped the Monte Carlo

method with another—input-output analysis—and described how, by the Monte

Carlo method, “numbers generated by random sampling from an appropriate

probability distribution are used to evaluate a function from which a solution

may be obtained which converges to the true solution” (426). Another

article—“Summaries of Papers Delivered at the 113th Annual Meeting of the

American Statistical Association in Washington D.C., December 27 to 30, 1953”
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(published in 1954)—summarized a paper by Herman Hartley on “Appropriate

Tests for Comparisons of Rank Correlation.” Hartley used statistical differentials

and “Monte Carlo calculations” (329).

In “Poor Man’s Monte Carlo” (published in the Journal of the Royal

Statistical Society in 1954 and reviewed in JASA in 1956), Hammersley and

Morton attempt to dispel a rumor that the Monte Carlo method required

“elaborate, expensive electronic equipment“ (372).  In 1957, the journal also

reviews proceedings from a Symposium on the Monte Carlo method held at the

University of Florida.  In 1958, it reviews a book entitled Petrographic Modal

Analysis about Monte Carlo applications in geology.   In 1959, it reviews another

entitled Proceedings of the Fourth Annual Computer Applications Symposium,

which featured an article—“Digital Simulations of Active Air Defense

Systems”—that describes “a ‘Monte Carlo’ type study of the effectiveness of

various doctrines of weapon assignment, carried out on a Remington-Rand 1103

A computer” (524).  The industry ponders its own future in an article entitled

“Where Do We Go From Here?” published in JASA in 1960. The article predicted

that the Monte Carlo technique would help answer lingering questions in what

the author described as “multi-multi-factor experiments” (Tukey 84-85).

Practically every year after Metropolis and Ulam published “The Monte Carlo

Method” in JASA, the industry buzzed about it and found new applications for it.

And by 1960, other fields—economics and geology to name two—had adopted it.
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Still others that cited the Monte Carlo method play upon its imagery.

Boss’s review of McKinsey’s Introduction to Theory of Games stands out as a

noteworthy example. Boss began his article with a visual and memorable lead:

Some three hundred years ago a French gambler happened to ask a

mathematician about the odds in a dice game that was popular at that

time. Out of this innocent query was to grow the subject of mathematical

probability and, in direct line of descent, the topic of mathematical

statistics. There are still vestiges of the game heritage in modern statistical

practice. Dice and card games are often used as examples in courses in

statistics.  Occasionally dice or numbers in a hat are used to randomize an

experiment and an important modern technique is called the “Monte Carlo

Method.” (Boss 655)

Boss hailed McKinsey’s book as an “excellent account” of “a new sub-field of

mathematics called ‘game theory’” (655).  He claims that the Monte Carlo method

helped popularize game theory in statistics.  The Monte Carlo method made the

introduction to Boss’ article more vivid. Whether Ulam and Metropolis struck

upon something new by naming the method after a popular gambling spot, or the

industry’s well-established familiarity with games of chance helped catapult its

success, the Monte Carlo method enjoyed early and easy acceptance. I argue that

its name and theme (in addition to its effectiveness) had something to do with its

success.
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Similar statistical sampling techniques had been around for hundreds of

years. Unfortunately, the tediousness of the calculations often hampered

progress. Statisticians had rough frameworks of Monte-Carlo-like methods, but

most advanced them as teaching tools in lectures rather than for research, save

for one major exception: Enrico Fermi. Fermi had developed a version of the

method—yet unnamed—studying neutrons in Rome.

[According to one of his students, Fermi had] invented, but of course not

named [the method fifteen years earlier than Ulam]. He did not publish

anything on the subject, but he used the method to solve many

problems…with…a small mechanical adding machine… Fermi took great

delight in astonishing his Roman colleagues with his remarkably accurate,

“too-good-to-believe” predictions of experimental results. After indulging

himself, he revealed that his “guesses” were really derived from the

statistical sampling techniques that he used to calculate with whenever

insomnia struck in the wee morning hours! And so it was that nearly

fifteen years earlier, Fermi had independently developed the Monte Carlo

method. (Metropolis 128)

Fermi also created an analog trolley machine—called the FERMIAC—to run his

calculations. Users loaded a writing utensil on the hand-sized trolley and placed

it on grid paper.

The drums on the trolley were set according to the material being

traversed and a random choice between fast and slow neutrons. Another
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random digit was used to determine the direction of motion, and a third

was selected to give the distance to the next collision. The trolley was then

operated by moving it across a two-dimensional scale drawing of the

nuclear device or reactor assembly being studied. The trolley drew a path

as it rolled, stopping for changes in drum settings whenever a material

boundary was crossed (Metropolis 129).

Between 1934 (when Fermi made the first calculations) and 1960, only two

articles in the Journal of the American Statistical Association mention Fermi’s

work—Metropolis and Ulam’s own article (that formally introduced the Monte

Carlo method) and “The Advancing Statistical Front,” a round-up of statistical

innovations reported at the first American Statistical Association Conference

meeting, post-World War II.  Ulam’s article translates Fermi’s time-dependent

Schrödinger equation for mechanized computations. In this way, Ulam performs

what has become the first step of computer simulations, from purely

mathematical to computational—from idealized to binary equations.  The

“Advancing” article lumps Fermi’s contributions to statistics along with those of

Einstein and other extra-disciplinary scientists—under the category of

advancements from “pure research.”

[G]reat progress has been made in extending the statistical front in pure

research…Advances have been made in the field of statistical description

of stellar phenomena by Chandrasekhar and others; in the development of

statistical mechanics by Einstein, Bose, Fermi, Dirac and others…Such
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work has been highly individualistic. Much of it has been done by those

unknown to most of the members of the American Statistical Association.

In fact, many of those who have done most to extend the frontiers of

mathematical statistics are not known officially as statisticians. (Shewart

4)

Surely many factors made Ulam’s algorithm more appealing. For one, Ulam

designed his with computational devices more robust and advanced than the

FERMIAC in mind. Technological advancements thrust Ulam’s Monte Carlo

method into the limelight.  Ulam had at his disposal a more powerful machine

than the FERMIAC. “The year was 1945. Two earth shaking events took place: the

successful test at Alamogordo and the building of the first electronic computer”

(Metropolis 126). Ulam had digital rather than analog means.

However, socio-cultural dynamics also precipitated the proliferation of the

Monte Carlo method. It appears from the “Advancing” article that disciplinarity

contributed—Fermi didn’t published his statistical findings in journals about

applied statistics, and those journals only gave cursory nods to his work. Fermi

statistics were used as means to other ends.  National interests also surely played

a part.  Post World War II, the United States moved into the forefront as a leader

in technological advancement. Further, I believe that the Monte Carlo method

also gained prominence thanks to the “sexy” allure of the gambling metaphor.

Similar studies indicate that the names of scientific procedures have an effect on

their usage. Tomilin has remarked that whether or not scientists name
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procedures after themselves can dictate whether or not they refer to the

procedure accordingly in future applications.  Tomilin notes that Fermi is among

few physicists to use his own name—“Fermi statistics”—when he referred to his

own equation brainchild. Ultimately, Tomilin concludes that an unspoken

“ethical imperative” wards away scientists from using scientific terminology

containing their own name. I extend Tomilin’s analyses of equation names by

adding that rhetorical value can popularize methods in scientific communities.

It’s clear that (1) the statistics community related to the gaming metaphor, (2) it

mentioned the Monte Carlo method frequently after its introduction, and (3) the

method helped other disciplines revise their fields.

3.6 Simulations and Thought Experiments

Simulations also share similarities with thought experiments, another type of

mimesis that represents theories for the sake of refining or abandoning them.

Scholars disagree about what kind of comprehension thought experiments

produce. For example, Sorenson questions whether or not thought experiments

test verisimilar rather than essential or actual properties of a phenomenon.

Bokulich adds that thought experiments can only test the non-empirical aspects

of a theory, such as consistency and explanatory power. The difference between

thought experiments and simulations hinges on these terms.

Thought experiments resemble simulations in many ways. First, both can

come to significant conclusions regardless of the validity of their premises. Both
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also can involve a strong visual component.  Both simulations and thought

experiments can arrive at new understanding of a topic. Often their conclusions

alter the course of whatever science or discipline they question. And both

simulations and thought experiments also have real aims, but imaginative

methods. Di Paolo, Noble and Bullock describe how biologists Hinton and

Nowlan use an evolutionary simulation scenario to demonstrate the Baldwin

effect:

[Hinton and Nowlan] have…helped in changing an attitude towards and

already known piece of information…Hinton and Nowlan’s simulation

model thus plays the role of a successful thought experiment, demanding a

reorganization of an existing theoretical framework. (Di Paolo, Noble and

Bullock 505)

Both thought experiments and simulations can help reorganize existing data and,

thereby, facilitate new knowledge. Both rhetorical devices also rely heavily on

visualization. Dietrich writes:

[T]hought experiments enabled physicists to use imaginations freely as a

methodological means to invent new hypotheses to guide future

experimental designs. Imagination often was brought to bear in the form of

visualization of properties that could not be grasped in reality but only

contemplated in the mind. Digital simulation carries a similar heuristic

principle; it makes sensuously comprehensible something that does not

really exist. (Dietrich 316)
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Thought experiments and simulations have potential to shake up and challenge

established theories by inviting experts to see things differently.

However, simulations differ from two types of thought experiments, as

defined by J.R. Brown. In particular, Brown classifies two super-categories of

thought experiments: destructive, which argue directly against a particular theory

(J.R. Brown 34) and constructive, which build up an alternative (J.R. Brown 36).

Destructive thought experiments “do their job in a reductio ad absurdum

manner by destroying their targets” (J.R. Brown 76). Constructive thought

experiments are either meditative, which “facilitate a conclusion drawn from

specific, well-articulated theory” (J.R. Brown 36); conjectural, which

“hypothesize a theory to explain [some] phenomenon” (J.R. Brown 40); or direct,

which end rather than begin with a well-articulated theory working from

unproblematic phenomena (J.R. Brown 41).

Unlike destructive thought experiments, simulations need not employ

reductio ad absurdum. They usually test hypotheses in earnest, rather than with

suspicion. Reductio ad absurdum reduces propositions to impossible ends.

Simulations, on the other hand, present modal scenarios or possible worlds. By

definition, simulations construct a state of affairs that could be the case. Premises

of thought experiments needn’t conform to actual or possible objects. For

example, Einstein imagined himself running to catch up with a light beam. “If I

pursue a beam of light with the velocity c (velocity of light in a vacuum), I should

observe such a beam of light as spatially oscillatory electromagnetic field at rest.
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However, there seems to be no such thing, whether on the basis of experience or

according to Maxwell’s equations” (Einstein 53). Einstein couldn’t physically

chase a beam of light; and he needn’t in order for the thought experiment to give

him a breakthrough about time, space and speed.  Computational simulations,

however, have actual or possible counterparts. For Iverson’s team, the digital

molecules in the PDB correspond to actual ones and the act of conjoining the

enzymes and peptides suggest a potential cleavage.

Further, while both constructive thought experiments and simulation can

work with existing theories, one can understand constructive thought

experiments vis-à-vis simple, intuitive inspection. The same cannot be said of

simulation. At best, Di Paolo, Noble and Bullock write, simulations are the

equivalent of opaque thought experiments:

A thought experiment has a conclusion that follows logically and clearly, so

that the experiment constitutes in itself an explanation of its own

conclusion and its implications. If this is not the case, then it is a fruitless

thought experiment. In contrast, a simulation can be much more powerful

and versatile, but at a price. This price is one of explanatory opacity: the

behaviour of a simulation is not understandable by simple inspection; on

the contrary, effort towards explaining the results of a simulation must be

expended, since there is no guarantee that what goes on in it is going to be

obvious. (Di Paolo, Noble and Bullock 505)

The thought experiment explains itself whereas simulation requires further
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investigation and explanation.  In Einstein’s thought experiment, our perspective

changes immediately when we consider the idea of running so fast that light

stands still; it immediately challenged his peers’ understanding of physics.

Contrast this elegant visual with that of the digital molecules and reactions that

Iverson’s team used. It took the team more than “simple inspection” or

immediate result. They went so far as to test the simulated cleaving sites in the

lab.

While thought experiments are based on imaginative claims and

presuppositions, they engage those imaginary precepts by deduction. And, as in

the case of Einstein’s thought experiment, the imaginary claims test rational

rules—in Einstein’s case, the laws of motion.  Thought experiments ask audiences

to take these claims at face value (or in earnest), apply our current understanding

to those claims, and deduce something new about them. In this way, audiences

deduce conclusions about the thought experiments, working from understood (or

a priori) assumptions to new ones. On the other hand, the simulation required

several steps, checks and analyses.  The researchers could not consider the results

as self-evident.

3.7 Simulations and Paradoxes

Simulations can also be compared to paradoxes. Bertrand Russell explains

that, at their root, paradoxes proceed from contradictions. Olin elaborates: “One

striking feature of these problems is that they present a conflict of reasons. There
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is, in each, an apparently impeccable use of reason to show that a certain

statement is true. And yet reason also seems to tell us that the very same

statement is utterly absurd. Apparently letter-perfect operations of reason lead to

a statement that reason is apparently compelled to reject” (5). In “The Role of

Paradox,” Panoff and South discuss the reason for paradoxes. “Many times a

paradox results from incomplete or erroneous data. Another possibility is that

our understanding of what we observe may be flawed and in need of

revision…[S]cientists who insist on holding on to old or comfortable views will

miss the opportunity for new discovery and understanding” (Panoff and South

par. 2). The team discusses how, 400 years ago, scientists tested the validity of

Galileo’s theory about the sun by looking for parallax:

The apparent movement that close objects make against a more distant

background when the point of reference is changed. Was any parallax

observed? None, whatsoever! Then, did that mean that the earth wasn't

moving? How could the earth both move (theory) and not move

(observation) at the same time and in the same way? The resolution of this

parallax paradox did not come for hundreds of years, after the invention of

photographic plates and the willingness to give up the ideas that the only

determination of brightness for a star was its distance and that the stars

are close. (Panoff and South par. 3)

The inconsistency between what astronomers saw, what they predicted, and what

scientific laws expected lingered for years and inspired generations of research.
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While both simulations and paradoxes can expose inconsistencies with current

theories, paradoxes proceed from contradictions and simulations, from

possibilities. Paradoxes hinge upon unlikelihood and impossibility, but

simulations hinge upon likelihood and possibility.

In order to tease out the differences between paradoxes and simulation, I

will use a popular example from biology—the paradox of the bumblebee. Since

the 1930s, a rumor has persisted in physics that, over dinner, a biologist asked an

aerodynamicist about the flight of bees and the aerodynamicist did scratch

calculations using the Reynolds number, which  determines lift  compared to

drag or resistance. According to the Reynolds number, the bigger the wing, the

bigger the lift.  Of course, the aerodynamicist found that there was insufficient lift

in a bee's wing to carry the rest of its comparably huge body. What makes this

paradoxical? The truth of the matter is, bees fly, despite the incorrect calculations

churned out by the Reynolds equations.  A scientific paradox presses against and

challenges current theory by exposing error or illogical conclusions.

The discrepancy propelled years of research in aerodynamics.  Recently, a

team at Cornell led by C. Jane Wang simulated bee flight.  As Wang describes, the

paradox only underscores shortcomings in the science and theories used to

describe a bee's flight. Wang’s team found that bee and dragonfly wings rotate,

double flap, and perform other methods that increase the wing width and lift. As

Wang explains, "The old bumblebee myth simply reflected our poor

understanding of unsteady viscous fluid dynamics" (Segelken).
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Figure 3.5: Wang’s Simulation of Bee Flight

Source: Segelkin Cornell News <http://www.news.cornell.edu/releases/March00/
APS_Wang.hrs.html>.

Her team and others have gained a clearer understanding by using a computer to

replicate knowledge that other teams have gained through new technologies in

observational data (i.e., painting bee wings with digital-sensitive chemicals and

videotaping those bees in flight). Observational data has its drawbacks, however.

For example, the paint affects the flight and, thereby, taints the observed

behavior.

Wang's team simulates bees’ flight. Hers is touted as the first ever proof

that dragonflies produce sufficient lift to stay above the ground.  Again, as with

the claisen reaction, it would appear the simulation has more validity than the

observation.  But the simulation required Wang to develop new computational

tools—or "tricks" as she called them. Wang simply applies new equations that

field has developed to compensate for the paradox.

 The bumblebee paradox is an apparent paradox because it can

immediately be explained away by faulting laws of physics and calling for

revisions that eliminate the contradiction.  However, the example does help us

understand the many ways that simulations differ from paradoxes. As a talking

point, let us distinguish between the paradox that inspired Wang and the

simulation that she produced.  First, paradoxes underscore logical contradictions,
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whereas simulations represent or investigate them. Second, paradoxes often end

in impossibilities, whereas simulations end in possibilities.  Third, paradoxes can

only proceed from common, undisputed facts; simulations can proceed from

uncertainties. In this way, they can yield new data beyond what was originally

imagined.

Quine writes that paradoxes are arguments against their own existence.

He describes two paradoxes: one of Frederic, the main character in The Pirates of

Penzance who turns 21 years old after having only five birthdays, and another of a

one-barber town where no one is permitted to shave himself.  In the first

instance, it seems impossible that a 21-year-old could have only celebrated five

birthdays until you consider that he was born on February 29 (a leap year) and

his various travels across time zones could have prevented him from actually

celebrating his birthday, but could not prevent him from aging a year. The second

case makes it impossible for the barber himself to get a shave.

What are we to say to the argument that goes to prove this unacceptable

conclusion?  Happily it rests on assumptions. We are asked to swallow a

story about a village and a man in it who shaves all and only those men

who do not shave themselves…The paradox is simply a proof that no

village can contain a man who shaves all and only those men in it who do

not shave themselves…[T]he argument shows you why not, and so we

acquiesce in the sweeping denial just as we acquiesced in the possibility,

absurd on first exposure, of Frederic’s being so much more than 5 years
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old on his 5th birthday. Both paradoxes are alike, after all, in sustaining

prima facie absurdities by conclusive argument…I would not limit the

word “paradox” to cases where what is purportedly established is true. I

shall call these, more particularly, veridical or truth-telling, paradoxes. For

the name of paradox is suited equally to falsidical ones. (Quine 804)

Paradoxes needn’t always result in falsehood or impossibilities. Quine

distinguishes between paradoxes that actually turn out to be true and ones that

can never happen. But paradoxes all do proceed from absurd (or contradictory)

premises.  And they must contain, on their face, the components of their own

absurdity, often their own undoing. The same cannot be said of simulations.

First, prima facie analysis seldom yields conclusive results with simulations,

which have intricate levels of equations and reasoning that require more than

superficial examination to disseminate. Second, on their face, simulations must

contain models with reasonable premises.

How can we gather anything about paradoxes without close inspection?

We can because, while the premises might contradict each other, they are not

beyond the pale independently.  In the case of the 21-year-old who celebrated

only five birthdays, we know enough about how birthdays usually work to

instantly surmise the contradiction. And it doesn’t take long to figure out what

the case of the one-barber village implies because we use basic deductive

reasoning to figure it out. The paradox calls on us to play out the scenario to its

logical conclusion. We use familiar facts and reasoning to undo paradoxes. Quine
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introduces another type of paradox—antimony—that incorporates familiar

reasoning. “An antimony produces a self-contradiction by accepted ways of

reasoning. It establishes that some tacit and trusted pattern of reasoning must be

made explicit and henceforward be avoided or revised” (Quine 805). For

example, Quine continues, many words are homological—they are what they say.

English is English and short is short. The word heterological contradicts the rule.

“’Heterological’ was defined as meaning ‘not true of self’; we can therefore ask if

the adjectival phrase ‘not true of self’ is true of itself. [I]t is if and only if it is not,

hence that it is and it is not; and so we have our paradox” (Quine 805). This

translucent quality of the logical machinations behind paradoxes enables those

who use them to immediately question and challenge the widely accepted rules

that create them. In most cases, audiences can engage the premises of paradoxes

via deduction. Often, after doing so, they arrive at a logical conclusion that makes

sense logically. Simulations can also cause those who use them to question

original assumptions, but not on their faces and not necessarily immediately.

Further, simulations needn’t proceed from certainties. In fact, simulations can

alter known, accepted theories and start from uncertain (or incorrect) parameters

in order to yield effective results. In the case of the simulation of enzymes

cleaving to peptides, for example, the simulation program ignored initial

conditions, but yielded helpful results.
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3.8 Alternative Reasoning in Simulation

This section will reexamine Iverson’s enzyme simulation for the purposes of

rhetorically situating ad hoc reasoning. In this section, we’ll examine what

reasoning validates simulation processes and products. This section will examine

the enzyme simulation in order to describe how simulations epitomize abduction

and virtual evidence. It will answer one of Stevenson’s research questions for

computational science: What is computational knowledge? Or, in our case, what

kind of evidence results from simulations?

To the first point: It has been said that simulations actualize hunches or

that they are the middle ground between eyewitness observation and abstract

theory. They represent strong hunches that scientists have about phenomena

they cannot entirely prove with empirical methods. In this way, they demonstrate

another mode of invention available to scientists. Invention is the first of five

parts of the rhetorical cannon; it finds and makes arguments by generating

claims and reasons. Aristotle categorized three kinds of reasoning—scientific

demonstration, dialectic and rhetoric. All three employ two types of

proofs—deduction and induction. Deduction moves from the general case to the

specific; induction, from specific to general.

More modern theorists have further defined these two proofs. For

example, Kinneavy identifies three kinds of induction: (i) perfect (ii)

mathematical, and (iii) intuitive (Kinneavy 111-12). Perfect induction takes as

rigorous an account of nature as possible. Intuitive induction is the least reliable
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because it cannot be as rigorous. Kinneavy also identifies two similar deductive

moves: (i) generic to specific moves that involve classes or sets wherein sub-sets

inherit characteristics from super-sets and (ii) those of statements or

propositions wherein one precedes another in chronology and influence

(Kinneavy 116-18).  Further, van Veuren identifies these proofs as two among

Aristotle’s topoi or topics that serve as generic strategies for making arguments

(van Veuren Section 3.2.1).  Others have identified alternative proofs, such as

abduction. Charles Saunders Peirce coined abduction in the late 19th century as

an alternative to induction and deduction in science.

An originary Argument, or Abduction is an argument which presents facts

in its Premiss which present a similarity to the fact stated in the

Conclusion, but which could perfectly well be true without the latter being

so, much more without its being recognized; so that we are not led to

assert the Conclusion positively but are only inclined toward admitting it

as representing a fact of which the facts of the Premiss constitute an Icon

(Peirce Collected Papers, 2.1.2.96).

Peirce advanced abduction to explain moments when scientists decide between

two equally appealing hypotheses.

Induction, deduction, and abduction would treat the same premises

differently. Take, for example, the different conclusions you can draw from

different combinations of similar facts. Deduction takes what is true of the

general case and applies it to a specific case: If all the shirts from the middle bin
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are size medium (general) and the shirts in my hand are from the middle bin,

then they must be size medium (specific). Induction works backwards from

deduction. It generalizes facts about the specific case: The shirts in my hand are

from the middle bin (specific) and they’re all size medium. So, all the shirts in the

middle bin must be size medium (general).  Induction and deduction both use

either the general rule to prove the specific case, or vice versa. Unlike induction

and deduction, abduction infers an explanation, rather than using one of the

known cases to prove the other.

Abduction interchanges the conclusion and the minor premise of a

traditional syllogism: All of the shirts from the middle bin are size medium

(general) and the shirts in my hand are medium (specific), so they must have

come from the middle bin.  The abductive syllogism assumes that no other bins

with size medium shirts exist, despite the fact that neither of the premises

guarantees the assumption.  In both induction and deduction, one or the other of

the premises warrants making the leap from general to specific case (or vice

versa). In both deduction and induction, you know enough about the general or

specific rule to make the logical leap and make a claim. The abductive syllogism

reads more like conjecture than the earlier ones. Abduction yields logically

problematic warrants—warrants that, from a symbolic logical perspective, aren’t

tautologies. Abductive statements are not necessarily true; they don’t have the

logical form that resists falsehood.
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Much controversy surrounds abduction. Richter and Kapitan, for example,

believe that although abduction exists in scientific inquiry, all steps of abduction

qualify as either induction or deduction (Hoffman). Kinneavy goes a step further

and claims that abduction draws the line between scientific and other types of

discourse. He contrasts science discourse to its cousin in referential or

exploratory discourse, which he claims primarily operates on abductive logic. He

claims that abduction works backwards from evidence to hypothesis:

Two separate pieces of data, d1 and d2, could both be explained by a

hypothesis H1; if this hypothesis were true, further data should exist which

would corroborate the existence of H1; this corroborative data is cd3.

Similarly d4 and d5 could be explained by H2 and its existence could be

corroborated by the finding of cd6. Supposing the corroborative data to

have been found, H1 and H2, both suggest a common explanation E. If E

were, true, then it would suggest another hypothesis H3, which could be

corroborated by cd7. The finding of cd7 further strengthens the likelihood

of H3, E. and H1 and H2. This back and forth movement of suggestions

and checking is typical of the process of abduction (Kinneavy 143).

Ultimately, induction and deduction also ground this back and forth movement.

In order to move to new general hypotheses, abductors must find at least two

specific features and the prospect of a reasonable third.

I argue not only that simulations have abductive features, but also that

abduction produces virtual results. The enzyme simulation, for example, argues
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from an actual case—namely, the reaction observed through a microscope. But it

produces a virtual conclusion rather than an actual one. The premises used to

produce the conclusion work in the virtual world, but do not in the actual case.

Further, the simulation yielded virtual results rather than actual or observed

ones. The molecules do not look or behave that way under a microscope. Use the

actual numbers in a lab and they will not yield the reaction, nor will they produce

a reaction that looks like the animation. Chemists haven’t the hardware to film

the reaction, which happens in nanoseconds (Iverson). But the information that

the simulation shows—the best cleaving sites—did help the team isolate the best

cleaving sites to test in the lab. The same can be said of the claisen reaction

animation from Chapter One. The actual molecules don’t look like their animated

counterparts; but the reaction does actually displace energy in ways that

resemble the animation more than an illustration. Simulations often show what’s

virtually true about the reaction, if not what’s actually or potentially true.

If simulations do not yield the same kind of information as do metaphors

and thought experiments, then what kind do they generate? Simulations yield

virtual results, which make for a strange sort of evidence. Peirce developed a

concept of virtuality as well as abduction.

A virtual X (where X is a common noun) is something, not an X, which has

the efficiency (virtus) of an X. This is the proper meaning of the word; but

it has been seriously confounded with "potential," which is almost its

contrary. For the potential X is of the nature of X, but is without actual
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efficiency. A virtual velocity is something not a velocity, but a

displacement; but equivalent to a velocity in the formula, ‘what is gained

in velocity is lost in power’ (Peirce Collected Papers, 6.372).

A virtual thing has the efficiency or virtus of the thing without being the thing.

Virtus also means “worth” or “power.” It approaches, but never achieves, actual

status.  Peirce cites the difference between actual and virtual representation that

fueled the American Revolution (Collected Papers, 6.372). According to England,

the Parliament needn’t contain Virginians or any other colonists, since all

members virtually represent everyone in the empire. American colonists,

however, they did not believe they had actual representation because none of

their own spoke for them in the Parliament. Modern critics have debated what

constitutes a thing’s worth—whether or not virtual things bear resemblance to the

original’s form (Heim) or function (Levinson). So far as the claisen reaction is

concerned, it seems the simulation behaves like the reaction more than it looks

like the reaction or contains the essential components of the reaction.

Simulations are almost true, but not quite.

Simulations are a type of virtual representation of objects. Achinstein

discusses four kinds of evidence—epistemic, subjective, veridical and

potential—in his analysis of a 19th century physicist whose work revolutionized

the science in its day but was later refuted and revised. In what sense is or was

the physicist's work accurate? "(1) The results of Hertz' experiments are (strong)

evidence that cathode rays are not charged. (2) From 1883 to 1897 the results of
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Hertz' experiments were (strong) evidence that cathode rays are not charged;

after 1897, they were not so. (3) The results of Hertz' experiments are not and

never were (strong) evidence that cathode rays are not charged" (Achinstein 18).

Achinstein calls the first instance—where the evidence needn't answer to

anything other than its immediate problem—"epistemic evidence." In epistemic

relationships between evidence and claims, the immediate nature of the claim

determines the truth-value of the evidence. Epistemic evidence is true, provided

only that the claim is true. For Hertz and his peers, who had nothing but the

present to go by, his work was right because everything available pointed them in

that direction. This type of evidence corresponds with induction and deduction,

wherein the conclusions logically follow from the premises.

In order to determine what evidence simulations yield, then, we need to

discuss the other three evidences. The second scenario—wherein evidence is valid

only insofar as its particular chronological constraints—is called subjective

evidence, which is “relativized to a specific person or group” (Achinstein 23).

There are two sides to this type of evidence, one that accounts for empirical and

the other, for historical truth-status of findings. Subjective evidence accounts for

the fact that Hertz found his work believable, probable and true, while later

scientists refuted his findings on the same terms (Achinstein 23). The final

scenario suggests veridical or potential evidence. Given new developments,

Hertz’s work isn’t and wasn’t accurate.  Both veridical and potential evidence

require claims to be true absolutely (26-27). Veridical, however, requires “good
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reason to believe” something. Potential evidence requires less strong reason to

believe. To differentiate the two, Achinstein describes a child who doesn’t have

the measles virus but does have spots on his skin that look like measles (27). In a

veridical sense, he doesn’t show signs of the measles because the virus isn’t

present. In a potential sense, he does show signs of measles. Whether or not the

virus is present, spots have the potential to signal measles; once doctors fail to

find the virus, however, the child no longer potentially has the measles.

To extend Achinstein and discuss simulations, virtual evidence would

claim that the boy virtually—or all but—had the measles. Unlike empirical

evidence, whether or not this claim is true does not bear upon the truth-value of

the evidence. When we claim that the child virtually has the measles, it doesn’t

matter whether or not the child has the virus. Unlike subjective evidence, this

claim isn’t relative to a particular time or place. He can virtually have had signs of

the measles both before and after we know whether or not he actually has the

virus. Unlike veridical evidence, this claim needn’t be true absolutely; it doesn’t

require the good reasons necessary for veridical evidence. It only required the

spots to resemble those of measles; it didn’t require as conclusive evidence as the

virus itself.  We can use virtual evidence to make stronger claims than potential

evidence. Potential evidence only speaks to the status of the spots being signs of

measles. Take the logical next step—claim that the child potentially has the

measles—and the statement becomes an empirical matter, rather than potential

one. It’s true only insofar as doctors haven’t found the virus. The same isn’t true
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of virtual evidence. It is reasonable (though hyperbolic) to take the next logical

step and claim that the child virtually had the measles, particularly if the spots

on his skin prevented him from going to school, left longstanding scars, or caused

any other measles-like results. Simulations—such as the claisen reaction

animations and enzyme cleaving models—are virtual evidence because they can

retain truth value even when missing components vital to the actual object.

Traditionally, scientific evidence falls under the category of epistemic or

veridical evidence. First-hand observations strengthen the validity of the claims

that scientists can make about lab experiment findings. Simulations, however,

qualify as virtual evidence, because they rely on virtual observations rather than

actual ones. Virtual observation yields important data about a problem. The data

needn’t be conclusive or absolute to lend meaning. Even though virtual evidence

does not perfectly replicate the object, it has the capacity to explain the thing

itself because it does have the virtue of the thing—the worth and workings of it.

Abduction results in virtual observation. Abductive reasoning does not hold the

premises to logical validity.  As with virtual evidence, apply strictures of symbolic

logic and abductive enthymemes don’t satisfy.

I argue that abduction comprises the ad hoc modeling that Winsberg says

characterizes simulation (“Simulation” S445). As discussed earlier, the ad hoc

process includes simplifications, substitutions, subtractions, additions and other

subjective calls. This ad hoc reasoning manifested itself in the enzyme simulation

and the claisen reaction (in Chapter One) insofar as the initial parameters of the
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simulation did not perfectly correspond to the initial conditions of an actual

reaction, which always include solvents in which the molecules drift.  The

solution’s absence makes sense only within the internal logic of the simulation

program. This idealized constraint does not degrade the evidence that the

program produced, however. Ad hoc decisions (e.g., the one to ignore the solvent

factor)—and the abductive logic underpinning them—are programmed into

simulation routines and sub-routines. Later, in Chapter Five, we’ll also see that

simulationists also use abduction to draw conclusions about their data. The

virtual claisen reaction is more complex than a simple metaphor or analogy. In

order to make the connection from the animation to an actual reaction, we need

not argue from dissimilar or separate but parallel cases. Instead, we argue for the

likelihood of an event insofar as it was virtually shown to us.

Metaphors, thought experiments and paradoxes do not produce virtual

evidence of the object being represented.  None of the devices need preserve the

essence or virtue of the object of study. Paradoxes problematize the essential

features of an object in question, and thought experiments can employ fanciful

rather than essential terms.  Metaphor, on the other hand, relies upon the virtue

of another, better-known object to comprehend a questionable object of study.

Metaphors operate on traditional deduction and/or induction—an unknown

species compared to a more familiar one. Thought experiments behave more like

potential than virtual evidence, insofar as they cannot speak to the validity of a

claim as much as they can the validity (or falsehood) of the conditions for the
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claim. For example, with Einstein’s thought experiment in which he chases a

beam of light, the claim hasn’t validity until Einstein has the capacity (thanks to a

rocket or other technology) to race the beam. Thought experiments do not stand

as evidence for the actual claims so much as for the theories behind the claims.

However, if the claims are false, they render both the thought experiment and

underlying theories false, as well. Unlike thought experiments, simulations can

be actually wrong, but virtually useful.

 In conclusion, unlike paradoxes, thought experiments, and metaphors,

simulations hinge upon abductive reasoning.  Observers can often use simple

deduction to reveal discrepancies of paradoxes. Thought experiments draw

hypotheticals and hypotheses out to their logical conclusions. And metaphors

describe by using deductive reasoning to compare unlike objects on like terms.

Simulations, on the other hand, build arguments from conjectural and contingent

assumptions and, thus, produce something virtual (almost but not quite). On the

other hand, the simulation’s observable success in reproducing an object also

enables it to produce something virtual (almost but not quite). Understanding

virtual evidence in this way helps correct misunderstandings about virtuality,

which (according to critical theory and some rhetorical theory, mentioned in

Chapter One) often suggest that a simulation—the virtual thing—is

indistinguishable from the real thing.
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Chapter Four: Three-Level Textual Analysis of a Simulation

The previous chapter helped answer a lingering question posed by Stevenson

about the nature of simulation knowledge; in particular, Stephenson asked,

“What is computational knowledge?” Rather than examine simulation from an

epistemological perspective, the chapter compared simulation to other rhetorical

devices in the scientific imagination and determined that simulation hinges on

abductive reasoning and produces virtual evidence.

The next two chapters will address another of Stevenson’s questions about the

process of computational knowledge: How is it that a scientist achieves

computational knowledge?  In order to answer the question, Chapters Four and

Five will discuss the rhetorical components that help make one simulation and its

corresponding reports. They will analyze drafts, code, citations, and e-mail

correspondence between journal reviewers and authors of a pivotal study in

astrophysics, which introduced a new theory recently cited about 20 times in

other articles. Stevenson’s question has important rhetorical implications:

1.  When Stephenson asks how scientists achieve computational knowledge,

part of what he wants to know is how they bring it about.  Therefore, this

chapter will identify what rhetorical strategies simulationists use to set

parameters, make eliminations and manage other ad hoc decisions.

2. Stephenson’s question also touches on how scientists acquire

computational knowledge—how it moves through the ranks successfully.

Along those lines, Chapter 5 examines what rhetorical devices computer
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simulationists use to report simulations and which of those rhetorical

characteristics echo through citations in others’ writing. It will also

investigate how social pressures (from governmental institutions and the

scholarly community) bear upon both carrying out and acquiring

computational knowledge.

My findings suggest that the writing process helps author-simulationists

interpret and direct their work. In particular, counterargument, narrative,

abduction, deliberatio, compensatio, and aetiologia manifest simulationists’

assumptions. They help simulationists set levels of complexity and make other ad

hoc decisions. My findings also reveal how social and institutional dynamics

constrain the way that the team reports their findings. Finally, my findings also

add to a body of work that explores how the writing process itself helps mold

science. along with observations and facts. Furthermore, my findings expand our

understanding of small group collaboration in electronic media.

This chapter will set the groundwork for Chapter 5. First, it will describe

my methods of analysis. Then, it will embark upon the first part of the tri-level

analysis—it will introduce the subject of the textual case study and report data

collected from a formal analysis of drafts of the simulation report.

4.1 Methodology: Three Levels and Two Data Types

In Chapter Two, I discussed how many critical theories fictionalize simulations

and how computer science studies often fixate on computer programs rather than
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the process of writing and developing the code.  I argued that single-focused

analyses always run the risk of leaving out important dimensions of textual

meaning; a multi-focused analysis can help root out relational meaning. In this

section, I will explain my methods of textual analysis. I will identify three levels of

data at discrete and continuous points of analysis.

A few primary motivations influenced my methods. I chose textual

analysis in order to afford myself time to learn about simulations (and the science

they help generate).  I made a concerted effort to operationalize lessons learned

from mishandlings of computer simulations. I also wanted to use what I learned

collaborating with Drs. Davida Charney and Danette Paul on the article “Moving

beyond the Moment,” wherein we criticize one-dimensional analysis of scientific

writing. (See Chapter 2 for more details about the article.)

Essentially, I used a functional approach to texts similar to rhetorical

structure theory (RST), which describes functional relationships between parts of

the text (Mann and Thomson). In RST, texts are seen as possessing (i) generic

structures (that compare texts with similar types), (ii) relationships and

coherences between internal structures (within the text), and (iii) syntactic cues.

In my case, I sought out generic structures as defined by syntactic and rhetorical

features typical to the rhetoric of science debate (i.e., passive constructions,

citations, Swales moves and hedging), particularly to see how these features hung

together in sentences and passages that reported ad hoc decisions.  Unlike Mann
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and Thomson who parsed texts at clause level, prior work in the rhetoric of

science determined how I parsed the text.

In order to measure the formal features of the document, I divided

statements into coding units  similar to those that Gross and Harmon used in

Communicating Science—line counts began and stopped at the beginning and

end of each sentence.  I also acknowledged the difference between the main,

independent clauses and the dependent clauses and phrases attached.  The

distinction mattered in how I counted passive constructions and sentence subject

types. Unlike Hunt, whose T-unit counted the entire sentence (independent plus

dependent clauses and phrases) as one tally, I valued main subjects and verbs as

one full count and dependent subjects and verbs as a tenth count.

Further, I made a concentrated effort to include multiple levels of data. In

“Towards Integrating our Research Scope,” Spinuzzi identifies three levels of

analysis: a macroscopic level that tracks “the ways in which entire communities

understand, structure, collaborate on, and execute their evolving cooperative

enterprises” (Spinuzzi “Towards Integrating” 7), a mesoscopic level featuring

“specific tasks in which people are consciously engaged at a given point”

(Spinuzzi “Towards Integrating” 9) and a microscopic level that examines

“minute practices, reflexes, and habits on which users automatically draw as they

perform their actions” (Spinuzzi “Towards Integrating” 10). According to

Spinuzzi, studies limited to micro-, meso-, or macroscopic perspective

predetermine the study’s outcome or answer. “Single-scope methods pay little
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attention to how that privileged level is constituted and made meaningful

through what occurs at the other levels” (Spinuzzi “Towards Integrating” 7).

Spinuzzi used integrated scope to research the usability of genres that shape and

reflect work in an organization. In website usability studies, for example,

microscopic data might include mouse clicks, eye movements, and/or numbers of

minutes a user spends deciphering a particular screen.  In the mesoscopic level of

scope, a website usability study might employ talk-aloud protocols that have

users explain why they’re surfing the page as they are. On the macroscopic level, a

website usability study might analyze prior incarnations of the site,

organizational policies meant to regulate the site, and other social and

institutional dynamics that bore upon the making and maintaining of the site.

Others have employed multi-level analyses, as well (R. Harris, Charney,

Ceccarelli). For example, in Shaping Science with Rhetoric, an analysis of book-

length scientific arguments, Ceccarelli performs close textual and inter-textual

analysis of rhetorical features of the books themselves, articles that cite the

books, and the book reviews.   Syverson also marks the move toward multi-

perspectival research: “Recent trends suggest that researchers…have expanded

their ‘domain of scrutiny,’ bringing them closer together in their interests”

(Wealth 185-186). Syverson explains how others in the fields of composition,

pedagogy, and media studies have ventured beyond formal textual analysis. I

applied Spinuzzi’s levels of scope to my textual analysis.  Spinuzzi argues that

different methods of data collection distinguish data at each of the three levels of
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analysis.    For example, in order to obtain data that “include the compound

mediation of genre ecologies as they and their constituent evolve over time…over

months, years and even decades” (Spinuzzi “Towards Integrating” 22), he

advocates longitudinal observations and other historical research methods. In

particular, he studied traffic workers by examining 30 years worth of traffic

accident analysis archives. Since mesoscopic data must explain “how genres are

used to meet goals…[that] take place over the span of minutes or hours,” Spinuzzi

recommends stimulated recall interviews and other methods for soliciting from

participants’ the objectives and motivations of their actions (“Towards

Integrating” 22-23).   In his traffic worker study, he observed and videotaped

workers in action, then followed-up with interviews about how the workers saw

their own actions. Finally, Spinuzzi suggests taping observations, think-aloud

protocols, and conversations in order to extract “breakdowns, the microscopic

aspects of systemic disruptions,  that participants encounter as they conduct their

work. Observations take place in seconds, so microscopic data collection might

include capturing fine-grained observations” (“Towards Integrating” 23).  At this

level, Spinuzzi videocoded tapes of the workers in action.

Given Spinuzzi’s method-specific definitions, applying the tri-level

approach to textual analysis—a single data collection method—posed a challenge.

Unlike Spinuzzi, I used one data type—textual archives and analysis—for each

level.  Therefore, I used Spinuzzi’s distinctions to differentiate between document

characteristics and content.  In particular, each level’s granularity and
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temporality helped me decide which texts to analyze at which level.  First, at the

macroscopic level, I needed data that accounted for compound or multiple

mediations over months and years. Consequently, I looked for institutional

documents (such as newsletters and reports) and related posters, slide

presentations and white papers published or posted from 2000 to 2005.   Second,

e-mail correspondence often relayed participants’ motivations and goals over a

matter of minutes and hours; therefore, it qualified as mesoscopic data.

Although the e-mail chats in this study took place over the course of multiple

weeks, each individual e-mail conversation transpired over the course of hours

and minutes.  My microscopic adaptations seemed the furthest afield from

Spinuzzi’s definition.  I used multiple drafts written over several months rather

than split-second observations.  However, the formal and rhetorical data from

each draft trace microscopic, “fine-grained” habits and unorthodoxies of writing

and composition.

As would any form of textual analysis, adapting Spinnuzi’s levels to textual

analyses required me to take some mesoscopic and macroscopic texts at face

value. I read them as I would transcripts and responses from an interview,

survey, or talk-aloud protocol.   To analyze microscopic data, I used basic

methods of case study: data patterns (MacNealy 188).  I traced rhetorical and

linguistic patterns; I also used Winsberg’s terms of ad hoc modeling (e.g., setting

initial parameters and symmetries, making creative additions and eliminations)

to track those thematic patterns in microscopic texts. Rather than trace genres
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through the multiple levels of scope (as did Spinuzzi), I analyzed thematic claims

regarding ad hoc decisions and linguistic tendencies through each peripheral

document.

Each level of scope captures different levels of activity reported in different

genres. Certain textual genres are inclined to each of these levels. The

microscopic level encapsulates physical or technical interaction, such as habits

and unconscious choices. Here, writing formalities structure work.  On the

microscopic level, we can look at convention making and breaking by examining

drafts of texts. Mesoscopic texts cover conceptual interaction such as goal-

directed or conscious choices. Here, writing is a tool. Since this level targets

motives, e-mail correspondence will give us a limited-but-candid look. Finally,

the macroscopic level entails social, historical and cultural contexts. Here, writing

implies social memory and disciplinarity, so we will look at citation histories,

correspondences with journal editors, and organizational records.

Tri-level textual analysis applies alternative theories of meaning.  First, in

Cherwitz’s terms, the three levels allow us access to “extra-linguistic phenomena”

and activities to which language points. Since the mesoscopic and macroscopic

levels seek out texts that reveal background conversations, organizational and

editorial agendas writ large, and social and historical influences, these two levels

in particular can reveal activities beyond drafting itself that influences the

meaning of a text. Also, the tri-level approach employs energeia.  When we

examine not only the published work but also related documents (i.e., e-mail
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correspondences about it, its prior drafts, poster and lecture presentations about

it, citations of it, and other peripherals), then the meaning of the text emerges

from the triangulation, rather than from the words in the text.

My primary documents include four drafts of a research article about a

simulation and the published work, e-mail correspondence following each of the

drafts, the journal reviewer’s comments (which precede the fourth draft) and the

TSI team’s response. I also have secondary documents published before (a

section of an annual report describing TSI’s work, an abstract of a poster

presentation, a newsletter interview) and after (an ORNL white paper, another

poster abstract, meeting minutes, and more newsletter interviews) a research

article about a simulation.

Unfortunately, multi-level analysis is not without its difficulties;

integrating thick (multi-level) data is one of the biggest challenges. Syverson

detailed the complexities of multi-level composition studies:

[T]he subjects of inquiry are not primarily objects or objectified subjects

but relationships and dynamic processes. Consequently we are confronted

with complexity of subject, method, and approach in our research…It is

extremely difficult to observe, interpret, and represent relationships and

dynamic processes in composing situations. We are immediately

overwhelmed by the richness of data and the pace of interactions in even

small-scale settings…[C]onventional research methods may not be

effective, or they may need to be adapted; single-methodology approaches
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may be inadequate. We need to guard against the distortions caused by

our own romantic notions, tacit assumptions, disciplinary socialization,

methodological biases, and perceptual artifacts, while recognizing that

these are necessarily the conditions from which we must begin our studies.

(Wealth 186-7)

The richer the data sets (i.e., multiple sources of input, multiple genres, and

multiple stakeholders), the more of a challenge synthesizing the data becomes.

Spinuzzi kept track of genres as a means for integrating the data that he collected

from three levels of scope: “When data are collected at one level of scope, they are

connected to other levels by tracing how genres function at each level. Genre

tracing thus provides a coherent yet unfinalized representation of coconstitutive

relationships between the three levels” (Spinuzzi “Towards Ingetrating” 23).

Primary source selection helped me integrate the levels.  I chose a case study

approach to textual analysis. By observing one simulation project from one team

of computer scientists and astrophysicists, I can “increase understanding of the

particular” and paint a “holistic view of an event or situation” (MacNealy183-4).

Discrete and continuous data categories also helped me synthesize my findings.

Discrete data analysis counts and categorizes data in finite, singular moments or

objects; continuous data analysis tracks a continuum at many different points of

discrete events. This chapter will use three levels of scope that yield both discrete

and continuous points of analysis. Often in the following sections, the

microscopic data will serve as discrete data and the mesoscopic and macroscopic
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data will yield points of comparison with which to discuss the continuum

between those points.

If texts are artifacts of the meaning process rather than containers for

meaning, then thick layers of written documents and genres surrounding

simulations can serve as continuous evidence of simulation and research

activities.  This chapter will measure formal, linguistic, rhetorical and thematic

patterns in the text (the discrete data from different moments in the simulation

project) measured on a continuum and analyzed at many points and in multiple

incarnations. Documents surrounding simulations record the dynamics

governing the simulation and research processes.  Therefore, this chapter will

attempt to recreate the flux and activity that births meaning, rather than focus on

constants in isolation or in fixed relationship to one another.

I believe my approach will address many of the aforementioned problems

with textual analysis. I will include analyses of all four drafts, rather than account

only for the final product. Also, rather than consider the success or failure of the

SAS paper, my interest is to see how it changes from draft to draft, how it

compares to typical characteristics of scientific reports, and what rhetorical

figures enable scientists to make ad hoc decisions. I will not only identify the

rhetorical moves in the published draft, but also discuss how earlier drafts excel

in ways that the published draft doesn’t.

Formal generalizations—such as those made by Swales and Gross, for

example—will serve as a baseline from which to compare drafts. Both researchers
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studied hundreds of scientific articles from different disciplines and eras in order

to find signature features of the genre.  I do not mean to promote those generic

constraints as standards. I will not use the formalist generalizations to discuss

what was “effective” in the simulation article, for example.  Instead, I’ll use

formal generalizations to help explain differences between drafts, citations of the

published work and additional mentions of the simulation in other media.

Linguistic analysis will also connect words to actions. Differences in voice and

sentence subject, for example, will show other evidences of action (or inaction) on

the part of readers, writers and reviewers. Therefore, in order to make sense of

linguistic claims, a brief reception history and historical analysis of this paper will

compliment the formal analysis. In particular, Chapter 5 will examine how

audiences received the writers’ message and how social and other prior events

shape the message.

4.2 Object of Study: Supernova Simulation

I chose to study a simulation project performed by astrophysicists and

computer scientists at the Oak Ridge National Lab (ORNL) in Tennessee. Led by

astrophysicist Anthony Mezzacappa, the Terascale Supernova Initiative (TSI)

team investigates the mechanisms behind supernovae explosions.

Supernovae mark the final stage of a star's evolution. A star begins as a

protostar (clouds of gas and dust). Gravity pulls the floating particles together

and heats up the cluster (a.k.a. accretion), but not at uniform rates or pressures
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(Herant et al. “Neutrinos”). The inconsistency precipitates an explosion, which

has the potential to synthesize chemical elements in the Periodic Table. Knowing

more and more about the explosions has and will help explain Big Bang theory

and, in turn, the formation of life on Earth. Since supernova research might help

scientists determine how certain elements came into existence, the DOE has

interest in it for developing new energy sources and better means of purifying old

resources.

Unfortunately, star explosions happen at extreme heats, pressures and

distances; they are inaccessible, save for residual evidence at micro- and

macroscopic levels (Mezzacappa). Astrophysics isn’t altogether without physical

evidence, albeit indirect. For example, at the macroscopic level, scientists look for

evidence that supernovae leave in our atmosphere. Supernovae emit photons

across the optic spectrum, and some telescopes can measure gamma rays, x-rays

and the like. Supernovae also emit neutrinos that reach this atmosphere. Next-

generation neutrino detectors yield some information about supernovae.  The

evidence is physical, but scarce. To put the scale of the information into

perspective, consider the fact that the Kamiokande—the neutrino detector cited

in the work awarded the Nobel Prize in Physics in 2002—captured little over a

dozen of the estimated trillions of neutrinos emitted from the supernova in

question (Nobel E-Museum).
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Nuclear physics also comes into play when supernovae explode. During an

interview, Mezzacappa described how microscopic observation helps explain this

science:

We validate our models for the macrophysics through astronomical

observation for example... But we also have to validate the

microphysics—neutrinos interacting with a nucleus—with an

experiment, an actual nuclear physics terrestrial experiment to

make measurements of such interactions and to see how well my

model of such interactions predicts what I observe in the

experiment. If you look at the amazing observations that are being

made now with space-based and ground-based telescopes and

mission facilities, it’s phenomenal and they’re just getting better.

However, while it is reasonable to assume that the elements behave in supernova

or in space as they do in the lab, the assumption is not conclusive. The evidence

that astrophysicists have collected thus far merely provides a fingerprint of

supernova nucleosynthesis and explosion mechanism.

Wolf discusses how other instruments of modern science often do not

observe phenomena in the traditional sense. More and more, these technologies

use means other than direct observation to evidence or witness physical

phenomena.

The electron microscope, for example, is an extension of the optical

microscope and the camera, using a focused beam of electrons
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rather than light to create an image...The scanning tunneling

microscope, which uses computer imaging, produces an image by

scanning a very small area with a fine, microscopic probe that

measures surface charge. The closer the probe is to an atom, the

stronger the charge...Although the process presents a visual image

of the atoms, it is not an image in the traditional photographic

sense, because traditional photography is impossible on a

subatomic scale. (Wolf 278)

Computer simulations continue the trend toward abstraction in scientific

evidence that Wolf describes above. Observation has become less and less direct.

Likewise, simulations of natural phenomena are not the phenomena themselves.

However, despite the abstract nature of those observations, simulationists do

draw upon existing physical observations. Ultimately, an astrophysicist wants his

simulation to make sense in light of what traditional experimental scientists

observe (Mezzacappa). Therefore, he’ll use even obscure observations from

nature and from physical experiments to design and read simulations.

Since supernovae explode light years away, the TSI team had no

immediate expectation they’d be able to verify their simulation first-hand.

Mostly, their terascale supernova simulations relied upon multiple and deep

layers of applied mathematics and computer science to give them a concrete idea

of an explosion's mechanism. TSI designed a supernova simulation program built

on the following types of equations: (a) equations that represent governing
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supernova physics, (b) those that govern and integrate physics equations into the

software, (c) those that monitor code performance, (d) those that manage and

analyze applications of simulation data, and (e) those that develop the data

representations and render visuals to understand the data (TSI).

The team ran multiple one- and two-dimensional simulations to examine

the stability of standing, accretion shocks within core-collapsing supernova.

Gasses and other elements pulsate through collapsing stars. The assumption has

been that these waves dissipate and energy dwindles as a star dies; therefore,

some other force or element must provoke the huge explosion. Neutrinos (neutral

subatomic particles) within the star’s core seemed the most likely culprit (Herant

et al. “Neutrinos”). The TSI team’s groundbreaking work, however, reveals that

small gaseous perturbations (accretion shocks) in the star’s core can accelerate

the waves and possibly create enough energy to fuel the explosion.  Their model

proposes an alternative means besides neutrinos for the supernova to generate

energy.

The team ultimately published their work—entitled “Stability of Standing

Accretion Shocks with an Eye Toward Core Collapse Supernovae” (which I’ll call

the SAS paper or article from this point on)—in the Astrophysical Journal in

2003. John Blondin (Department of Physics, North Carolina State University,

Raleigh, NC) was listed as the lead author and Anthony Mezzacappa (Physics

Division, Oak Ridge National Laboratory, Oak Ridge, TN) and Christine De

Marino (Department of Physics, North Carolina State University, Raleigh, NC)
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were listed as co-authors. The paper contains six sections, including the

introduction and conclusion.  Instead of one methods section, it distinguishes

between idealized (mathematical) and numerical (computational) methods used

to build the simulation. The section on idealized models tells which longstanding

equations taken from mathematics and physic the team used.  The numerical

section translates those theoretical equations into computational parameters.

The SAS paper also divides explanations of the results into two different sections

entitled “Stable Flow in One Dimension” and "Instability in Two Dimensions.”

The team used one-dimensional simulation results as a baseline to verify that

their simulated supernova produced the standing accretion shocks commonly

assumed to exist at their core.  The team could then compare the instabilities that

their 2-D simulations produced to the stable 1-D results.

The SAS paper reports what makes a star unstable to the point where it

becomes a supernova. The TSI team suspected that accretion shocks—growing,

concentric waves of motion in the gases and particles—in the core of the star play

a big part. In order to prove it, the team had to simulate the supernova on

multiple levels and at multiple stages. They had to replicate a star, set its

parameters for stability, and reproduce the gases in space that interact with it.

Complexity abounds in an actual star explosion. However, TSI’s simulation can

only capture the essence of the complexity, not its entirety.  (Refer to the

discussion of simulation mimesis in Chapter 2 and the definition of virtual

evidence in Chapter 3.)  Simplifications, substitutions, subtractions, additions
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and other ad hoc choices manifest themselves in the SAS simulation project. The

team could not include every realistic detail; they had to make ad hoc additions,

eliminations, and initial values. It’s my contention that rhetoric helps explain the

ad hoc decisions that characterize simulation (Winsberg “Simulations” S445).

For example, TSI starts with what it calls an idealized model of the shock.

It begins with a virtual star assembled vis-à-vis multiple assumptions and

shortcuts.  When simulating the gas, the team assumes “that the infalling gas has

had time to accelerate to free fall and that this velocity is highly supersonic”

(“Standing” 971).  They also “assume that radiative losses are negligible…and the

gas is isentropic” (“Standing” 972). The team set these parameters so that it could

“separate effects due to convection from other aspects of the multidimensional

fluid flow” (“Standing” 972). Likewise, when setting stability levels for the star,

the team “must impose an inner boundary…[that] allows a mass and energy flux

off the numerical grid in order to maintain a steady state” (“Standing” 973). Even

though supernova without TSI’s particular values for the inner boundary might

exist in nature, their particular boundary makes sense in the internal logic of

their simulation. These idealized settings are imperative, given what the team

wants to show. These constraints border on conjecture insofar as they do not

correspond to any actual star.  Rather, they posit a virtual one (as defined in

Chapter 3). In doing so, the team employs inventive methods besides metaphor

and analogy when they construct this virtual star. They aren’t arguing from

dissimilar or separate-but-parallel cases. Instead, they’re arguing for the
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likelihood of an event by virtually showing it to us. As they make the necessary

assumptions, the vivid image of their idealize supernova comes into focus.

The team volunteered drafts of code and articles for my review. They also

sent electronic files with the e-mail conversations about the drafts. Furthermore,

the team directed me to the Fortran code upon which they based their

simulation—Virginia Hydrodynamics PPMLR 1 (VH-1). Equipped with this

information, I went out and found articles that cited their work. I also googled the

team and collected presentation posters, abstracts, white papers, newsletter

articles and other secondary documents about the SAS project. To date, the

article has been cited in over 20 other articles.  Blondin and Mezzacappa gave me

drafts of the SAS paper embedded in e-mail correspondence dated from February

2002 to October 2002, during which time the team not only drafted paper

editions with each other, but also had the paper vetted by journal reviewers. The

e-mail correspondence also contained communication between the authors and

the reviewer, but it did not include the very first draft of the SAS paper. It also

references conversations that the team had about the paper on the telephone and

in person. Obviously, my research cannot account for the decisions and thought

processes that transpired during those unrecorded conversations (i.e., phone

conversations and face-to-face meetings).  However, the e-mails and drafts do

reveal volumes about how rhetoric plays a part in constructing the story about the

process and significance of the simulation. The e-mails record many stages

of writing: (i) a first e-mail exchange about the original draft (absent from the e-
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mails); (ii) a first recorded draft containing comments and questions that

Mezzacappa interjects (set off with asterisks); (iii) a second e-mail exchange

regarding the prior draft; (iv) a second recorded draft with changes; (v) a third e-

mail exchange with new changes; (vi) a third recorded draft with editions; (vii) a

fourth e-mail exchange between researchers and the peer reviewer assigned by

the journal editors; (viii) a fourth draft with changes.

Chronologically speaking, the first e-mail exchange and draft establish that

the researchers have rhetorical awareness of their writing. The simulationists are

aware that their work could potentially contribute to the field. Even as early as

this first e-mail exchange, the team ponders key features of the report (titles,

scope) that could mis-communicate the point of their research. These comments

culminate in the first recorded draft.  The second e-mail exchange and draft find

the researchers developing their conclusions. They realize and frame their biggest

conclusions in media res, as opposed to a priori or a posteriori the drafting

phase. I will spend only a small amount of time discussing the third e-mail

exchange and recorded draft because it contains minimal changes that further

demonstrate the researchers’ rhetorical awareness of article features (such as

format changes to captions and added citations). In the final e-mail exchange and

drafts, researchers use the arguments they’ve constructed to defend their work to

a peer reviewer’s protestations. Ultimately, once the journal accepts and

publishes the report, we’ll also see that other teams of researchers use the
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published conclusions to (1) construct a research territory into which to interject

new findings and (2) explain peculiarities in their own research.

For the purposes of discussion, I’ll combine changes to the second and

third drafts, because those made to the third draft are minimal, similar to those

from the first to the second drafts and prior to journal reviewer comments.  I’ll

compare these to the final draft, published in the Astrophysical Journal on

February 20, 2003. I will also discuss what peripheral documents (such as

newsletter articles, meeting minutes and lab white papers, correspondence with

reviewers, and works that cite the SAS paper) reveal about TSI’s work.

TSI consists of astrophysicists, nuclear physicists, applied

mathematicians, and computer scientists—42 researchers from 11 institutions in

collaborations with several others worldwide. Different combinations of

researchers collaborate on different pieces of multiple projects. Astrophysicist

Anthony Mezzacappa, who leads the team, uses computer simulations to

understand the mechanism(s) responsible for and phenomena associated with

the explosions of massive stars, also known as core collapse supernovae.  The SAS

project was assembled from multiple pieces of pre-existing and new code and

data generated by the entire team.

Many scholars have studied the nature of collaborative writing. Farkas

offers six reasons why collaborative writing is difficult.

1. Highly integrated documents are very complex artifacts.
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2. The process of preparing a document becomes more complex when

it is performed collaboratively.

3. The writing process generates strong emotional commitments.

4. Documents are re-workable and subject to infinite revision.

5. Collaborative writers lack fully adequate terms and concepts with

which to create a clear and precise common image of the document

they wish to produce.

6. It is difficult to predict or measure success. (Farkas 15)

Farkas had in mind a team of at least six software developers writing a highly

complex program, in particular. Similarly, Weber describes how multi-authored

texts (by teams geographically separated) can breed confusion, frustration and

other complications.

[T]he separation of authors may compound the effects of multiple

minds in authorship; thus uncertainties may arise, particularly in

large projects, about the aims or coherence of the eventual product.

Where spontaneous consensus is not realistic, this potential

uncertainty raises the need for a single guiding view of the writing

process—e.g., a document leader—to ensure completion and

coherence. (Farkas 54)

Weber investigated one particular laboratory department where 151 people work:

“The department is scattered among a half-dozen buildings spread several miles

apart from one another, with the various buildings housing similar technical
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groups or department sections” (Weber 51).  Ultimately, he found that three

factors can minimize confusion: (1) appointing a lead author or similar

functioning team head; (2) clarifying use and goals of the final document (per

sponsor requirements); and (3) organizing a formal social review to resolve

disagreements (Weber 62).

Malone studied a collaborative team at NASA; the group was set to the

task of writing language for a request for proposals.  Malone identified phase of

the group writing progress (112): (1) Groups first define the problem at hand. (2)

They then create criteria for the document they will write. (3) Next, the group

brainstorms solutions—options that meet the criteria. (4) Teams then critique

each option, measuring the ways each meet and fall short of the criteria. And

finally (5) teams codify an agreed upon first draft of the document. Ultimately,

the team’s efforts to set group norms almost thwarted completion of the

document. “[T]he stagnation was the result of the group’s expansionary and

inclusive norms, which had served the group well in earlier stages” (Malone 118).

In Malone’s case study, the task force assigned to oversee and complete the

document included managers, branch chiefs, engineers, and others from different

hierarchical positions in NASA, all of whom had different expectations and

desires for the document.

Compared to the teams studied in these studies, TSI collaborative process

went quite smoothly. The document underwent minimal changes from the first to

published draft; the most major additions—involving the new conclusion
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regarding SAS instability—came in the second draft (of the team’s own volition)

rather than the fourth draft (post-reviewer comments).  Indeed, the published

draft retained most of the language from the second draft, which contradicted

Farkas’ claim about infinite revisions and document complexity. Also, the e-mails

do not show the team disagreeing emotionally. Further, in contrast to some of

Malone’s findings, the team did not have an appointed lead author who made

total decisions about the documents content and goals.  Blondin served as the

lead author insofar as he wrote most of the initial drafts; however, Mezzacappa

served as a devil’s advocate of sorts, identifying claims that required more

explanation or support.  And Mezzacappa introduced and helped write the

verbiage of the most important conclusion—namely, that the team might have

found an alternative mechanism for supernova explosion. Per Malone, this type

of insight usually comes from the lead authors.

The rest of this chapter and next will discuss the many factors that

contributed to the ease of collaboration here. First, the team worked on a

common document type—the scientific research article.   Both Mezzacappa and

Blondin are published authors, quite familiar with the genre; therefore, they most

likely had the same objectives and goals in mind.  Further, the e-mails did not

record the team at any of Malone’s collaboration phases but phase 5—the actual

writing process. Disagreements might have ensued in earlier e-mails or during

phone conversations, but the e-mails do not bear them out.  Third, the team

consisted of primarily Blondin and Mezzacappa; the third author, DeMarino,
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wrote a particular section (per the e-mails, she “provided the Mezzacappa et al.

data”). Although physical distance separated the TSI team (Blondin works at

North Carolina State University in Raleigh, North Carolina and Mezzacappa

works at Oak Ridge National Laboratories in Oak Ridge, Tennessee), the team

was not comprised of more than three authors, which no doubt made the

collaboration process easier. E-mail conversations between the team members

reveal how the team wrote both compartmentally and collaboratively. Blondin

asks Mezzacappa to send “something for the introduction,” whereas they’ll have

to “iterate on a conclusion section once the paper is more complete.”   Ultimately,

Mezzacappa wrote most of the conclusion and Blondin wrote most of the rest.

Finally, we have yet another reason why the teams’ collaboration process went so

smoothly: the team had already collaborated on this project earlier, vis-à-vis

poster presentations and abstracts.

4.3 Microscopic Data from the Published Draft

This section includes a formal analysis of the SAS drafts and it uncovers

rhetorical figures used during the ad hoc decision-making process. In sum,

microscopic data reveals that certain rhetorical moves comprise ad hoc

reasoning. The published draft only reveals a portion of the rhetorical

deliberations. More of the decision process is revealed in earlier drafts. Program

comments and report drafts reveal how citations and others’ work also bear upon

ad hoc decisions.
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Figure 4: TSI Timeline

2001

NERSC publishes their annual report, wherein Mezzacappa explains TSI’s
significance

October
DOE Research Newsletter features Mezzacappa interview discussing TSI

significance.

2002

NERSC publishes its annual report that briefly summarizes TSI’s research  and
mentions Mezzacappa and Blondin as TSI investigators.

Mezzacappa interview featured in ORLN Review, the lab’s newsletter.

January
Blondin and Mezzacappa present their poster, “Sources of Turbulence in Core
Collapse Supernovae,” at the AAS 199th Meeting in Washington DC

June 24
Blondin sends Mezzacappa a revised draft complete with changes addressing
Mezzacappa’s questions and concerns.

July
Excited about the new draft and what it potentially suggests, Mezzacappa e-mails
Blondin to discuss the implications. Mezzacappa sends another revised draft of the
article—with new, improved conclusion and discussion—to Blondin.

Mezzacappa gives a final stamp of approval to the revised draft.

August 27
APJ editors send journal referee’s reports to Blondin.

September
Blondin and Mezzacappa work through and send response to referee’s questions.

Mezzacappa sends Blondin another revised copy of the article, one in which he
rewords and removes some references.

Mezzacappa sends Blondin a reworded sentence for the conclusion.

October
The team posts their white paper to the SciDAC servers.

APJ editors send word to Blondin that the revised paper is accepted for publications.

TSI team presents findings at a conference.

2003

February
The article appears in the APJ.

March
Blondin and Mezzacappa present their poster,  “The Inherent Asymmetry

of Core Collapse Supernovae,” at HEAD 2003 Meeting.

Mezzacappa reports TSI progress at the Advanced Scientific Computing
Advisory Committee Meeting.

2003 to Present
TSI research gets mentioned in 19 other articles in astrophysics, physics

and other sciences.
2004
Mezzacappa and TSI featured in ORLN Review newsletter.
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I performed a brief formal analysis of the SAS paper drafts in order to

extract data about the simulation and simulation process. Many studies have

concluded that scientific articles do retell valuable goings-on in the laboratory

and during observational studies (Bazerman, Gross). Many agree that scientists

consider research articles one of the primary and most orthodox means by which

to present new findings and information to the scholarly community (Swales,

Rowland). From the very first research article, the purpose was to testify to others

of the validity of findings. Science historian Steven Shapin explains how some of

the very first reports in physics (authored by pioneer Robert Boyle) were

attempts to multiply eyewitnesses to the events that unfolded in the lab. In doing

so, Boyle reified the prototype for research article generic constraints (e.g., a

focus on methods and a careful discussion of results) that still exist in scientific

reports in the field. "The reader was to be shown not just the products of

experiments but their mode of construction and the contingencies affecting their

performance, as if he were present" (Shapin 511). According to Shapin, Boyle

cited and used visual representations and lab equipment accordingly. Visuals

were "mimetic devices” (Shapin 492) for verifying that what he said actually

happened and pictures of instruments (Boyle's air pump, in particular) were

rendered as a means to encourage the experiment's replication and, thereby,

multiply eyewitnesses.

In Communicating Science, Gross and Harmon compared a sampling of

20th-century research articles to those gathered from the 19th, 18th, and 17th
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centuries. They found that the modern linguistic features developed over time

and that older articles used fewer citations, fewer complex sentences (Gross and

Harmon 167) and more figurative and other deviant language (Gross and

Harmon 125 and 173).  Methods sections didn’t developed until the 20th century

(Gross and Harmon 184). Therefore, relatively speaking, methods sections

(wherein authors explicitly describe their procedures) are a recent development.

Gross and Harmon also made generalizations about typical contents of 20th-

century articles with which to compare the SAS paper. They gathered over 600

ten-line passages (75 of which from astrophysics) from 35 scientific journals

printed in the 20th century and traced style and content issues common to the

lot.  They found general style and content characteristics shared by most of the

samples (Gross and Harmon 161-213); for example, modern scientific articles

tend to hedge claims with qualifiers such as “might” and “possibly.” Modern

research articles also cite other works often and tend to use passive voice to

describe actions.

The methods section was of most interest to me because scientists usually

use this section to discuss how and why they went about conducting their

experiments. I hoped that the methods sections in the SAS paper would report

outright any ad hoc decisions that the team made.  The methods section of the

published SAS paper does give some indication what rhetorical devices the team

used to make their ad hoc decisions. The two methods section in the SAS

paper—idealized and numerical—do describe the types of ad hoc decisions that
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the team made.  In the idealized methods section (which discussed mathematical

equations upon which TSI based their model), the team reports how they began

the simulation by “assuming that the infalling gas has had time to accelerate to

free fall and that this velocity is highly supersonic” (Blondin, Mezzacappa and

Demarino 971).  They also make assumptions about the overall entropy of the

simulated supernova.

We assume that radiative losses are negligible (we will discuss the

appropriateness of this assumption, particularly in the case of core-

collapse supernovae, in more detail later) and the gas is isentropic, such

that p is constant. The assumption of a steady state isentropic flow implies

that there is a zero gradient in the entropy of the postshock gas, which in

turn implies this flow is marginally stable to convection. This allows us to

separate effects due to convection from other aspects of the

multidimensional fluid flow. (Blondin, Mezzacappa and Demarino 972)

In the numerical methods section, the team describes imposing an inner

boundary condition:

For the purpose of our numerical simulations, we must impose an inner

boundary, which one would nominally associate with the surface of the

accreting object. This boundary must allow a mass and energy flux off the

numerical grid in order to maintain a steady state. We do this by imposing

a leaky boundary condition: an inner boundary with a specified radial
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inflow velocity corresponding to the chosen radius of the inner boundary.

(Blondin, Mezzacappa and Demarino 973)

Further, the team describes setting initial values.

This value of the boundary flow velocity is chosen based on the analytic

value at the boundary radius (see Fig. 2), and, in effect, this value sets the

height of the standing shock. The pressure gradient at the inner boundary

is set to match the local gravitational acceleration, mimicking a hydrostatic

atmosphere (the SAS is nearly hydrostatic far below the shock). The

density at this leaky boundary is adjusted to force a zero gradient, allowing

a variable mass flux off the inner edge of the numerical grid. This specific

set of boundary conditions was influenced by the desire to construct time-

dependent solutions that are stable in one dimension. (Blondin,

Mezzacappa and Demarino 973)

The team also describes a creative ad hoc decision (additions) made to

compensate for a weakness of the algorithm they chose to use.

   The piecewise parabolic method (ppm) algorithm (Colella & Woodward

1984) used in VH-1 is a good method to study the stability of accretion

shocks because shock transitions are typically confined to only two

numerical zones. However, a drawback of this algorithm is the generation

of postshock noise when a strong shock aligned with the numerical grid

moves very slowly across the grid. This is exactly the situation encountered

in this problem…
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   To minimize the effects of this numerical noise, we have added a small

amount of dissipation by ‘‘wiggling ’’ the computational grid in both the

radial and azimuthal directions (Colella & Woodward 1984). The radial

grid ‘‘wiggling ’’ is confined to zones near the location of the steady state

shock so that our inflow and outflow boundaries are not affected. This

approach reduces the entropy variations in one-dimensional flows by an

order of magnitude, and in two dimensions the flow remains stable (nearly

spherical) for many sound crossing times (defined here as the time for a

sound wave to cross the radius of the accretion shock). (Blondin,

Mezzacappa and Demarino 973)

The team must add a wiggle to the system in order to counterweigh the static that

the algorithm inherently produces. The team also discussed setting additional

boundary conditions in the numerical methods section:

For the two-dimensional simulations, reflecting boundary conditions were

applied at the polar boundaries, and the radial boundaries were treated

the same as in the one-dimensional simulations. The tangential velocity

was initialized to zero everywhere in the computational domain. The

tangential velocity at the inner radial boundary was set to zero throughout

the simulations. (Blondin, Mezzacappa and Demarino 973)

These ad hoc moves all fall under the categories of ad hoc decisions described by

Winsberg—setting initial parameters, making creative decisions to add artificial
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elements, deciding between symmetries to use. However, I identified another

alteration:  the team makes changes to mathematical equations.  For example, in

the idealized methods section, the team ”[normalizes a] problem” by “[r]ewriting

the Bernoulli equation in terms of velocity and radius” so that “the Mach number

of the postshock flow remains fixed…as the gas accelerates inward at a fixed

fraction of the free-fall velocity constant mass inflow rate” (Blondin, Mezzacappa

and Demarino 972).

4.4 Discrete Data: Formal Analysis of Prior Drafts

Methods sections might report important lab or observational activities,

but scientific articles rarely give the fullest accounting of what happens in the lab.

Indeed, the linear narrative scientists construct in articles excludes all the twists

and turns—i.e., missteps, tangential details, fruitless deliberations and other

occurrences—that occur in the lab and directly and indirectly help scientists make

decisions and draw conclusions (Latour and Woolgar Laboratory Life; Medawar).

A formal evaluation of the ad hoc decisions mentioned in the methods sections of

the SAS paper exposes the reserved nature with which the team reports their ad

hoc decisions.  In particular, the ad hoc explanations in the methods sections

were reported in such a way as to suppress the actions of the TSI team and

highlight how the simulation itself inherently required the team’s choices.

Further, considering its non-confrontational introduction and overall decrease in

deliberate ad hoc explanations, the SAS paper also accomplishes another end. It
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attempts to portray their work as orthodox rather than controversial.  Particular

formal tendencies—fewer hedges and citations than usual, selective use of active

voice, particular sentence subjects—accomplish these ends.

I kept track of how many sentences in the drafts serve to explain ad hoc

decisions categorized by Winsberg—adding elements, deleting elements, deciding

model symmetries, and setting initial conditions. I counted and evaluated

sentences in order to evaluate the ad hoc decisions. I tallied the total number of

citations per sentence, as did Gross and Harmon. Often, one sentence would offer

up an explanation for two or more different ad hoc decisions or contain complex

subjects, or it would contain dependent clauses (which I valued a tenth of a

count). Therefore, the total number of passive constructions and hedgesdo not

correspond to the total number of sentences.

Overall, the formal analysis did help to reveal important characteristics of

the SAS draft. For example, I expected the team to frame their project very

particularly. Given their work’s newsworthiness and uniqueness, I anticipated

that the team would use more citations to nestle their new work safe within a

well-established terrain.  Most 20th century articles contain 1.2 citations per 100

words and 3.1 equations (Gross and Harmon 169); scholarly communities

“reward their members for having made their research public” (Gross and

Harmon 170). Citations also help fit work into a territory or field of research; they

help research appear the logical next step in a field. Citations in the introduction -

construct the territory into which researchers interject their own current work.
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They also can help scaffold and substantiate new or foreign claims; writers show

the old work upon which their new work builds.  On the contrary, I found that

while the SAS paper gradually increased in citation number (from 0.3 per 100

words in the first, to 0.4 in the second, 0.5 in the fourth and the published

drafts), the number never rose to the level Gross reported. From first to

published drafts, the conclusion added most citations—from one in the first draft

to nine in the published draft; the intro accumulated 3 citations. The 1-D results

section never contained citations in any drafts. Furthermore, most of the

citations were integrated, which means that they  acknowledge authors’ names

within the sentence containing the citation (Swales 148).

Likewise, since the article announces an alternative to orthodox supernova

theories, I anticipated that the team would frame its work in contrast to prior

work. Instead, over the course of the drafting process, the team makes definitive,

but surprising changes to the SAS paper introduction. Gross and Harmon also

analyzed the content of his sample of 20th-century articles. They found that 85%

of articles published in the latter quarter of the century contained all three

rhetorical moves defined by Swales. “Particularly in the second half of the 20th

century, this step often involves a brief review of the most recent literature. The

great majority of references cite earlier work less than 10-15 years old…More

often than not, Swale’s third step simply states the article’s purpose or aim”

(Gross and Harmon 177-178).
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Swales outlines the rhetorical moves that most research articles make in

their introductions: (1) Establish a territory, (2) establish a niche and (3) occupy

the niche (141).  Authors report current state of their field; then they find an

opening within it and discuss how their current work fits the bill.  In the first

move, scientific authors can show the centrality of their work, make

generalizations abut a particular research topic, or review other research in the

field. For the second move, Swales defines four ways to establish the niche; all

four represent varying degrees of combativeness (Swales 142-143).  Authors can

counter-claim (Move 2.1), which requires them to refute someone else’s findings.

They can indicate a gap or a lack of data in the field itself (Move 2.2). They can

also raise a new question emergent from a field (Move 2.3) or continue research

already established in the field (Move 2.4), which answers someone else’s

lingering question.  These moves reveal something about the authors’ attitudes

regarding their work. It can be said that an author who refutes someone’s work,

for example, demonstrates great faith in his or her own work—or incredulity

towards the other.  Further, an author who continues someone else’s work would

cite it carefully and possibly mimic essential parts of its methodology. When

someone identifies a gap, however, it requires a level of confidence about the

worth and necessity of his or her findings. In the third move, authors can state

the purpose or summary of their research now. They can also announce the main

findings or conclusions and provide an advance organizer, which serves as a map

of the rest of the article.
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Table 4.1: Swales Moves in Early and Later SAS Intros*
20th Century SAS Draft 1 SAS Draft 2 SAS Published

Total (2)

Move 1 45% (4) 31% (4) 22% (4)

Moves 2 33% (3) 23% (3) 45% (8)

Move 3 22% (2) 46% (6) 33% (6)

*Percentage of Sentences (Raw Total Number)

Overall, from the first to the published drafts, the SAS paper eventually

grew to double the number of niche-making sentences (Move 2) and triple the

number of niche-occupying sentences as many sentences (Move 3). In essence,

the team spent more time shaping the niche into which they’d interject their work

and introducing new information about their work and their terrain of research.

From the third to the fourth draft, there was no change in number of sentences

that served to show a gap in the literature on supernova (Move 2.2).  I expected

they would, particularly given the fact that the SAS paper purports to announce a

new alternative to supernova theory. Instead, the team added five sentences that

went to show how the team contributed to a tradition (Move 2.4) in the fourth

draft. They also tripled the number of citations. Here, the team sets the stage for

their work by citing someone else:

The convergence of the postshock flow may amplify perturbations [of a

spherical accretion shock], and the confined postshock volume increases

the opportunity for the postshock flow to feed back on the dynamics of the

shock front. For example, an analysis of a converging blastwave suggests

that such shocks are unstable for high Mach numbers (e.g., Whitham
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1974) in contrast with planar shocks. (Blondin, Mezzacappa and DeMarino

971)

The TSI team increasingly assumed the position of answering lingering questions

rather than forging totally new ground; and they usually described how the

supernova themselves justified their research.  You’ll notice in the table below,

the team increases sentences that qualify as Swales Move 2.4 (which emphasizes

how new work emerges from an established terrain of research). Ultimately in the

SAS intro, Move 2.4 overshadows Move 2.2 (which positions new work in conflict

or antagonism with the entire field of study).

Table 4.2: Antagonistic vs. Emergent Moves in SAS Drafts*

Swales Move Draft 1 Published

2.2 100% (3) 37% (3)

2.4 0% 63% (5)

      *Percentage of Sentences (Raw Total Number)

I also I expected the team would spend more time than usual explaining

and analyzing their decisions and results, but I found slightly different data.

Gross and Harmon describe 20th-century conclusion sections. Most conclusions

in 20th-century articles echo Swales moves—they summarize findings, explain

the wider significance of the research and suggest future work. “Overall, 13% of

the 20th-century article conclusions had all three elements, 26% had two

elements, and 19% had a single element, for a total of only 58% with a separate

conclusion section of any kind” (Gross and Harmon 179). According to Swales,
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Hopkins and Dudley-Evans specify sub-moves within three umbrella categories.

Summarizing findings includes moments where authors restate results and

summarize background information (Swales 172).  When authors explain wider

significance, they share expected or unexpected outcomes and compare present

to previous work and to other examples in the field (Swales 173).   And, when

authors suggest future work, they do so by making deductions or hypotheses and

making recommendations for prospective studies (Swales 173).

To my surprise, the SAS conclusion spent more time discussing wider

significance (32 sentences), summarizing the TSI team’s work (30 sentences),

posing further questions (28 sentences) and suggesting further work (26

sentences). Here, for example, the team sets up some lingering questions of its

own:

Many questions must be answered before we can determine whether this

vortical-acoustic instability plays an important role in core-collapse

supernovae. Will neutrino cooling near the proto–neutron star surface

dampen the feedback mechanism by damping the pressure waves? Will

neutrino cooling below the shock drive the flow away from conditions

under which an instability can develop by reducing the postshock volume?

(Blondin, Mezzacappa and Demarino 979)

They spent less time than I expected explaining (2 sentences) and making

deductions (15 sentences) about their results. They also spent very little time

setting up background info (6 sentences). It also struck me that interrogative and
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imperative mood comprised almost 13% of all draft conclusions. For example,

when communicating their main finding, the team uses an exclamation rather

than qualify the scope of the claim: "The instability exists!  We have used time-

dependent hydrodynamic simulations to show that a simple adiabatic model of a

standing accretion shock that is stable in one dimension is unstable in two

dimensions" (Blondin, Mezzacappa and DeMarino 979). Gross and Harmon

reported how metaphors and other deviant expressions accounted for only 0.2

percent of all expressions (166). While questions and exclamations are not

necessarily deviant from scientific writing and inquiry, they are certainly not

staples of report discourse.  The SAS conclusion, in particular, made extra efforts

to ponder and shout the news.

From draft to draft, in fact, the SAS paper gradually comes to contain

fewer and fewer sentences that detail the team’s ad hoc decisions. (In the Section

4.5, we’ll see how the published report deletes many rhetorically-charged

deliberations reported in earlier drafts. The next section will also contain

rhetorical analyses of the eliminated versus included passages.) The idealized

methods section spent more time explaining initial conditions (from 17 to 14

sentences) than eliminating elements (1 sentence throughout drafts) or

explaining the simulation’s symmetry (4 sentences).  While the section did not

discuss creative ad hoc decisions (e.g., adding elements in order to achieve

simulation ends), it was surprising that the section contained any of the ad hoc

content. The other  methods section (numerical methods) maps out the
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computational equations necessary for building the simulation. Equations named

after mathematicians were the only citations in this section. Explanations of

initial conditions contained most hedges (2 each). The numerical methods

section spent most ad hoc sentences clarifying simulation symmetries (from 9

sentences in the first draft to 15 in the publication) and initial conditions (from 3

to 11). They also make a case (from 6 sentences in the first draft to 10 in the

publication) for their choices of algorithms and computer code—ad hoc decisions

absent from Winsberg’s work. You’ll notice in Table 4.3 that the drafts only added

sentences to two ad hoc discussions in particular: initial conditions and equation

choices.  Discussions of eliminative, creative, symmetrical and initial conditions

all decreased.

Table 4.3: Number of Sentences in Ad Hoc Explanations

Draft Eliminative Creative Symmetrical
Init.

Conditions
Equations Total

Idealized One 1 0 4 17 22

Pub 1 0 4 14 19

Numerical One 0 3 9 3 6 21

Pub 0 3 15 11 10 39

1D Results One 0 3 2 8 13

Pub 0 3 0 4 7

2-D Results One 0 3 7 7 17

Pub 0 2 6 4 12

Further, I found that the SAS paper tended to use particular types of

hedges over others and fewer than usual overall. I used categories established by

Ken Hyland to describe different types of hedges. According to Hyland, hedging

includes any word, phrase, sentence or other "expression of tentativeness and
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possibility" in writing (“Writing” 434). Scientific reports tend to contain hedging

at integral moments in the argument. Hyland identifies three main functions of

hedging: (1) to make claims more precise since reports can only represent so

much and methods cannot be absolutely reliable; (2) to avoid professional

damage a bald proposition might cause; (3) to respect skeptical audiences,

invoked or intended (Hyland “Writing” 449). According to Hyland, attribute

hedges admit that a particular claim can vary.  For example, when a writer claims

that a proposition is important from a scientific point of view (as opposed to

important no matter how you look at it), he makes an attribute hedge.  Next,

reliability hedges downplay that a claim is the truth. For example, when a writer

says that he is unsure whether or not something applies to the case at hand, he

makes a reliability hedge. Most often, these two types of hedges use modifiers

such as “possible,” "partially", and "generally" or using phrases such as "viewed in

this way" or "from this point of view" (Hyland “Writing” 440-441).

Writer-oriented hedges emphasize a writer’s speculation. They guard the

writer against audience criticism. For example, when a writer says his findings

apply under present conditions, he has made a writer-oriented hedge. Usually,

these manifest themselves in verbs such as "assumed" or "appear" and modifiers

like "this" and "current" that limit the scope of a claim to one particular case or

set of conditions (Hyland “Writing” 444-445).  Reader-oriented hedges put a

positive spin on differences between a study and prior research. They build up

persona—the audience’s impressions of the writer.  These crop up as phrases or
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sentences that concede to a study's own weakness—e.g., "We do not know the

reason for the discrepancy…, but it might reflect genetic difference" or "In our

hands, there was no change"—or as verbs such as "propose" and "infer" (Hyland

“Writing” 447).

Each type of hedge manifests itself in modifiers (such as “possibly”) and

modals (such as “it should be”). Scientists use them all to “communicate doubt”

and thereby “avoid the most common of counterarguments, the charge of

overclaiming, and to help the reader gauge the author’s epistemic commitment in

establishing scientific facts and explanations” (Gross and Harmon 165).

Twentieth-century scientific articles contained 2.2 hedges per 100 words (163).  I

hypothesized that simulationists would make as many if not more hedges, given

the virtual nature of their results. Since simulation required subjective

decisions—translating mathematical equations, imposing artificial boundaries

and excluding pertinent features— and produce virtual evidence, I assumed that

simulationists would hedge more often than usual.

Table 4.4: Hedges in Ad Hoc Explanations Per Article Sections
Draft Total Hedges Attribute Reliability Writer Reader

Idealized Methods One 9 0 2 3 4

Pub 10 1 2 3 4

Numerical Methods One 5 2 1 1 1

Pub 3 2 0 1 0

1D Results One 1 1 0 0 0

Pub 2 2 0 0 0

2-D Results One 1 1 0 0 0

Pub 0 0 0 0 0

Total One 16 4 3 4 5

Pub 15 5 2 4 4
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Surprisingly, the SAS paper contained fewer hedges overall. The paper

averaged 44 hedges total in 249 sentences, which amounted to 0.7 per 100 words,

well below the 2 per 100-word average that Gross found. The idealized section

came closest to meeting the 20th century standard Gross reported. From first to

published drafts, the introduction averaged 1 hedge per 100, the idealized section

averaged 2 per 100, the numerical section contained 0.3 per 100, the 1-D results

section contained 0.2 per 100, the 2-D results section 0.4 per 100, and

conclusion, 0.7 per 100.  Overall, the SAS paper wound up with more reliability

hedges than any other (14 by the published draft, compared to 10 attribute, 11

writer and 9 reader hedges).

From first to published draft, the intro decreased in attribute hedges (3 to

1) and added a writer hedge. The number of hedges in the idealized methods

section remained constant, except for adding one attribute hedge and eliminating

a reader hedge. The numerical methods section wound up with 3 hedges total

(two attribute and one writer); 2 others (one reliability and one reader hedge)

were eliminated from the first to the second draft. Ad hoc discussions in the

numerical methods section wound up contain fewer hedges from the first to the

published draft—from 7 of every kind to 3 attribute and writer hedges. The 1D

results section contained 1 attribute hedge throughout all drafts. And 2-D results

section dropped 1 attribute hedge and added 2 reader hedges. The section

ultimately wound up with six total hedges—2 reader, 1 writer, and 3 attribute.
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Finally, the conclusion dropped 2 attribute hedges (altogether none) and 1 writer

hedge (4 total).  The first draft of the conclusion didn’t contain any writer hedges

and the final ended up with no attribute and four writer hedges. It also finally

contained 5 reliability hedges. Throughout, the conclusion maintained two reader

hedges. Overall, when the team hedged, they tended to do so regarding the truth

and variability of their claims (attribute and reliability hedges) more so than draw

attention to the limitations of their own perspective (writer and reader hedges).

For example, the team hedges a comparison of different iterations of their

simulation:

The initial radial solution is nearly identical to the adiabatic solution

except close to the inner boundary, where the cooling becomes strong and

the gas quickly settles into a thin layer on top of the hard surface. As

shown in Figure 5, the evolution is qualitatively the same as in the

adiabatic model with a leaky boundary. This comparison verifies the

independence of these results from the details of the boundary conditions.

(Blondin, Mezzacappa and DeMarino 975)

While the team hedges the comparison—“nearly identical”—it does not hedge the

team’s claim about it—namely, that the likeness does, indeed, verify results.

Further, while the SAS paper does contain more questions about the reliability of

claims than any other feature, it does so less often than most contemporary

articles. Indeed, more often than not, it states ad hoc decisions in the affirmative.
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To my further surprise, the SAS paper had strong tendencies toward active

voice. I counted not only verb constructions in main clauses but also duplicates in

complex sentences (both compound verbs and verbs in subordinate clauses) and

those in secondary main clauses (in compound sentence constructions), so total

number of verb constructions does not correspond to the total number of

sentences. That I counted active constructions in dependent clauses might have

inflated the count, were it not for the fact that passive constructions in dependent

clauses counterweighed the imbalance. Most 20th century scientific articles

contain 2.5 passive constructions per 100 words (Gross and Harmon 163).

Whereas hedged claims appear more credible to an audience as careful (and by

nature questioning if not skeptical) as fellow scientists, passive constructions

serve to objectify and depersonalize the data.  “This neutered style leaves the

impression that the authors wish only objectively to evaluate and explain

available facts, not participate in an intellectual donnybrook” (Gross and Harmon

164). Passive voice foregrounds the data and backgrounds scientists’ personal

involvement in creating those facts; the further a scientific author wants to

distance himself or herself from personalizing the data, the more passive

constructions he or she will use. Verb voice also reveals authorial intent insofar as

different voice constructions communicate different action ends. Gregory,

Harrison and Young write how verbs reveal whether or not an author wants to

direct audience’s attention to their activities (with active constructions), their

thoughts (with passive constructions) or term relationships (with linking
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constructions).  It would appear that, by using active voice, the TSI team revealed

their explicit intentions and ad hoc deliberations. The team chose not to use

passive voice to hedge their added and altered parameters.

From the first to the published drafts, the writing showed an overall

increase in active voice. It doubled in the conclusion, increased 10% in 2-D

results and numerical methods sections, almost tripled in intro, and increased

almost 15% in 1-D results section. At the same time, even though there was a

slight increase in passive voice, the number consistently fell below the 2.5 per 100

words that Gross and Harmon found.  Certain sections of the report actually saw

a decrease in passive voice. There was a decrease in passive voice in the

numerical methods section (down 30%, although more in sheer number, not

more compared to total number of sentences added) and in the introduction

(down about 10% even though sheer number stayed the same). The 1-D and 2-D

sections also saw a decrease in passive voice (both down nearly 10%). Linking

verb constructions comprised smallest portions of all in Idealized and Numerical

(20%) or second largest in Intro (about 16%) 1D (about 25%), and Conclusion

(about 40%). Two trends in passive construction drew my attention. First, all of

the sections eliminated from the 1-D results section used active voice. In addition,

more often than not in the 2-D section, the team reported their decisions in

passive voice. Section 4.5 will help explain why. Rhetorical analysis of continuous

data from earlier drafts suggests that the team favored definitive rather than

deliberative rhetorical figures in their drafts.
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Table 4.5: Formal Features in Ad Hoc Explanations
Draft Active Passive Hedges Citations

Creative 1 6 1 2 0

Pub 6 0 2 0

Eliminative 1 0 1 0 0

Pub 0 1 0 0

Symmetrical 1 12 5 4 2

Pub 17 6 3 3

Init, Conditions 1 13 10 8 2

Pub 14 12 8 3

Equations 1 5 0 2 3

Pub 8 1 2 4

Table 4.6: Sentence Subjects in Ad Hoc Explanations

Draft Researcher Methods Phenomena Simulation

Creative One 5 0 2 3

Pub 3 1 4 1

Eliminative One 0 0 0 8

Pub 0 0 0 6

Symmetrical One 7 6 6 8

Pub 9 9 12 13

Initial

Conditions
One 10 4

14 6

Pub 10 8 8 10

Equations One 1

Pub 2

Furthermore, although the TSI team ultimately made these ad hoc

decisions and wrote in active voice, they didn’t always place themselves as the

subject of sentences explaining those choices. Neither Swales nor Gross and

Harmon accounted for sentence subjects in their studies. Regarding sentence

subjects, I wanted to see whether the TSI team attributed the action of the
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sentence to themselves, their methods, the simulation or the supernova it

represented.

Inanimate sentence subjects (i.e., references to methods, phenomena, and

the simulation itself) outnumbered references to the researchers themselves.

From the first to published draft, sentence subjects in the intro shifted from

attributing mostly phenomena to equal distribution—attributing agency to the

writer and phenomena an equal proportion of times. It came as no surprise that

in both methods sections (“Idealized” and “Numerical”) of all drafts, the subject

of sentences was usually the team’s methods and/or the simulation itself. Here,

for example, the “Numerical” methods section describes initial parameters set:

The pressure gradient at the inner boundary is set to match the local

gravitational acceleration, mimicking a hydrostatic atmosphere (the SAS is

nearly hydrostatic far below the shock). The density at this leaky boundary

is adjusted to force a zero gradient, allowing a variable mass flux off the

inner edge of the numerical grid. (Blondin, Mezzacappa and DeMarino

973).

The team uses passive constructions to describe explicitly ad hoc parameters. The

simulation itself was the subject of many sentences describing symmetries and

factor eliminations. The numerical methods section contained many citations.

While there were almost as many researcher-attributed sentences about creative

ad hoc decisions as there were simulation- and phenomena-attributed sentences

combined, the numerical methods section eventually contained 7 citations.
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Therefore, the cited researchers were also the subjects of many of the person-

attributed sentences.  In these cases, the TSI team reported others’ methods and

actions, not their own.

4.5 Continuous Data: Rhetorical Analysis of Pre-Publication Drafts

In the previous section, we learned that the published draft of the SAS

paper cloaked the team’s ad hoc efforts. The SAS article retained those typical

features that underplayed research activity and emphasized the phenomena. It

also positioned the SAS simulation as continuing and emerging from prior work,

rather than filling a gap or competing with prior studies.  In this section, we will

see that continuous data from the prior drafts of the SAS paper document many

of the team’s rhetorical strategies—the earlier the draft, the more the team

reported its deliberations.  Continuous data from the drafts contrast the neat,

removed ethos that the TSI team projects in the published draft.  Only the final

drafts used more-than-usual active voice, phenomena-subject sentences, an

emergent-rather-than-antagonistic intro, and fewer citations than other articles,

but more so than earlier drafts.  The published draft also used rhetorical figures

that portrayed ad hoc decisions as self-evident and necessitated by the project

itself (rather than negotiated between team members).

Many have written how published articles do not represent all aspects of

scientific knowledge production and discovery (Myers, Latour). Randy Harris

says so emphatically:
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An experimental report…is a fairy tale that masks more of the

experiment than it reports. Once upon a time, it says, there was a

problem. Then, there was a method, under whose guidance we

tinkered with the world. Then we got an answer, and the problem

went away. (Harris “Rhetoric of Science” par. 8)

Articles that report scientific experiments never tell every twist and turn of the

goings-on in laboratories or out in the field. The SAS paper is no exception;

continuous data show how the TSI team considered others’ work, other

alternatives, and rhetorical figures to make ad hoc decisions. By revealing the

earlier declarations, we get to see possible rhetorical figures that the team used,

beyond those in the formal report.

The TSI made its most drastic changes between the first and second drafts

and between the third and fourth drafts.  An e-mail conversation between team

members stimulated the prior set of changes; correspondence between the team

and the journal reviewers accounted for the latter. The prior set of changes

included major eliminations and additions; the latter, mostly additions.  The

introduction, numerical methods, 2-D results and conclusions sections

experienced the most alteration.

Revisions, deletions and additions to the second draft further minimize

the role that TSI played in making their own ad hoc decisions. In these two latter

drafts, ad hoc changes are presented as unavoidable, irrefutable or self-evident.

First of all, in latter drafts, the team strategically uses passive voice. For example,
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the team adds several explanations of ad hoc decisions in the numerical methods

section from the first to the second draft—my boldface for emphasis:

The numerical simulations are initialized by mapping the analytic

solution onto a grid of 300 radial zones extending from 0.1Rs to 2Rs…The

fluid variables at the outer boundary are held fixed at values appropriate

for highly supersonic free fall at a constant mass accretion rate…For the

two-dimensional simulations reflecting boundary conditions were

applied at the polar boundaries and the radial boundaries were treated

the same as in the one-dimensional simulations.  The tangential velocity

was initialized to zero everywhere in the computational domain.  The

tangential velocity at the inner radial boundary was set to zero

throughout the simulations. (Blondin, Mezzacappa and DeMarino 973).

These excerpts explain how the team initialized the numerical simulation. It also

represents one of the select occasions in the text where the writers use passive

voice. In this case, the TSI team suppresses their hand in initializing the

simulation.  By this account, the simulation itself—not team methods or

desires—justified setting these particular conditions.

In contrast, earlier drafts record more of the decision making process that

went into making the ad hoc decisions. In the first draft, for example, the TSI

team sets up a dilemma or double propositions wherein either they initialize a

simulation grid as such, or they risk maximizing the error (Lanham 54).
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These simulations were computed on a spherical grid...covering a polar

angle..., and a nonuniform radial grid such that thelocal zone shape is

roughly square,..., to minimize truncation error as we approach the origin.

They eliminate the dilemma from the next draft, and the passage reads as if no

dilemma existed in the first place.

We ran additional simulations with a variety of initial perturbations,

including small density perturbations in the infalling material, weak

pressure waves emanating from near the inner boundary, and small

random velocity fluctuations in the postshock flow. (Blondin, Mezzacappa

and DeMarino 974)

Without the dilemma, the passage does not justify setting the initial conditions; it

presents them as matters of fact or self-evident.

The team removes a particular type of dilemma from the numerical

methods section; this time, the earlier draft alleges that had the team not set an

initial condition, more dire consequences would ensue.

   The pressure and density at this leaky boundary are adjustedto force zero

gradients, allowing a variable mass flux off the inner edge of the numerical

grid.  (We could also have equated the pressure gradient and the

gravitational acceleration, but the cancellation involved would most likely

have proven too noisy for our purposes.)
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   This specific set of boundary conditions was influenced by the desire to

construct time-dependent solutions that are stable in one dimension (see

Section 4).

The parenthetical sentence details the weakness of an alternative method and,

thereby, trumpets the virtue of the method that the team did decide to use.  The

parenthetical statement serves as justification why the team set the value the way

that they did—it can be considered either a dicaelogia (offering a necessary or

reasonable excuse) or pareuresis (a weighty excuse that overcomes objections).

The team removes this sentence by the second draft:

   The pressure gradient at the inner boundary is set to match the local

gravitational acceleration, mimicking a hydrostatic atmosphere (the SAS is

nearly hydrostatic far below the shock). The density at this leaky boundary

is adjusted to force a zero gradient, allowing a variable mass flux off the

inner edge of the numerical grid.

   This specific set of boundary conditions was influenced by the desire to

construct time-dependent solutions that are stable in one dimension (see

Section 4). (Blondin, Mezzacappa and DeMarino 973)

In order to explain motivations behind setting those particular inner boundary

conditions, the team keeps a sentence written in passive voice that distances

them from their own personal choice in the matter.  Eliminated from the second

and third drafts, subjective implications no longer taint the passage. Now, the
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passage has a more objective tone. Whose desire influenced the setting of the

boundary? Passive voice separates the TSI’s team from its own desires here.

The team also eliminated two other moments that expose their

deliberation process. First, they remove a sentence at the end of a paragraph that

described a problematic algorithm. The point of the paragraph was to admit the

drawback—namely, “the generation of a post-shock noise when a strong shock

aligned with the numerical grid moves very slowly across the grid.” The

eliminated sentence read as follows: “We find that this problem is worse in three

dimensions than in two.”  The sentence was meant to offset the problematic

algorithm vis-à-vis compensatio—weighing or counter-balancing one distasteful

extreme with another.  Remember, the team only made 1- and 2-D simulations.

With compensatio, even if the problem occurred in their 2-D runs, the problem

wasn’t nearly as bad as it could have been had they run a 3-D simulation.

Second, the team eliminates moments wherein they use first-person to

justify ad hoc decisions. For example, in a sentence included in the first draft (but

absent from the second), the team explains that they must impose a leaky

boundary as an initial condition for the simulation. “In this way, we ensure that

perturbations to the setting solution, which would dominate this solution as we

approached the origin, are advected off the grid.” Although the sentence explains

why the team did what they did—a rhetorical move called aetiologia, wherein

writers enumerate cause or reasons—they eliminate it from the final drafts.
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Further, they eliminated a paragraph justifying both symmetrical and creative ad

hoc decisions:

We start the numerical simulations by mapping the analytic solution onto

a grid of 300 radial zones…The radial width of the zones increases linearly

with radius.  The fluid variables at the outer boundary are held fixed at

values appropriate for highly supersonic free-fall at a constant mass

accretion rate. (While this does not reflect the decreasing accretion rate in

a core collapse supernova, owing to both decreasing density and

decreasing infall velocity, a constant mass accretion rate is imposed to

obtain an analytic solution. Nonetheless, this should not affect the

conclusions drawn here.)

Here, the team admits that they lose one virtue (a decreasing accretion rate

similar to core collapse supernova) in order to gain another (a constant mass

accretion rate)—the move typifies concessio, or conceding a point to prepare for a

more important one. By eliminating the concessio, the team distracts the reader

from weighing the alternatives.

The second and third drafts are also where the TSI team makes the bulk of

additions to the conclusion. The original draft simply reports the presence of

instability in the standing accretion shock. It spends only one, citation-filled

paragraph describing why; such thorough explanations are called

pragmatographia—vivid description of actions and events.
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While our results are relatively independent of the initial conditions, we

note that the amplitude and scale of our seed perturbations are consistent

with those expected to be produced by the late stages of shell burning in

pre-supernova stars (Bazan and Arnett 1998) or in the core-collapse

process itself...Alternatively, entropy-driven postshock convection (Herant

et al. 1994, Burrows, Hayes, and Fryxell 1995, Janka and Mueller 1996,

Mezzacappa et al. 1998, Fryer and Heger 2000) could provide the

necessary seeds for this shock instability. Yet another possibility is the

growth of lepton-driven convection (Keil, Janka, and Mueller 1996) or

neutron fingers (Wilson and Mayle 1993) deep in the proto-neutron star.

If these grow to sufficient amplitude, they might drive pressure waves out

into the accreting postshock gas, exciting this shock instability. (Blondin,

Mezzacappa and DeMarino 979)

Discrete data showed an increase in citations in sections describing ad hoc

decisions. Here, we see why.  The team increasingly used others’ work to account

for their own decisions. Rather than draw their own conclusions, the team

summarizes others; or rather, it draws conclusions by applying and comparing its

results and implications to others, a rhetorical move called progressio or building

a point around comparisons to other works.   In later drafts, they also draw

analogies between their work and others’ to contrast expected from observed

outcomes: “Herant, Benz, & Colgate (1992) pointed out that the scale of

convection in a confined spherical shell scales...By analogy we might then expect
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the dominant mode of instability in the accretion shock to scale with R” (Blondin,

Mezzacappa and DeMarino 977).  The team compares its work not only to others

in the field but also their own prior publications. By the second draft, the

conclusion includes the following new paragraph about an article the team

published years earlier.

One can already begin to assess the relevance of the SAS instability to the

core-collapse supernova problem by comparing our models with previous

multidimensional core collapse supernova models. In Mezzacappa et al.

(1998), once the shock front is distorted by the initial neutrino-driven

convection, the SAS instability does appear to affect the postshock flow a

few hundred milliseconds after bounce… However, unlike in our SAS

models, the l 1/4 1 mode in fact did not come to dominate the postshock

flow… In this case, owing to neutrino cooling and the lack of sufficient

neutrino heating, the separation between the shock front and the surface

of the proto–neutron star was never sufficient for low-l modes of the SAS

instability to develop… It is interesting to note that the instability we

identify in this paper may provide a somewhat revised paradigm for

powering core-collapse supernovae… both the instability and neutrinos

may serve as vehicles to convert gravitational binding energy into the

kinetic energy of explosion. (Blondin, Mezzacappa and DeMarino 979)

Here, the team speaks to their own previous research in order to contextualize

the current study and frame the alternative paradigm. It appears that the
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simulationists draw conclusions during the drafting process (between the first

and second drafts). In Chapter 5, we’ll see how the “bottom line” emerges from e-

mail conversations. The team’s new findings also help them reinterpret older

studies. They also cite other scientists’ related work to reinterpret older work in

light of the new findings. The SAS findings help explain the phenomena that the

others’ identified.

It has been pointed out that the energies of explosions powered by

neutrino heating may be limited to (1-3) x 1051 ergs (Janka 2001). If the

SAS instability sets in and also serves to power the supernova, we may

wind up with a more energetic explosion, one only partially powered by

neutrinos. (Blondin, Mezzacappa and DeMarino 980)

Overall, the later drafts contained more citations than earlier drafts—in the

introduction and conclusions in particular. With each draft, the team found more

and more ways to frame its work in the context of others’ work.

Further, while all conclusion drafts contain passages that ask multiple

lingering questions ripe for others to investigate, the team adds possible answers

to the third and fourth drafts:

There are other factors that may influence the role of shock instability in

core-collapse supernovae. How will rotation and/or magnetic fields couple

to this mechanism? Will rotation provide sufficient distortion of the

accretion shock to drive low-$l$ modes? And will this lead to an explosion

where otherwise (in the absence of rotation) one would not occur? It may
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be that a combination of near-explosive conditions and rotation will be

required before the instability we describe can develop. If it does, it will

certainly contribute to the explosion and should be considered an

ingredient in the explosion mechanism. (Blondin, Mezzacappa and

DeMarino 980)

Closing open-ended questions by listing possible answers is called hypophora.

The team achieves a similar outcome when it adds negatio—denial—to its

conclusion to describe what its results don’t show: “It is important to note that

this behavior is not driven by convection…[T]here is no global gradient extending

over the entire postshock region, driving convection on that scale” (Blondin,

Mezzacappa and DeMarino 978).  Both hypophora and negatio direct readers’

attentions to particular claims—the former does so by announcing the most

favorable of all possibilities, the latter does so by eliminating unfavorable

alternatives.

Whereas the second and third drafts eliminate alternatives, present self-

evident justifications, and draw out far-reaching and groundbreaking

conclusions, most of the changes to the fourth draft—the one that precedes the

published article—increase hedges and citations, expand explanations, and make

other changes to qualify TSI’s work. For example, the team adds two new

citations to the introduction in this draft in order to frame the groundbreaking

news.

The convergence of the postshock flow may amplify perturbations, and the
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confined postshock volume increases the opportunity for the postshock

flow to feed back on the dynamics of the shock front. For example, an

analysis of a converging blast wave suggests that such shocks are unstable

for high Mach numbers (e.g., Whitham 1974), in contrast to planar shocks.

More recently, Foglizzo (2002) has described a vortical-acoustic instability

of spherical accretion shocks in the context of accreting black holes. In this

case the instability results from a feedback between acoustic waves

perturbing the spherical shock and the perturbed shock exciting vorticity

perturbations that advect downstream toward the accreting object.

(Blondin, Mezzacappa and DeMarino 971)

The team foreshadows their big discovery—namely, that instabilities in the

accretion shock might fuel supernova explosions—by pointing to “feedback”

discovered in someone else’s work. The team also emphasizes its findings by

contrasting its work with others. One peer study analyzed what happens when

accretion shocks decrease in temperature rather than vorticity. The TSI team ran

the peer study’s configurations through its own simulation. In certain cases, the

peer study bore out TSI’s results. “However, for   1/4 4=3, Houck & Chevalier

(1992) did not extend their analysis to the nonradial case; therefore, we cannot

directly compare their results with our findings in this case” (Blondin,

Mezzacappa and DeMarino 979). In this instance, the team uses citation to

distance itself from another study in the field; it at once establishes their work’s

uniqueness and validity by default.
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Discrete data on the microscopic level—from the published draft

alone—revealed the team presenting a confident ethos, air-tight reasoning, and

no other alternatives but the ones they choice. Continuous data tells another

story, one in which the team’s own decisions and choices impacted their work.

The team gravitated away from rhetorical moves that present alternative ad hoc

scenarios and toward those that depict their ad hoc decisions as foregone

conclusions.

Table 4.7: Rhetorical Moves Dominant in Drafts
Draft 1 Draft 2 Draft 4 Published

• deliberatio
• concessio
• pareuresis
• dicaelogia

• pragmatographia
• negatio
• hypophora
• progressio
• analogy

• citations
• passive aetiologia

• pragmatographia
• passive aetiologia

The earlier drafts reveal some of the rhetorical strategies—deliberatio,

dicaelogia, compensatio, concession, and others—that went into making the ad

hoc decisions. The later drafts, on the other hand, eliminated much of that

deliberation and replaced it with rhetorical moves—passive aetiologia, for

example—that somewhat obscured the decision making process. Also, latter

drafts contain moves—hypophora and negatio, for example—that answer open-

ended questions and leave less room for questions in readers’ minds.

4.6 Continuous Data: Analyses of Programming Comments

Earlier, we saw from discrete and continuous data how the team began

building a story about their simulation. They gradually eliminated narrative
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options and argumentative options, until the SAS paper reported a cohesive story

about ad hoc decisions predicated by phenomena rather than methods.

Rhetorical figures in SAS paper drafts are not the only means by which the team

crafted the story of the SAS simulation.  Novel features of the simulation code

itself also aid in the storytelling. Blondin used FORTRAN to develop Virginia

Hydrodynamics #1 (VH1), the software an adaptation of which the TSI team used

for the simulated supernova in question. Almost a third of scientific researchers

and design engineers use FORTRAN.

Compared to many other low-level languages, classical FORTRAN is

conceptually simple, intuitive, and easy to use. FORTRAN is easy enough

to learn so that engineers and scientists whose main focus is not computer

programming can teach it to themselves, by trial and error and by reading

books like this one, just as they did at the dawn of computing before

courses in programming were introduced… FORTRAN is close to algebra

and is therefore very convenient for numerical computing. (Kupferschmid

9)

I compared two different versions of the code—one posted online in 1991 and the

other in 1998. In particular, I analyzed the differences between how the two

versions handled comments within the code and semantic cues.

Comments are natural-language guideposts that programmers write

within code to explain a sub-routine’s function; computer scientists have yet to

reach consensus on when and how to use them. Weissman found that comments
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didn’t aid in comprehension. Kernighan and Plauger warn that useless and

intricate comments stem from sloppy code. “[W]hen comments become too

involved, ask whether the code itself is at fault…Don’t comment bad

code—rewrite it” (Kernighan and Plauger 143-144). Others disagree; they find

great value and purpose in commenting code. Spinellis disagrees that comments

are crutches for sloppy programmers. He tells an anecdote about well-

commented complex IBM software that taught him volumes about good

programming style:

The first large production-grade software I ever laid my eyes on was the

source code for the original IBM PC BIOS, published as an appendix to

IBM’s technical reference manual in 1981. The 6,000 lines of 8086

assembly code could have easily been a real mess. And yet, they were

exemplarily structured into subsystems— such as self-test code, video,

disk, keyboard handlers, and so on—split into procedures with clearly

documented  interfaces. Almost every line was commented. I actually

learned to program the 8086 assembler by reading that code. The coding

practices at IBM ensured that a program written in a primitive language

was actually readable. (Spinellis 87)

Spinellis—who recommends using comments per every 10 lines of code—argues

that comments aid code comprehension as much as indentation and other formal

features do.  He warns against poorly written comments that do no more than

recap the code that they’re describing (Spinellis 87), and he recommends
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postponing writing comments until after the writing the code (Spinellis 89).

Elshoff also warns that external documentation about code tends to be outdated;

therefore, comments serve as the most immediate and accurate instructions

about the code, particularly software updated on a regular basis. “This difficulty

[updating code] can be reduced for all future modifications by adding appropriate

comments as discoveries about the program are made” (Elshoff 513).

A few studies and stylebooks recommend and analyze typical comment

format. Usually comments are written in imperative or indicative mode to

indicate to programmers the purpose of the sub-routine (Hughes Etzkorn). They

also serve different functions; some define sub-routine content or elements

(definitional), some describe what the sub-routine produces (descriptive), some

give programmers instructions about sub-routines to add or other maintenance

to perform (instructional), and others explain how a sub-routine operates

(operational) (Hughes Etzkorn 79).  A popular programming stylebook

recommends programmers use comments to “help the reader over difficult spots

in a program” (Kernighan and Plauger 143).

Regarding VH1, the old version of code contained 360 comments in 1554

lines—about 2 comments per 10 lines of code. The new VH1 contained 535

comments in 2197 lines of code—again approximately 2 comments per code line.

However, the new version included comments featured in entirely new sub-

routines. Of shared sub-routines that exist in both old and new versions, there

was a decrease in comments. Revised sub-routines contained 312 comments
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within 1307 lines. Numbers of lines of code also decreased in sub-routines

common to both versions of VH1. Although there was a decrease in total clauses

(360 to 312) from the old to the new common sub-routines, there was an increase

in operational (from 34 to 50 comments), definition (from 174 to 307), and

descriptive (from 100 to 146). Instructions, surprisingly, decreased in number

(from 48 to 42 comments.  Also, most of the comments in both old and new

versions were written in imperative mood (31% in old, 60% in revised and 47% in

new overall). But I noticed a 6% increase in declarative mood from old to new

versions.

Although most comments usually define or detail the function of the sub-

routines they precede, comments in VH1 had unorthodox traits. For example, the

comments contained in-text citations to others’ work. I found that both old and

new versions shared 3 sub-routines—in parabola.f, riemann.f, paraset.f—with

comments that included APA citations to the articles that inspired the underlying

architecture. Here’s one from the initial comment in parabola.f : “Colella and

Woodward, JCompPhys 54, 174-201 (1984) eq 1.5-1.8,1.10 // parabola calculates

the parabolas themselves. call paraset first for a given grid-spacing to set the

constants, which can be reused each time parabola is called.”  In this case, the

team frames operational and descriptive comments with a citation from the

Journal of Computational Physics. The citation also serves to show the reader

that the programmers had backing from two others in the scientific community.

Here, the VH1 program also invites readers and users to see for themselves how
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the original programmers derived the routine. The reader already knows that the

programmers had a hand in composing the sub-routine. Now, the reader can also

identify the very article or book upon which the sub-routine is based. Including

citations implies that the code is a product of research.  Likewise, in riemann.f,

the team cites the article that inspired how they applied a well-known equation:

“Solve the Riemann shock tube problem for the left and right input states, C

using the Newton iteration procedure described in van Leer (1979).”  Here, the

team not only invites users to go back to the source of the sub-routine, they also

write a descriptive command in imperative mood, thereby linking the sub-

routine’s actions with researchers’ efforts and users’ deliberations.  Citations in

the comments also go to show that scientists often borrow ad hoc decisions and

other features of others’ simulations. Others’ simulations stand as a basis for

justifying using particular algorithms and imposing initial parameters.

Furthermore, both old and new initial comments in shared sub-routines

contained creative (at times critical) word choice or terminology. For example,

the team imposes what it calls “fictitious forces” (e.g., creative additions) in

evolve.f and forces.f. Initial conditions were called “phony boundaries” in

flatten.f. In init.f—a sub-routine meant to check others—a certain check was

parenthetically called “a whimpy test.” And in init_sss, the programmers admit

that one of the sections of the sub-routine is the “ the Achilles heel of PPM [which

stands for piecewise parabolic method].” (PPM is an algorithm commonly used to

construct two-dimensional grids upon which the TSI team runs its simulations.)
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Later on, in the published SAS paper where they describe this particular

computational method, the team admits that “a drawback of this algorithm is the

generation of postshock noise when a strong shock aligned with the numerical

grid moves very slowly across the grid. This is exactly the situation encountered

in this problem" (Blondin, Mezzacappa and DeMarino 973).  By using figurative

language and calling the PPM “the Achilles heel of PPM”, not only does the team

communicate what the sub-routine does, they also forcefully convey what it

doesn’t do and how it has the potential to weaken the entire program.

Citations and figurative language were not the only comment anomalies

that I found. Narrative also factors prominently in the VH1 comments. If you

recall, narrative was not among the discursive modes that Hughes Etzkorn said

typify comments (e.g., description, definition, operational, instructional). Almost

all of the new sub-routines that set initial conditions (init_bow, init_hzs,

init_khi, init_sod, init_sss, init_stb, init_swb and init_f—the new one) describe

the phenomena replicated by the code, but with a difference. Hughes Etzkorn

describes how a typical comment might read as follows: “This routine reads

data.” However, VH1, one of TSI’s modeling software, includes multiple narrative

comments: “A supersonic wind originates at the surface, driving a bubble into the

surrounding medium. 2-D spherical (R-theta).”  This comment (and the others

just like it) describes the action of the supernova rather than the sub-routine.

Taken together, they qualify as a narrative about the phenomena that the sub-

routines are meant to represent.
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The TSI team uses metaphorical language and citations, thereby

anticipating and inviting future users’ agency and prerogative to check and

change their sub-routines. These unconventional features of the comments help

make the simulation code more transparent than traditional code, which often

only explains what sub-routines do, not how they do it.  The audience of the VH1

software—the users who’ll make their own simulations with the software—are

invited to compare the code to the sources. They are invited to visualize what the

sub-routines create (rather than just how they churn numbers) and, thereby,

imagine alternative methods and system behaviors.

4.7 Discussion

It’s clear that the simulationists are doing more than simple math. They’re

building a story about phenomena, and they use what is at their

disposal—including comments—to build the most convincing story. The TSI team

used many interesting rhetorical devices to represent and report their simulation.

The drafts evolved to minimize the TSI team’s agency in making ad hoc decisions.

In time, they gradually emphasized how the simulation itself necessitated setting

certain parameters and initial conditions, even in spite of the fact that journal

reviewers preferred more explicit acknowledgement of their decision making

process.

In some ways, the SAS project does not follow some standards expected of

scientific texts. Gragson and Selzer describe how most scientific texts contain
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certain linguistic moves “in keeping with the norms of the objective scientists…

nominalizations,…explanations [couched] in the passive, and…awkwardly

impersonal constructions” (31).  On the contrary, the SAS paper does not use as

many citations, hedges or passive constructions. It interjects questions and

exclamations in the conclusion to dramatize the news about standing accretion

shocks in supernova. Still, the paper also does somewhat conform to standards,

insofar as many ad hoc choices are under-reported. Gragson and Selzer also

researched the motive behind using passive constructions: collegiality. They

describe how Maynard Smith defends a longstanding, but controversial theory;

when Smith uses passive voice “he is not so much reminding his reader of

information they…might have forgotten as he is asking them to place themselves

within the community of shared beliefs” (Gragson and Selzer 31). If passive voice

works the same way in the SAS paper, then the TSI team is assuming that their

decisions will come as no surprise to whomever reads the paper.  The team is also

assuming that whoever reads the paper will be less interested with their actions

(and how they tinker with the simulation) than with using the simulation set-up

for furthering their own endeavors. If, as Gragson and Selzer imply, word choice,

conformity to generic standard and other rhetorical and linguistic cues are

indication of authorial intent to forge new ground or validate old ground, then

the SAS paper demonstrates how TSI intends to materialize the phenomena or

simulation.  They use the linguistic features—active verbs, fewer passive
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moments—that substantiate the phenomena and the simulation in the minds of

readers.

My data somewhat counter Kuhn’s ideas about sudden and volatile

paradigm shifts.  Much the way that John Angus Campbell wrote about the

religious underpinnings in Darwin’s work, I found that this new science

(computational science) used mostly conventional writing to market virtual

evidence and revolutionary ideas. According to Campbell, Darwin used an

analogy between natural selection and domestic animal breeding (Campbell

209). He also described evolution as means by which “current unpleasant natural

states” progress “along the way to more advanced life” that the Creator intended

(Campbell 213).  He claimed that time would expunge abhorrent behaviors

(cannibalism, for example) observed in certain species.  Even though the former

analogy oversimplified natural selection almost to the point of error, it helped

Darwin persuade his contemporaries with a seemingly common sense appeal.

Further, references to a “more advanced life” that God intended helped sell

evolution to his peer’s religious inclinations.

Similarly, if the SAS paper alters astrophysical science, then it will do so

with honey rather than vinegar or vitriol. The earlier rhetorical figures depicted

the team deliberating between options not otherwise equal; many of the

justifications for using one option over another happened by process of

eliminating weaker, less attractive alternatives. Ultimately, in final drafts, the

team dressed down the groundbreaking news with (on whole) orthodox stylistics.
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Still, the SAS paper contained characteristic differences from traditional research

articles.  In TSI’s attempt to foreground the phenomena and background their

agency, the team uses fewer citations, hedging, and more active constructions

than usual.

In summary, the TSI team made ad hoc decisions in terms of rhetorical

figures.  Even when observational data are incomplete, sound, reasonable

assumptions must underpin ad hoc decision-making. The published SAS draft

used rhetorical figures to account of the ad hoc decisions, even though it

emphasized self-evident rhetorical figures and downplayed deliberative ones. In

this way, rhetoric factors prominently in the making of simulation knowledge.
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Chapter Five: Mesoscopic and Microscopic Data from the Periphery

In Chapter Four, we saw how the SAS paper gradually included fewer and fewer

of the rhetorical moves undergirding the team’s ad hoc decisions. We also saw

how the research article and the code itself both collaborated to tell a convincing

story about the simulation phenomena (over their methods). In this chapter,

mesoscopic and macroscopic data will give insight into why the TSI team might

have made those deliberate rhetorical moves.  First, we see how counter-

argument and abduction play a part in how the team draws conclusions.

Organizational affiliations and prior incarnations of their research bear upon the

scope of the simulation. The team also re-frames the SAS project more

significantly in newsletters and other internal documents than in response to

reviewer’s comments. Ultimately, the possibilities that resonate most with the

scientific community are those that background the ad hoc deliberation process.

5.1 Mesoscopic Data: Recursion between E-mails and Drafts

Mesoscopic data from e-mail conversations between team members offer

continuous evidence about how counterargument and abduction factored

prominently in deciding content to include in the SAS report. I will use e-mail

correspondences in lieu of talk-aloud protocols to uncover what rhetorical

strategies justify ad hoc reasoning. As in talk-aloud protocols, writers often reveal

their intentions and motivations in e-mails.  Rymer used talk-aloud protocols to

probe scientists’ decision-making process through multiple drafts of articles.
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Hutto used ethnographic methods to examine how a team of biologists invented

rhetorical strategies in the lab for an article they wrote and submitted outside the

lab.  Similar to these data, e-mail records stand as a present, written account of

past impromptu conversation.

E-mail has revolutionized how scientists communicate. Researchers

routinely use electronic mail to accomplish tasks once managed by face-to-face

meetings or traditional mail service (Rzepa 142). For example, scientists typically

distribute preprints of technical reports via e-mail or bulletin board postings

(Borgman 236).  E-mail also affects interdisciplinary scientific exchanges (Rzepa

145). E-mail makes findings from different disciplines more accessible.

Furthermore, synchronous communication tools such as computer whiteboards

and videophone software make it easier for scientists to meet and discuss the

implications of their findings (Rowland 156). Studies of e-mail collaboration

report mixed messages about the medium’s efficacy. Kiesler, Siegel and McGuire

found that computer-mediated groups reached consensus slower than face-to-

face groups. In contrast, Sproull and Kiesler found "second-level" effects of

computer-mediated-communication that led “people to pay attention to different

things, have contact with different people and depend on one another differently”

(3). Second-level effects shook up social hierarchies within groups in productive

ways—ways that yielded new ideas and deeper content understanding.

Linguists also debate which discursive modes prevail in electronic mail.

Some lump e-mail along with other forms of public written discourse such as
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interviews and letters, given their personal as well as professional content (Collot

and Belmore 149). Others categorize e-mail alongside more colloquial, less

formal genres such as postcards and telegrams (Ferrara, Brunner and

Whittemore 12). Waldvogel found that only half of all e-mails she surveyed

displayed characteristics similar to permanent written documents such as formal

reports, official memoranda, and others. Researchers have also investigated the

rate at which scholars exchange e-mails. Recent studies show that scholars tend

to respond immediately to one another—within a day or less (Grünberg and

Armellini 602). Others show that e-mails with higher levels of intense language

got higher response rates (Andersen and Blackburn).

For the purposes of my work, however, a few characteristics of e-mail

make it comparable to talk-aloud protocols.  Bernardini summarizes the work of

Ericsson and Simon, theorists who identified essential features of talk aloud

protocols telling of cognitive processes. The method works best when (1) the

subject announces immediate impressions stored in his or her short-term

memory and (2) researchers keep interaction with subjects to a minimum

(Bernardini 2). E-mail correspondence during drafting shares the same merits.

First, the TSI team composed the e-mails in media res while writing the drafts, so

the e-mails often catch their ponderings, excitement, and doubts about claims.

The TSI team e-mailed one another while they drafted; many of the messages

were written after reading each draft. The e-mails also have moments when the

team volleyed messages within hours and minutes of one another.  Second, the e-
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mails were recorded without my observation, so no researcher-subject interaction

took place.

While e-mail does not capture all of the thoughts that raced through the

short-term memories of the writers as they read and wrote the drafts (just the

ones the team members felt important to convey to one another), e-mail does

provide equivalent backstage information. Goffman described front-stage and

back-stage, two different modes in which people communicate for different ends.

In the front region, a writer makes efforts “to give the appearance that his activity

in the region maintains and embodies certain standards” (Goffman 107). Drafts

and final published works are both front-stage artifacts; they were written with

external audiences in mind. “Suppressed facts” surface in the back-stage,

however; “Here the performer can relax; he can drop his front, forgo speaking his

lines, and step out of character” (Goffman 112). In the e-mail correspondence, the

TSI team deliberated conclusions, played devil’s advocate, and tested ideas out on

one another.

The first round of TSI e-mail transmittals shows the team working

collaboratively and rhetorically. The team corresponded from the end of February

to the beginning of March 2002; in these e-mails, Blondin and Mezzacappa

correspond about the original draft (absent from the e-mails). In the second

round of e-mail transmittals from June 2002 to July 2002, we see how

conclusions about their work develop as they draft, rather than direct how they

draft; the team discusses major revisions in these two months.
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The team began drafting to accommodate audience concerns well before

interacting with the reviewer and publishing the SAS paper. For example, the

team adjusted the scope of the paper to make the research sound more narrow,

applicable and, thereby, appealing. In the article, the team justified its research as

a continuation of studies on supernova explosion mechanisms.  The team wanted

to show that they added a new possible explanation for what fuels supernova

explosions, but they wanted to do so in such a way that made the finding

universally appealing. So, in the e-mails, Mezzacappa asks about the scope of the

article. “If you want it to remain general, then we probably shouldn't add too

much that is specific to a particular application, unless we add an equivalent

amount for all applications.” Mezzacappa knows that scope determines content

specifics. Also, Mezzacappa asks Blondin to reconsider the title and abstract of

the paper in such a way that inscribes the most useful scope and purpose.

The title and abstract and overall gestalt of the paper are quite general. I'm

not sure this is the best way to go, but if you would like to go this route, I

will defer to you of course…Does this work have its greatest impact in core

collapse supernova theory? If so, it might be better to tailor the title, etc. to

the supernova problem.

Mezzacappa reminds Blondin of the rhetorical importance of titles and abstracts;

he suggests they rename the paper and rework the abstract so as to make the

greatest impact in the field.  Linguist John Swales found that most researchers

use introductions to assess the territory of a particular field and poise themselves
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in the fray. Here, the TSI team is aware that titles and abstracts also serve that

purpose. This evidence from e-mail conversations shows that before and into the

drafting process, the SAS story continued to take shape.

Mezzacappa also displays a keen sense of audience very early on in the

team’s e-mail conversations. He asks Blondin to expand the description of

methods and give more detail explaining why certain decisions were made by

adding the following sentences, which rationalize a value they used for a certain

parameter: “This allows us to separate out effects due to convection from other

aspects of the two-dimensional flow. Of course, convection itself could provide

the initial perturbations we put in by hand.” Mezzacappa also wanted the draft to

answer, “Where does the radial dependence in the second term of equation five

come from?” Addressing a particular value set, he asks, “Is there a way to

see/explain why there is a critical value of gamma (1.522) below and above which

the behavior of the solution is different? It might be good to say something brief

and intuitive.”  Mezzacappa’s line of questioning resembles counterargument

techniques; he has audience members in mind who have enough astrophysical

knowledge to accept intuitive explanations and require them often. Saying

“something intuitive” would enlist his audience’s common sense. In summary,

Mezzacappa plays devil’s advocate, predicting and questioning areas in the

original draft where audiences might have concerns.

Specifically speaking, Mezzacappa uses praemunitio or strengthening

beforehand or defending in anticipation of attack (Lanham 116, 118, 120).  He
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finds unclear moments begging for further elaboration. For example, Mezzacappa

asks Blondin to explain his handling of initial versus boundary conditions: “Your

boundary conditions are specified at the boundaries of your grid. When you say

‘matched,’ do you mean that the analytical solution on the grid is set so that the

values at the boundary are equal to the values you specify at the boundaries in

your boundary conditions?” If the sentence misled Mezzacappa, then that an

outside audience might have similar questions. He also uses prolepsis; he

anticipates objections (Lanham 120).  For example, he requests a fuller account

of results he knows will raise a red flag in the community. “In Section 4, we

definitely need to somehow document what happened when the shock was

perturbed with other values of l (you only mention l=1).” Mezzacappa predicts

that audiences will need the specifics, so he wants the paper to explain further.

He made the suggestion not necessarily because he didn’t already know the

answer—he’s a part of the team.  He felt audiences would question what

happened at particular points in their argument, and he urged Blondin to explain

it now rather than face criticism or misunderstanding later.

Working through drafts and rereading both the text and the visuals also

gave Mezzacappa a new perspective on the significance of the team’s finding.  In

turn, he requested content changes. In one instance, Mezzacappa reflects on

figures that alter his thinking about their results (my emphasis in bold).

Figure caption 5 got me to think about something. If the initial entropy

gradient behind the shock is flat (and ahead of the shock too), it is
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convectively stable. But as the flow proceeds and the shock is

strengthened, etc., there will be entropy gradients introduced behind the

shock. If any negative gradients develop, the regions could

become convectively unstable. We have no discussion of this point in

the paper. Also, have you plotted the angle-averaged entropy

versus radius in the 2-D case? This might be instructive.

He mulls over the figure and, while reading and interpreting it, he thinks of

another point to develop in the paper. He suggests accounting for the possibility

that entropy gradients feed the instability. The next draft includes just such a

paragraph—my bold for emphasis.

It is important to note that this behavior is not driven by

convection:  the initial conditions in our SAS model are marginally stable

to convection.  Furthermore, during the course of our simulations the

angle-averaged entropy remains relatively constant with radius.

In Figure 6, we can see the development of convection on small scales

from local entropy gradients in the flow below the accretion shock.

However, there is no global gradient extending over the entire postshock

region, driving convection on that scale.

In sum, the team develops new points and claims about their work as they review

it and write about it.  In this case, the prospect of audience counterarguments

does not inspire new claims, but rather reflection on a figure does.  Reviewing the
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SAS paper also inspired new perspectives on prior publications.  Upon reflection,

Blondin offers up some possible implications of their work.

Tony, looking back at my paper on axisymmetric supernovae (ApJ, 472,

257), we almost totally neglected the case of asymmetric ejecta. In

particular, we only tried the case of higher density in the equator rather

than the pole, and we didn't mention anything about the geometry of the

reverse shock. There may be room for some new work here.

Blondin remembers that his prior work mentioned nothing about asymmetric

ejecta, and he ponders the implications of their findings on current

understanding of observational data on Cas A (a supernova).  Reviewing his new

work (the SAS paper) uncovered a conspicuous gap in old work. The gap, in turn,

inspires new implications for the SAS paper. Past work provides a recursive

springboard from which new ideas are launched.

Further, the e-mail deliberations directly produce the most controversial

sections of the published draft. The most exciting news about the

simulation—that the “instability exists!”—emerges from team e-mail chats rather

than from the final draft or in the computer lab. Their conclusions develop not

only recursively (as the team read drafts), but also with fervor and via abduction.

Upon reviewing the second draft, it comes to Mezzacappa that the team is onto

something new. As he read and reflected on the draft, he began thinking about

exciting new conclusions to draw from them. The possibilities so excited

Mezzacappa, they kept him up that night. “I was going through the paper last
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night. I was up to about 1:30, in part because I was getting excited about some of

the implications of our SAS model. I'd like to run those by you today, by phone,

and I can put some of the discussion into the paper if you agree with the

interpretations.” Here, emotion factors into the creative process. Whether or not

Mezzacappa’s exhilaration bore the idea or vice versa, feelings heightened the

idea’s potential and provoked him to invest long hours into the idea. These long

hours, in turn, inspired most of the drastic changes from the first to the second

draft of the SAS paper conclusion.  Reading a draft of the paper inspired

Mezzacappa to begin thinking differently about their work. Mezzacappa not only

suggests possible conclusions—the team doubled the size of the conclusion

section to include it—he also requests additional simulation runs under various

new conditions to help confirm the conclusion. In order to verify or substantiate

these hunches, Mezzacappa requests a linear stability analysis—another round of

simulation runs. With or without the runs, however, he suspects the findings

significant enough to include in Astrophysical Journal.

Mezzacappa continues in another e-mail on the same day, meant to go

over the “big items,” such as how to frame their conclusions. In this fateful e-

mail, Mezzacappa broaches several issues that set the course for the next two

drafts of the SAS paper (my bold for emphasis).  He attempts to make sense of

old findings vis-à-vis their new ones:

   What exactly is our instability? If an SAS is unstable, shouldn't it be

unstable to ANY perturbation and under any circumstances? This is what
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we see in our models. In the realistic case (e.g., in Mezzacappa et

al. 1998) do we not have a "true" SAS as defined and explored in

this paper and, therefore, we see "the instability" only under the

right conditions? If so, this is part of the key to understanding

what happened in Mezzacappa et al. (1998)…

   [W]hat happened in Mezzacappa et al. (1998)? Did the neutrino

cooling kill us by damping the waves, or did the postshock volume evolve

so rapidly so as to increase the value of l so quickly that nothing ever

developed, or both? Or did we never have a true SAS and, therefore,

should never have expected an instability to develop and kick in (along the

lines of (1) above)?

He also explains what idea it was that kept him up all night—they might have

found an alternative explanation for supernova explosion.

   One of the reasons I was awake late last night, with excitement, is

because of an increased awareness of what we might actually have here.

Consider the following:

   The neutrinos may serve to provide the right conditions for an SAS

instability to kick in…, with the instability being ultimately responsible for

"powering" the explosion in the way it induces the right redistribution of

energy, as discussed in our paper. After all, we get an explosion

without neutrinos here…this may explain the outcomes seen in the

first thirty years of (1D) supernova modeling, which, in light of our results,
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might have been doomed to fail because an SAS instability could not

develop...ever. What is robust is the generation of an SAS through stellar

core bounce. If the neutrinos create the right conditions, the instability

kicks in and we get an explosion…

   Do the neutrinos significantly power the explosion as well, or

is the redistribution of energy caused by the instability the key.

Certainly they both contribute. After all, the neutrino heating leads to

a stronger shock, which, when distorted by our SAS mechanism, would

lead to stronger vortical motion, etc.  Certainly the neutrinos are

important, for many reasons, as we have discussed, but how much of the

final explosion energy is due to them? Before, the neutrinos were the

vehicle for transferring the binding energy to the shock. Now,

we have a different vehicle!

   Also, the SAS may be what is responsible for moving us away

from the seemingly contradictory situation of being squeezed

between needing a sufficient accretion flow to maintain the

neutrino luminosities while also having to fight the accretion

ram pressure! If the neutrinos can get us to the "break-even" point, the

instability can kick in to generate an explosion.

   I'm not sure yet how much of what I've said above is right or wrong, but

the more I think about this, the more I get excited and the more I think we

may be onto to something here….
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Finally, Mezzacappa ponders how to include the news in the conclusion:

   Are we seeing the effects of our imposed symmetry in these models? That

is, is the growth of low-l modes and the self-similarity a result of our

boundary conditions?…Would a linear stability analysis of our models be

helpful?

   We should go through this…week, John. We may want to beef up the

paper with some of what I've said above if you think it's viable, and we may

even want to consider submitting to ApJ Letters or PRL, depending on

what you think about what I've said.

In this one e-mail message, Mezzacappa begins to move the direction of the SAS

paper toward the groundbreaking conclusion in several ways. First, he surveys

the terrain of supernova research and modeling; questions about supernovae

lingered in the field. Rereading a draft inspired Mezzacappa to frame their work

in terms of those lingering questions.  Mezzacappa began envisioning what TSI’s

work meant in light of the questions. Second, he uses abductive reasoning to

follow “what if” possibilities out to some fruitful conclusions. In the first excerpt

above, for example, by conjoining tentative propositions together, he frames a

possible world where the instability might contribute to the explosion. He uses a

specific premise (that the SAS they created is unstable) and general premise (that

any SAS should be unstable) to tease out conclusions about how their new

findings reinterpret old work—Mezzacappa et al. 1998.  Abduction also occurs in

an earlier e-mail that helped the team brainstorm their conclusions.
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If the explosion is indeed 'jet-like' (whatever that means), what would the

ejecta density distribution look like at late times - i.e., hundreds of years

later as in Cas A?  If the polar ejecta was shot out faster then at late times

there would be less gas in the polar angles and hence less density?  Or is

more mass overall sent out the polar directions so that even at late times

the mass flux in the poles is greater than the equator?

Here, again, a general (explosions are “jet-like”) premise and specific (what ejecta

might look like in cases like Cas A) premise are linked together.   However, unlike

in induction or deduction, in these cases of abduction, neither the general nor

specific premises have been proven beyond the shadow of a doubt. And, these

rather contingent premises are used to make hypothetical conclusions.  Rymer,

Berkenkotter, and others have claimed that scientists do come to conclusions

about their results while writing. My work exposes how such new conclusions

come to pass. In order to shape simulations, devil’s advocate and other counter-

argument techniques dictate simulation parameters. Also, conclusions spring

from abductive reasoning in e-mails between Blondin and Mezzacappa. E-mail

conversations chain together contingent generalizations from which the team

draws tentative conclusions.

Many of these very ideas—even much of the wording—go directly into the

second and third drafts.  E-mail not only facilitates collaborative writing, it is

often the very substance of collaborative writing.  Similar wording emerges in e-
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mails, drafts, and other documents.  For example, in the e-mail message above,

Mezzacappa mentions the following revelation:

We get an explosion without neutrinos here…this may explain the

outcomes seen in the first thirty years of (1D) supernova

modeling…Before, the neutrinos were the vehicle for transferring the

binding energy to the shock. Now we have a new vehicle!...Do the

neutrinos significantly power the explosion as well, or is the redistribution

of energy cased by the instability the key. Certainly both contribute.

The next draft contains almost the very same words in the conclusion:

It is interesting to note that the instability we identified in this paper

provides an additional paradigm for powering core collapse supernovae. In

the models we presented here, explosions were obtained in the absence of

neutrinos, powered by gravitational binding energy; the instability serves

to redistribute the energy of the flow into the kinetic energy at the expense

of internal and gravitational energy. Thus, both the instability and

neutrinos may serve as vehicles to convert gravitational binding energy

into the kinetic energy of explosion.

In many of the instances where the team adds new data to a draft, the

information closely resembles conversations they held via e-mail.  While my

primary sources did not capture other informal conversations between team

members (telephone calls, for example), it would not be surprising if the SAS

paper borrowed language from those conversations, as well.
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Counterargument, recursivity and abduction played an essential part in

the SAS article, as the team firmed up claims and drew conclusions all the way

through the drafting process.  In effect, the team worked forward and backward,

building on work from the past, running additional simulations to substantiate

new hunches, checking the warrants the new conclusion implied, and editing the

SAS paper to include the news. In this way, the SAS paper emerges from multiple,

lived experiences (including the e-mail chats and presentations).  Margaret

Syverson describes how emergence is vital to how ecologies of composition

evolve: “From a vast ocean of words, phrases, and ideas, writers continue to bring

forth texts that organize themselves into more or less coherent and recognizable

forms at every level of scale” (Syverson Wealth 10).  Words, ideas, sentences and

concepts emerge from the e-mails and resurface not only in the SAS paper, but

also in other media where the TSI team reports its work. Also, the conclusions

emerge not only from the “lab work” programming the software and writing the

reports. They also develop from reflection on current, prior and other’s work,

from abduction, and from counterargument.

5.2 Mesoscopic Data: Personalizing the Ad Hoc Decisions for

Reviewers

Recursive e-mail exchanges between TSI team members during the draft

process yielded many important conclusions and catharses about the SAS project.

In this section, we’ll see how the authors tackle responses and questions from the
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journal editors and reviewers in e-mail and in final draft changes. When initial

conditions and parameters trouble the reviewer, the TSI team uses particular

rhetorical strategies to assuage the reviewer’s concerns and alter the SAS paper.

In Chapter 4, the researchers used common counter-argument techniques to help

set initial conditions and parameters of their simulations. In this section, they use

them to paint a clear picture about their simulation for the reviewer.

The reviewer had a few major concerns about the SAS paper. First, the

team’s exclamation in the conclusion (that “the instability exists!”) raised a flag

for the reviewer.  The reviewer asked questions about the instability. He or she

asked for a linear stability analysis to support the team’s work, which would

illustrate that the perturbations grow exponentially.  The reviewer also expressed

concern that the perturbations are unrelated to fluid instability. He or she

wondered from where the free energy comes that drives the instability and if

adiabatic (occurring without loss or gain of heat) shocks were stable.  Second, the

reviewer had difficulty envisioning that the simulated shock was ever static. The

reviewer wondered why the flow through the shock didn’t increase entropy. He or

she questioned whether the team could call this system isentropic (wherein no

change occurs to the energy of the system). Third, the reviewer questioned some

of the inner boundary conditions. In particular, the reviewer wondered why the

team set the velocity at lower boundary and how the lower boundary condition

might alter the results. He or she questioned a moment where the inner radius
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value weakened the instability, implying that the instability does not exist at this

value and, therefore, does not persist throughout the system.

The journal reviewer had many telling responses to the SAS paper draft.

First, the reviewer immediately jumped on the exclamation made in the

conclusion. “I am not in complete agreement with the authors comment that the

‘instability is real!’” But the reviewer misquotes the exclamation here—the

sentence in the conclusion claimed that the instability exists. To the reviewer, the

exclamation assumed a more emphatic claim. The reviewer felt that the vehement

claim required more substantiation with additional testing using alternative

methods.  This particular comment illustrates a moment where a rhetorical

device flags reader concern; an unusual punctuation calls attention and, thereby,

makes a claim more vulnerable to criticism.  The difference between the words

“real” and “exist” also reveals a lot about how the reviewer interpreted the paper.

“Real” implies actuality—existence in the world. The instability does “exist” in the

simulation, but the reviewer read claims about the simulation as claims about the

supernova. The fate of the SAS paper rested upon answering the reviewer’s

questions and getting him or her to see the simulation as the TSI team did.

The reviewer also had questions about the simulation design (as

determined by ad hoc decisions). In particular, the inner boundary conditions,

the inner radius variable, and the assumption of isentropy “worried” the

reviewer. Whether or not the reviewer actually had an emotional response or

used figurative language here, it is clear from other comments that it was the
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reviewer’s ability to visualize alternative possibilities that gave him or her pause.

For example, the reviewer considers options for designing those questionable

aspects. “Accomplishing this seems to be tricky as it envisioned that the flows

accrete onto some sort of central object. Or is the idea that if one places the

surface at sufficiently small velocity, that a roughly standing shock is produced?”

On another point, the reviewer writes that “other possibilities…exist, one could

set the mass flow off the grid to a constant.”

All in all, the published version contains a couple of important reviewer-

inspired changes from the prior draft. In many cases where the reviewer

envisions alternative methods, the TSI team refers him or her back to the place in

the SAS article where they explain their choices, even going so far as to quote

themselves in their response—my emphasis in bold. “We describe the inner

boundary condition in full detail…and included the discussion with the comment

that ‘This specific set of boundary conditions was influenced by the desire to

construct time-dependent solutions that are stable in one dimension.’ This allows

us to make a simple, verifiable point that our models are stable in 1D and

unstable in 2D.” They phrased the explanation in the article in passive voice

(which somewhat distances themselves from their own actions). However, in the

reviewer comments, they use first-person active voice, which is more assertive.

The quote within the quote (from the article) is written in passive voice, which

displaces the “desire to construct time-dependent solutions.” However, the
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external quote (addressed directly to the reviewer) is written in active voice and

with first person pronouns; the team admits its deliberate decisions.

The TSI team used different tactics to address reviewer concerns.  All of

their strategies are rhetorical means by which to handle opposing viewpoints.

Technical communication defines counter-argument in three general rhetorical

forms—refutation, concession or reconciliation (Markel).  First, the TSI team

reconciles the reviewer’s points with their own; reconciliation assumes many

forms. In one such place, the team admits that they “did not address this question

in the original manuscript.” Second, the TSI team concedes many of the reviewers

concerns—they agree that the reviewer makes a good point, but contend that the

issue falls outside of the purview of their work. For example, the team replies to

the reviewers’ desire to see particular tests to validate their findings. While the

team admits that the particular tests would, indeed, provide complementary,

helpful information about their results, they explain that such test would be

“beyond the scope of this paper.” Third, in one moment of refutation, the team

directs the reviewer to a place in the draft that serves to answer his or her

question. The reviewer questioned whether or not the perturbations showed

exponential growth. The team explains that “there is not enough dynamic range

before the instability saturates to say for certainty that the growth is exponential.

But…we are not claiming this is a linear instability.” In this instance, the team

uses negatio. They announce what they’re not claiming.
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In a moment of reconciliation, we see that the team makes revisions to the

SAS paper to accommodate the reviewer. The reviewer wonders if other inner

boundary conditions would alter their simulation so significantly as to taint the

results. Later, in the final draft (written after their correspondence with the

reviewer), the team added an entire concessionary paragraph addressing this

issue and justifying their decision.

For the purpose of our numerical simulations, we must impose an inner

boundary, which one would nominally associate with the surface of the

accreting object. We do this by imposing a leaky boundary condition: an

inner boundary with a specific radial inflow velocity corresponding to the

chosen radius of the inner boundary. In this way, we ensure that

perturbations to the settling solution, which would dominate this solution

as we approached the origin, are advected off the grid. (Blondin,

Mezzacappa and DeMarino 973)

Unlike many of the other creative ad hoc explanations that we reviewed earlier,

this particular justification for adding an element is written in first person and

active voice. Perhaps they personalized the passage in response to

correspondence with the reviewer. Overwhelmingly in the article, the team

justifies its ad hoc decisions by pointing to the phenomena or the need to create

certain effects to compensate for problematic others. However, in this response

to the reviewer’s inquiry, the team foregrounds their own hand in the decision

making process.
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5.3 Macroscopic Data: Wider Scientific Community

The reviewer wasn’t the only person in the scientific community who

impacted the meaning of the SAS paper. The broader scientific audience—those

who have read and cited the SAS paper—continue to adapt the meaning of the

work. TSI’s methodological justifications, though deliberately crafted, were not

what lingered in the minds of those who cited the work after its publication.  Also,

given the theoretical nature of the TSI simulation results, one would expect those

citations to distance themselves (via hedging or citation type). In fact, the

citations more or less embraced the SAS findings.

First of all, the citations tended to use the SAS paper to advance their own

ideas. As I mentioned earlier in Chapter 4, Swales outlines the rhetorical moves

that most research articles make in their introductions: (1) Establish a territory,

(2) establish a niche and (3) occupy the niche (141).  Authors report the current

state of their field; then they find an opening within it and discuss how their

current work fits the bill.  In the first move, scientific authors can show the

centrality of their work, make generalizations about a particular research topic, or

review other research in the field. While Swales focused on these moves in

research article introductions, I found that they occurred elsewhere in my crop of

articles that cited the SAS paper. For example, Swales’ moves appeared in latter

sections of literature reviews and year-end recaps.
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Most of the 23 total citations (within 20 articles) reported the instability

for the purposes of mapping out a territory of research (10 total citations) or

explaining why their own projects turned out as they did (7 total). Very few

authors contrasted their work from the SAS paper.  For example, Balantekin et al.

refer to the SAS shock in their introduction to explain other aspects of supernova

neutrino-nuclear astrophysics; the SAS paper is their second reference. “At issue

is the fate of this ‘bounce’ shock (see, e.g. [2])…As the shock transits material

beyond the inner core, most of its kinetic energy is dissipated in the photo-

dissociation of nuclei. The shock quickly…evolves to become a standing accretion

shock” (Balantekin et al. 2513). Further, Flanagan et al. cites the SAS paper to

explain observational data they collected from the x-ray spectrum of an actual

supernova explosion.

Our Doppler analysis…indicates velocities of order 1000km s1 and a

toroidal (or possibly cylindrical) distribution… A cylindrical or toroidal

distribution of ejecta can arise as a result of the core-collapse process or

through the interaction of the CSM…Two-dimensional models of standing

accretion shocks in core-collapse supernovae (Blondin, Mezzacappa, &

DeMarino 2003) are unstable to small perturbations to a spherical shock

front and result in a bipolar accretion shock, followed by an expanding

aspherical blast wave. (Flanagan et al. 245)

These two citations are also exemplary of the whole in that they do not hedge as

much as I expected they would, given the controversial nature of the SAS paper
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findings. Only half of the set used hedges of any kind when reporting the SAS

findings. For example, Flanagan (above) does not say that the shocks might be

unstable to small perturbations; it claims that the shocks are unstable, outright.

Also, articles that cited the SAS paper interested themselves in the results

more so than the methods. Over half of the citations (15) refer to the shock rather

than the simulation or its methods. Also, citation types de-emphasized authorial

activity and emphasized the SAS paper findings. In Genre Studies, Swales maps

citations along two axes: reporting and integration.  Reporting (R) citations use

“a ‘reporting’ verb (e.g., show, establish, claim, etc.) to introduce previous

researchers and their findings,” and non-reporting (NR) citations do not (Swales

150). An integrated (I) citation “is one in which the name of the researcher occurs

in the actual citing sentence as some sentence element” (Swales 148).  Non-

integrated (NI) citations acknowledge the work without attributing it to a specific

scientist or team.   Citations carry reporting and integration qualities

simultaneously. Consider the difference between the following statements about

the same study: (i) The study shows that disparity widened. (ii) Jones et al. found

that the disparity widened. (iii) Researchers found that the disparity widened.

And (iv) the disparity widened.  The first example is reported, but non-integrated.

The second is reported and integrated. The third is reported, but non-integrated.

And the fourth is neither reported nor integrated. R-I citations (which both name

the author and his efforts within the body of the sentence) work hardest to give

credit to other authors. They draw the readers’ attention to the human element
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and, in turn, the possibility of error.  NR-NI citations immediately put the

findings and phenomena into the spotlight for analysis, underplaying the author

and/or his or her methods.

Writers can integrate the names of researchers into the sentence

themselves or leave that information in the endnote or parenthetical citation

(which is non-integrated).  They can also report the actions of the researcher, or

talk about the phenomena without mentioning methods at all (non-reported).

Whichever they choose, they do so for different ends: (1) Sometimes they do so to

help identity with a band of likeminded colleagues. (2) Other times they serve to

place blame or spread the brunt of criticism.  Either way, integrated citations

attribute agency to people rather than events or phenomena.  On the other hand,

non-integrated and non-reported citations foreground findings and phenomena.

Reporting the methods and integrating authors’ names help qualify a writer’s

affiliation with the cited work and buffer audience disapproval. Most SAS article

citations were non-integrated (20) and non-reporting (14). For example, Cardall

neither integrates, reports or hedges the SAS findings in their brief history of

neutrino radiation hydrodynamics—bold indicates the SAS citation: “This

achievement [of low-mode instabilities] was presaged by earlier studies

demonstrating the tendency for convective cells to merge to the lowest order

allowed by the spatial domain [45] and recognizing a new spherical accretion

shock instability [46]” (Cardall  299).
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In summary, the majority of those who cited TSI’s work reported the

phenomena over the methods or the TSI researchers. Under half chose to hedge

the claims with qualifying words such as “might, “may” or “possible.” And most

neither integrated nor reported the TSI authors or their methods. The wider

scientific audience received TSI’s work differently than the reviewer, the

gatekeeper of the discipline. The reviewer was eager to hold TSI accountable for

their decisions. He or she inspected the SAS paper for subjective decisions in

simulation results. On the contrary, authorial agency is a secondary concern for

the wider audience; the relevance of SAS article conclusions to their research

mattered as much. In my opinion, different reading objectives account for the

differences between how the reviewer read the SAS paper and how the wider

scientific audience read it. Reviewers set out to protect the integrity of the field,

and the wider audience intends to learn and make scientific knowledge. The

wider audience trusts the reviewer to try their fellow scientists by fire. The news

reported in the SAS paper traveled fast and with minimal opposition. The news

from the SAS paper spread almost like rumor in that the citations only recapped

the newest (and most controversial, according to the reviewer’s response)

conclusion.  To date, I have not found any letters to the editor or other articles

contesting their findings. Why not? Surely, the recognition is a testament to the

TSI team’s thorough research and work. The news had use; most all (17 out of 23)

citations used the SAS paper to explain their own position or findings. Those who

cited the SAS paper simply believed the story.  The simulation contained virtuous
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and powerful suppositions; the strength of the simulation lies in its explanatory

power, akin to Popper’s theories.

All three responses—the TSI’s reactions to their writing, their reactions to

the reviewer’s comments and the wider scientific community’s reaction to the

SAS paper—contribute to the meaning of the SAS paper. Audience expectations

and needs play a major part in making what the SAS paper means. The team

revisits old projects  and anticipated audience concerns in order to interpret the

SAS project. As they enact the writing process, conclusions emerge.  Then, the

reviewer vets the SAS paper. As the team answers his or her questions, they

foreground their intentions behind the ad hoc decisions. The wider scientific

community, however, parses from the SAS paper only what is useful to their own

endeavors. The SAS project lives on not as a complex knot of rhetorical moves or

the subjective decisions of well-trained scientists, but as a nugget of

information—“news” about how supernovae explode.  What is it that makes an

idea catch fire and circulate over others? Some say affect or intensity. I say utility,

explanatory power and virtual vividness or potential. Instability in accretion

shocks may very well supplant or complement the neutrino theory about how

supernovae explode. For now, other scientists use it to help explain their own

phenomena, make sense of lingering questions and justify the importance of their

own work.

In fact, the TSI team itself emphasized “the news” of its own work in a

white paper published for ORNL. The TSI team posted its white paper (entitled
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“A New Twist on the Core Collapse Supernova Mechanism?”) to ORNL servers

during the same month that editors from the Astrophysical Journal accepted the

SAS paper and informed the team of its eminent publication (ORNL

“Publications”). The white paper contained some sentences verbatim from the

article. The white paper (57 sentences total) repeats a little over 20 sentences

verbatim from the SAS paper itself.  Therefore, the white paper spends as much

time hedging those passages. If you recall, the SAS paper (and also the white

paper) contained fewer hedges overall (44 hedges total in 249 sentences or 0.7

hedges per 100 words) significantly lower than the 2-per-100-word average that

Gross and Harmon found in most 20th century articles. Similarly, only 10 of 57

sentences contain hedges of any kind, which amounts to 0.65 hedges per 100

words.

Not only do both the SAS published article and white paper hedge

methods less frequently than typical research articles, both documents also

contain about the same percentage of sentences detailing the team’s ad hoc

choices.  Sentences containing explanations of the team’s ad hoc decisions

comprise almost 40% of the earlier drafts of the SAS paper (which we said in

Chapter 4 had more explicit accounts of the ad hoc decision making process).

However, the published draft (31%) and the white paper (29%) both contain

about 10% fewer explanatory sentences.  Further, the white paper did not include

details about the mathematical equations they used and eliminations they made
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to the simulation architecture. The white paper did not include any sentences

explaining changes or alterations to equations or eliminative ad hoc decisions.

It has been said that white papers are short policy papers or treatises

meant to educate peers or stand as a reliable account of a major issue (Syverson

“Preparing”, Alred, Wikipedia “White Paper”). White papers are documents with

which organizations preserve institutional memory; often they report policies and

procedures or major issues for the sake of making an official record for posterity.

The TSI team projected a deliberate ethos in even mundane, internal reports of

lab activities, such as this white paper. Surprisingly, the content of the SAS white

paper retains minimal justifications for their ad hoc decisions. I expected that the

white paper would resemble earlier drafts of the SAS article in order to share with

peers the twists and turns of making ad hoc decisions. Instead, the white paper

had a traditional ethos similar to that in the final SAS paper. Another purpose of

the white paper may very well be self-promotion in competitive environments.

5.4 Macroscopic Data: Prior Presentations

Other continuous data reveals that team collaborated on more than a

white paper about the SAS project.  Macroscopic evidence also reveals that the

team had already collaborated on the SAS project prior to publication, vis-à-vis

poster presentations and abstracts. This fact challenges the idea that articles and

drafts are an isolated outlet for scientific deliberation and activity. E-mail

conversations between Blondin and Mezzacappa reveal how presentations prior
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to publication motivated the team to want to publish immediately, for the sake of

priority of discovery. Blondin writes in the first e-mail correspondence, “I would

like to put this on the fast track, since we have been talking in the community

about this for a while.”

I found a few venues at which the team promoted its work prior to

publication—one of which was a conference presentation. By January 2002—five

months prior to the first recorded draft of the SAS paper—the group had

presented versions of their work at the AAS 199th meeting in Washington, D.C.

They titled the presentation “Sources of Turbulence in Core Collapse

Supernovae.”  Their abstract limits the implications of the team’s results.  Here,

they tout the potential benefits for supernova modeling: “These results have

implications for future two- and three-dimensional supernova models.” It also

states a more general conclusion, sans the revelation of an alternative mechanism

for supernova explosions:

We examine the stability of the stalled shock wave in core-collapse

supernovae using an idealized model of a standing accretion shock. We

show that although this model is stable to radial perturbations, non-radial

modes can grow due to a feedback between turbulence in the postshock

gas and the nominally spherical shock front. Any deviation from a

spherical shock leads to the injection of non-radial flow below the shock,

which drives turbulent flow at small radii. This turbulence generates

pressure waves that travel outwards and further perturb the spherical
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shock font.

Interestingly enough, the group also presented a similar poster at the 2004

HEAD meeting—“The Inherent Asymmetry of Core-Collapse Supernovae”—a

year after they published the SAS paper. The differences between the two

abstracts speak volumes about (i) how reserved the original abstract was and (ii)

how far the team had drawn conclusions in the later version:

Even under idealized conditions of spherical infall, the shock wave

generated in the canonical core-collapse model for Type II supernovae

does not remain spherical. We examine the inherent asymmetry of the

stalled shock wave in core-collapse supernovae using an idealized model of

a standing accretion shock. We show that although this model is stable to

radial perturbations, non-radial modes can grow due to a feedback

between turbulence in the postshock gas and the nominally spherical

shock front. The result is an expanding, aspherical blastwave with

postshock flow dominated by low-order modes.

The two abstracts share some similarities. They are both informative abstracts, in

that they both describe the results of the research.  Also, they both contain nearly

the same content organization—both describe what the team set out to examine

and what results the simulation yielded. However, the abstracts have telling

differences. First, the team draws more narrowly-focused conclusions during this

poster session. Notice that, in this abstract, what was once described as a

“pressure wave” has now become an “aspherical blastwave” (which details the
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wave). Here, the team emphasizes the presence of the instability and its

asymmetry by making it the subject of the topic sentence. In the prior abstract,

the topic sentence merely reports that the team is investigating whether or not

the instability exists. They also announce the instability’s cause: an inherent,

systemic asymmetry. The more time the team spent honing the simulation, the

more precise a picture they painted of its significance. However, the first work

provides a solid foundation for future work—both the SAS paper itself and the

next presentation.

My research also yielded another continuous point of comparison—a

presentation, delivered in October 2002, the same month that the team heard

back from the Astrophysical Journal that their paper would be published. The

presentation set out to determine what it would take to predict gravitational wave

signatures—and thus the mechanism—of core collapse supernovae. The

instability—which is the “news” of the SAS paper—shows up in the third

presentation slide as one point of a three-bulleted list enumerating possible

sources of gravitational waves—non-spherical collapse, antistrophic neutrino

emissions and instabilities. (See Figure 5.) The presentation goes on to claim that

the group expects to have the hardware and software capabilities to build 3-D

models in the next five years. Slide three reports that no 2-D pre-collapse models

of supernovae existed. Finally, it sets up accretion shock instability as a “new

twist” or possible mode of convention compared to proto-neutron star

convention and neutrino-driven convection. Rather than proclaiming that the
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instability exists, slide 21 notes that axisymmetry is broken and slide 22 lists

implications as questions: “SAS Instability: Help initiate explosion? Occur after

explosion initiated? Not at all?”

Figure 5: TSI Presentation Slide

Source: Mezzacappa “Predicting”

<http://cgwp.gravity.psu.edu/events/SrcSimDA/slides/Mezzacappa.pdf>

The presentations give us points of comparison with which to measure

what realities constrain the TSI work.  Here, the team sets the SAS paper in the

background, alongside other TSI projects. The instability is not the only object of

study in this presentation. TSI sets its work up at the forefront of research into

neutrino emissions and non-spherical collapse, as well.  In light of TSI’s other

work, the instability adds richness to the team’s data and poses more questions

worth studying in the future. Further, in this presentation, information about

supernova isn’t the only benefit from TSI work. The team whets its audience’s

appetites with the prospect of much-needed 3-D modeling. Other

genre—presentations and abstracts, in particular—serve as forerunners to the
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SAS paper; they provide much of the foundational data for the paper.  The team

probably also incorporated lessons learned from interactions with peers at the

conference.  Not only do e-mail conversations help the TSI team manage multiple

locations and researchers, data from previous, related documents and projects

also establish a framework for the SAS article. Abstracts and slides from prior

conference show that the TSI team began shaping the story of this research long

before the first draft of the SAS paper.

5.5 Macroscopic Data: Institutional Affiliations

Furthermore macroscopic data shows that the pure pursuit of new scientific

knowledge is not the only motivation for the team; institutional affiliations affect

writer intentions and limit simulation technology. In minutes from a meeting on

April 5-6, 2004, of the Advanced Science Computing Advisory Committee,

Mezzacappa described working with SciDAC.  The minutes reflect that SciDAC

has funding through 2005 and “will be recompeted in FY06. Discussions are

ongoing about the future of SciDAC with …with the offices of Biological and

Environmental Research (BER), Basic Energy Sciences (BES), Fusion Energy

Sciences (FES), High-Energy Physics (HEP), and Nuclear Physics (NP).” The

group asked for community feedback on “how SciDAC should go forward. The

present progress needs to be preserved, and new initiatives need to be planned,

even during difficult budget years.” When asked whether the organization was

“changing how science was done,” Mezzacappa “said that ‘SciDAC is like World
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Cup soccer, like a religion.’ Dave Bader cited pragmatics: the program needs

investments and broad funding support.” Unlike other scientists who described

the funding agency’s import, Mezzacappa uses figurative language. This

particular simile—likening affiliation to the funding agency to religious or sports

zealotry—emphasizes the intensity of collaborations with and allegiances to the

DOE. Both followers and fans closely identify with their religion and sports team.

And, they feel vehemently about their participation.  They also tend to have very

strong opinions about how their team and church or temple should conduct itself.

Whether or not Mezzacappa meant the simile sincerely or ironically, the

statement does give some indication of the high-stakes culture of scientists

funded by high-profile Federal agencies. The minutes also bring into focus the

complex and tenuous nature of funding for the theoretical sciences.  Having to

repetitively compete for funds from multiple granting and affiliated agencies

must play a role in how scientists report their work.

Macroscopic data also yields another continuous point of comparison:

peripheral documents demonstrate how governmental interests contextualize the

SAS findings. The team framed its work differently to achieve different social

ends.  For example, when the Department of Energy describes their work in

newsletters and annual reports, the focus shifts from explaining a supernova

mechanism to potential applications of the technology for creating the

simulations.  Mezzacappa explains in a publicity interview prior to publication of

the SAS paper: “Our work addresses very broad themes important to the DOE’s
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national mission…the ability to model the movement of radiation through matter

and its interaction with that matter is a concern…for people who model internal

combustion engines, climate patterns, and…better tools for radiation therapy.”

The team tailored its message for the DOE in such a way that justifies spending

public money on the TSI projects. Governmental affiliations determine what TSI

claimed was the import of their work. A year after the SAS publication,

Mezzacappa reported the news—that they’d discovered an instability—in a news

brief for Krell Institute, a company that helps support many government-

sponsored science and technology projects. The article describes the team and

their work: “[T]his multi-disciplinary team approach is paying off…‘We

discovered that the shock wave itself can become unstable, either aiding or

altering the shape of the explosion,’ says Mezzacappa.  ‘Like the SciDAC name

says, that was scientific discovery through advanced computing.’”  Here, again,

Mezzacappa again aligns what they do, and what they found, closely with

SciDAC’s purpose and with Krell Institute’s interests.

In turn, the organizations that sponsor the TSI team cite the SAS project in

their annual reports. Governmental agencies value such annual reports. They use

the reports to justify funding, report to the Congress and others for whom it is

important to keep an accounting of how they spend money.  For example, in

2003, editors and scientists prepared an annual report to the director of the

Office of Science of the Department of Energy. The transmittal letter articulated

the importance of the report.
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   We find herein…that favorable trends in computational power and

networking, scientific software engineering and infrastructure, and

modeling and algorithms are allowing several applications to approach

thresholds beyond which lies new knowledge of both fundamental and

practical kinds. A major increase in investment in computational modeling

and simulation is appropriate at this time, so that our citizens are the first

to benefit from particular new fruits of scientific simulation, and indeed,

from an evolving culture of simulation science.

   Based on the encouraging first two years of the Scientific Discovery

through Advanced Computing initiative, we believe that balanced

investment in scientific applications, applied mathematics, and computer

science, with cross-accountabilities between these constituents, is a

program structure worthy of extension. (Office of Science 1)

Annual reports like this one explain and legitimate scientific research to policy

makers and granting bodies. The report editors above cite SciDAC’s work, in

particular, of which TSI is a subgroup. Later in the report, the editors discuss

TSI’s results as “newly discovered shock wave instability and resulting stellar

explosions (supernovae), in two- and three-dimensional simulations” that are

important to the Office of Science insofar as (i) “core collapse supernovae…are

the dominant source of elements in the Periodic Table between oxygen and iron”

and (ii) “extremes of density, temperature, and composition…in

supernovae…[involve]…fundamental nuclear and particle physics that would
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otherwise be inaccessible in terrestrial experiments” (Office of Science 29).

Report editors have these tangible benefits in mind when, in the transmittal

letter, they mention “fruits of scientific simulation” worthy of more government

funding. The TSI simulationists are leaders in their field. The team also

underscores the broader value of simulation work, which, to some, might seem

rather abstract. Here, the report editors promise both “fundamental and

practical” benefits, but also advantages for fuel-consuming citizens. Essentially,

annual reports work like marketing materials for organizations like SciDAC and

the DOE Office of Science. Report editors explicitly align their scientific

objectives with administrative (if not political) ones.

Another annual report, published by the National Energy Research

Scientific Computing (NERSC) Center in 2001, offered germs of the conclusions

ultimately made in the SAS paper. NERSC hosted one of the larger labs in the

SciDAC affiliate. Report editors could not announce the instability outright,

because TSI had not drawn that conclusion yet: “[T]he blue and green regions

depict the turbulent environment beneath the supernova shock wave” (NERSC

73).  Here, it is no longer an instability, but an undefined “turbulent

environment” in question, whose answer will provide a “link in our chain of

origins from the Big Bang to the present” and  “a new class of multidimensional

supernova models” (NERSC 73). The turbulence in and of itself does not justify

TSI’s work—the possibility that understanding the instability might lead to

discovering new means for binding energy does.  The latter goal more closely
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aligns with DOE explicit directives. Annual report editors can even market the

value of piecemeal results.

 Other points of comparison further evidence the team’s attention to

institutional affiliations. The team gives a nod in the article to their funding

sources.  In the very first e-mail transmittals, Mezzacappa reminded Blondin to

add an acknowledgement section to the article. “I have a boiler plate that has to

go in the acknowledgements at the end, plus I want to site SciDAC too. We can

add these when we're near a final draft. I will e-mail the boiler plate to you for

inclusion.” Within the draft Blondin sends to Mezzacappa in June 2004,

Mezzacappa mentions to Blondin where to add SciDAC’s name to a long list of

acknowledgements including Oak Ridge National Laboratory, North Carolina

Supercomputing Center, and the Centers for Computational Sciences. At the top

of the list, Mezzacappa inserts the following comment:

JOHN: You need to add your boiler plate here. It probably would be

appropriate for you to acknowledge support from the SciDAC grant. How's

this: J.M.B. is supported in part by a SciDAC grant from the U.S.

Department of Energy High Energy and Nuclear Physics Program.

Gross and Harmon reported how almost 58% of 20th-century scientific articles

included acknowledgements of funding agencies, and other scientists who helped

the research (181).  “We conjecture that the discrete acknowledgment section

arose because of the growing complexity of work arrangements, even though

science itself has largely remained the work of small groups” (Gross and Harmon
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181). Although Gross and Harmon do not consider these “communicative

matters” but rather “social arrangements” (181), given how differently the team

frame their results and constrains their simulations in governmental reports and

press materials, these social arrangements obviously bear upon communicative

matters.

Furthermore, since external funding affords simulation resources, social

arrangements can also constrain the simulation process itself. In the second

round of e-mail transmittals (July 2002), Blondin reports a computer crash that

delayed completion of other simulation iterations. “Things were going well on the

3-D simulation until our IBM came crashing down…I am having severe problems

with the speed of writing…on Eagle, but [we’re] working on it.  Once that is fixed

I can continue on Eagle if our IBM is not resurrected soon.” The crash raises a

dilemma—Blondin wants to take their findings to conference with some flair. “I

have 190 3-D datasets on disk, and asked Ross if he can make a nice 3-D

rendered movie next week that we can take to our respective conferences.

Hopefully we can turn this into a quick ApJ letter comparing 2-D and 3D.” Had

TSI more capacious or more expensive computers, would it have delayed them?

Did knowing the limitations of their own system impose further limitations on

the kinds of ad hoc decisions they could and could not make?

They certainly do affect the freedom with which scientists share code.

Mezzacappa explained how the newest versions of simulation software haven’t

been released yet for copyright reasons. In the long run, TSI will distribute the
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software, as they did older generations of VH1. “While some groups under

SciDAC, like Mezzacappa’s, are developing the next generation of community

codes for users, other groups are building tools for the developers, themselves, so

that the latest algorithmic technology migrates into not just one application, but

is available across a common interface for many applications” (Keyes news

release). However, for now, Mezzacappa and Blondin could not give me the most

recent versions, for the sake of intellectual property. The code itself becomes its

own publication, scholarship and justification for reappointment and additional

funding. Long before and long after the SAS paper, TSI jockeyed their research

for institutional and scientific advancement and laurels. Article writing and

simulation decision-making begin not at the beginning of a project but well

before, in presentations, grants, and other peripheral documentation and at the

mercy of funding agencies, media, resources and time.

5.6 Discussion

Mesoscopic and macroscopic analyses yielded more continuous data

points with which to comprehend microscopic data from Chapter 4.  The

meaning of the SAS project entails not only the published article but also

recursive deliberations, prior conference presentations, and anticipation about

audience expectations and organizational needs. The physical limitations of

simulation resources and organizational funding might have called for the more

deliberative rhetorical figures in earlier drafts of the SAS article.  Time and

hardware constraints probably narrowed options for choosing symmetries and
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running iterations. The addition of first-person ad hoc explanations inspired by

reviewer correspondence must also help account for why the SAS drafts increased

active constructions. Furthermore, that the team anticipated audience objections

in e-mail conversations might have been why they did not report more

deliberation and rebuttals for explaining their ad hoc choices in the published

work. They might have felt that the text already answered those backstage

questions. Interactions with peers during conferences (where the began reporting

the SAS project long before the article) probably made counter-arguments and

other audience objections  (noted in the recursive e-mails between collaborators

and suggested by more deliberative rhetorical figures) more vivid during drafting.

In fact, given the manner in which others cited the SAS article, it’s unclear that

the actual audience read their paper with as much precision as the team itself did

its own drafts during recursive e-mail exchanges.

The published SAS article might have masked the team’s agency, but the

document trail of prior drafts, e-mails, presentations, newsletter articles and

other writings about the SAS simulation revealed how counterargument, others’

work, prior TSI articles, deliberation and other rhetorical figures justified their ad

hoc decisions (such as setting parameters, making eliminations, and adding

creative elements to the simulation).  In fact, during the drafting process, the

team developed the most important finding in the SAS paper—the “news” about

an alternative mechanism for supernova explosion—thanks in part to abduction

and pathos.  However, those who cited the SAS paper in their work all but
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disregarded the intricately rhetorical process; instead, most of the citations

repeated the “news” from the SAS paper for their own purposes.  We also saw

how social pressures (from governmental institutions and the scholarly

community) bore upon not only how simulationists frame and report their

findings, but also whether or not they have the resources for making and sharing

simulation software. It appears that team tweaked the story about the SAS project

more for newsletters and other organizational records than for the journal

reviewer.

Further, the SAS team retained rhetorical consciousness throughout the

drafting process and as they tailor the “story” about their simulation from venue

to venue. This finding runs contrary to some studies in the rhetoric of science and

technical communication where scientists are often construed as either hostile to

the rhetorical process or ignorant of it. Take, for example, what Berkenkotter and

Huckin discovered about Davis, a biologist encouraged by journal editors to show

how her work on a particular fungus pertained to a substance that can improve

the body's natural response to diseases such as cancer.

Davis strikes us as a typical working scientist, one who sees laboratory

research and rhetorical activity as distinctly separate. Her distaste for the

disingenuous, her cynicism regarding the “phony story” she had to

construct, suggests that she was very aware of the difference between

recounting local history in her lab and contextualizing that history within a
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narrative framework. (Berkenkotter and Huckin "You Are What You Cite”

58)

Davis all but resented having to alter her introduction so as to connect her

work (even remotely) to a larger issue of concern. Compare Davis to the TSI

team, who substantiated some ad hoc decisions and eliminate others from later

drafts of the article. They spoke differently about the same research in the

newsletter than they did in the article. The TSI team understood early on that lab

activities weren’t foreign to rhetorical implications. One possible explanation for

Berkenkotter and Huckin’s findings is that their study uses a bi-level analysis;

they gathered interviews (mesoscopic) and drafts (microscopic). While it

mentions some macroscopic analysis—a few comments made by reviewers—it

does not address the continuum of her writings on the subject—writings about

the same SAS project prior and subsequent to drafting the research article.

Doing so might reveal how Davis ultimately learns and uses rhetorical savvy.

New studies in the rhetoric of science have revealed how the drafting

process births scientific conclusions. My textual analysis showed how, abduction,

rhetorical figures and counter-argument techniques helped TSI set simulation

parameters. In the case of the SAS project, abduction and counter-

argument—often thought to play an integral role in hypothesis making—helped

inspire new conclusions during the drafting process. Furthermore, according to

Fahnestock and Secor (“Stasis”), science typically enlists the lower stases (i.e.,

existence, definition) in writing and argumentation. However, this chapter shows
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how ad hoc decision-making involves higher stasis (i.e., cause, evaluation,

proposal) for evaluating alternatives and justifying reasons for making decisions.

In comparison, Rymer used interviews and compose-aloud protocols and

found two ways that scientists develop findings: (1) For some, the research article

directs activities in the lab and,  (2) for others, the writing process begets the

research article.  “[D]iscovery is a significant component of [one participant’s]

writing, and participation in the compose-aloud sessions enabled him to perceive

this fact… At the other extreme are researchers who thoroughly integrate the

science and the writing, using the planned document to govern the experimental

work” (Rymer 238 and 239). My research uncovered another type: scientists for

whom the creative process begins even before the first draft (in previous

incarnations of ideas such as poster presentations) and extends well beyond the

article drafting process (in abstracts, white papers and post-presentations).

Article writing began for TSI not at the beginning of a project but well before, in

presentations, newsletter interviews and other peripheral documentation. In the

case of the SAS paper, I show how computational studies in astrophysics build

from pre-texts and drafts. This runs contrary to many other studies that limit

meaning production to the drafting process. The “point” of the SAS paper evolves

from pre-texts, recursive drafts, and excitement about the possibilities.

My data also have implications for prior studies on the reading habits of

scientists. To date, no study exists of the reading habits of astrophysicists in

particular, but Bazerman does discuss how physicists read physics (Shaping
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Chapter 8). Readers skim for information directly pertinent to their own interests

and chunk the rest (Bazerman Shaping 246). Often, they read methods sections

for no other reason but to look for new methodological tricks. They also call on

personally organized knowledge (schema)—scanning (words, names of

phenomena and researchers) and predicting content (based on the cue words)

(Bazerman Shaping 242-5). Then they use this information to put the article

within personal schema of the field. This “map” of the field is shaped by problems

in the field, personal perspectives on the advancement of field and the readers’

own set of research (Bazerman Shaping 247-50). Considering how physicists read

texts, how the TSI team excluded details about their methods from the published

draft, and how other researchers’ cited most important claim in SAS article

without much alteration or hedging, it is a wonder that pertinent details get

transmitted at all.

Ultimately, given what we’ve learned from all levels of data, five criteria

governed what ad hoc decisions the TSI team chose and how they defended them:

(1) They were quantifiable. The TSI team chose some methods because those

methods produced quantifiable data to which to compare. (2) They were

physical.  The team took key components of physical evidence to duplicate in

the simulations—key insofar as they were the base features established by

observational data. (3) They were comparable. The team chose conditions

and methods specifically for comparing their work to others. (4) They were

reasonable—they had internal logical. The team set parameters justified by
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their own work’s ends. They wanted the simulation to test and achieve certain

results—and avoid disruption from unwanted elements. This desire often decided

parameters and ad hoc actions. (5) They were believable. The team used

abduction and counterarguments to determine which decisions their audience

would have a tough time believing and which their audience would accept

intuitively (or, at least, without reservation or question).

Earlier in Chapter 2, I explained that Stephen Witte differentiates between

three different types of data that contextualize meaning: material texts (from

“hard-copy existence”), memorial texts (from prior experiences), and projected

texts (that exist “potentially as anticipated or projected events”) (Witte 264).

Insofar as these three dimensions connect meaning to those extralinguistic

phenomena (i.e., lived experience), they contextualize meaning (Witte 268-9).

Likewise, the meaning of the SAS project engaged material, memorial and

projected texts. The material formalities of the published report draft are only

one component. It is clear from multiple drafts and peripheral documents how

memorial texts (i.e., the team’s organizational allegiances, e-mail conversations

with each other and with journal reviewers about their work, prior poster and

conference presentations) and projected texts (i.e., future funding, anticipated

audience response, expectations about future uses of the code) substantiate the

meaning of the SAS project.  Projected and memorial texts dictate how the TSI

team framed their material texts internally (to SciDAC and DOE) versus

externally (in conference presentations). In organizational newsletters and
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annual reports, the SAS project was significant to understanding nuclear power.

However, in conference abstracts and slides, the project has far-reaching

importance for simulation modeling and paradigms of supernova theory.

Furthermore, those researchers who cited the SAS article in their own work

brought different material, memorial and projected texts to bear and, thereby,

used the “news” reported in the SAS paper to their own advantages.  Yet, even in

the thick network of meaning negotiation, the most significant message of the

SAS paper—the instability as alternative explanation for supernova

mechanism—endured.
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Chapter Six: Summary, Conclusions and Implications

This dissertation continues research on computer programming in the rhetoric of

science and technical communication; in particular, it employs multi-level textual

analysis to study a much-used but often-misunderstood genre, computer

simulations. This work establishes simulation as a rhetorical process as well as

product. Critical theory treated simulation like a product alone insofar as

Baudrillard and others underscored simulations’ capacity to deceive others. And

computer science treated programs like texts alone insofar as empirical and

observational studies into programming style and comprehension investigated

the syntax and other superficial features of code.  In contrast, this dissertation

researched rhetorical figures and external influences (from the scientific

community and institutional affiliations) that came into play when simulationists

eliminated factors, added artificial factors, set initial parameters and used

particular algorithms. Tri-level textual analysis in technical communication

allowed a look beyond the product and text to extra-linguistic influences

meaningful to the simulation. Hence, this dissertation helped uncover relational

meaning of a simulation program. I triangulated microscopic, mesoscopic and

macroscopic data to retrace the extra-textual dynamics that gave a simulation its

meaning.

Furthermore, in this dissertation, simulation was offered up as a distinct

mode in the scientific imagination. Unlike the others, simulation employs

abductive reasoning to produce virtual evidence, which has all the
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potential/power of the real thing without being the thing itself.  In both the SAS

paper and claisen reaction cases, simulation wielded explanatory power: (i) The

organic chemistry animations helped explain microscopic phenomena and

pinpoint the best binding sites. (ii) Eventually, the reviewer saw the TSI

simulation—and, therefore, the new supernova explosion vehicle—Blondin and

Mezzacappa’s way (or at least close enough to publish the SAS paper). And (iii)

the scientific community used the “news” of the SAS article to further explain and

frame their own scientific endeavors.

As discussed in earlier chapters, linguistic versions of meaning could not

address the multi-layered complexity of the TSI project. Tri-level analysis helps

counterweigh psychoanalytical components of linguistic analysis that made

formalism prone to context oblivion. With three different levels of scope, formal

analysis can actually serve to help reveal what scientific research means, given

the multiple modes and venues in which professional scientists deliver their

work. Admittedly, the multiple details I gathered in this dissertation probably

suggest many more conclusions than the ones made in the discussion sections in

Chapters Three, Four and Five. While continuous versus discrete data helped me

manage and synthesize the thick layers of data, this dissertation obviously does

not exhaust all of the possible interpretations. Rather, this dissertation is an

entrée into the rhetoric of computer simulations. The following two sections

summarize a few of its initial, but essential conclusions and implications.
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Conclusions

Tri-level analysis gets at how simulations mean rather than

what simulations mean. Linguistic theories of meaning often privilege the

sign and fixate upon whether or not the sign matched the truth or the reality of

things. For example, the SAS simulation is virtual evidence of an absent object—a

supernova. So, when we ask “what does it mean” on a microscopic level, the

question implies that the referent object (e.g., the supernova, the instability) is

the “what” that simulations means. In this case, the simulation does not

correspond perfectly to the thing it represents. In fact, simulationists often

knowingly impose differences, for the sake of the simulation.

The SAS analysis shows us how simulations mean multiple processes,

authorial investments, and social implications. Simulation code means cultural

and rhetorical implications—a programmer’s desire to distinguish self from other

programmers, prior work on algorithms, potential contrivances caused by

eliminations or impositions. In the case of the SAS simulation, the simulation

means those moments where a team sets parameters to distance or align their

work with certain computational models, with organizational affiliations, and

other influences. It also means not only lab work, but also e-mail epiphanies

inspired during the recursive process of reading over drafts. The SAS simulation

gained momentum between different documents regarding different activities

and different discursive modes and tones. And the document trail reveals

administrative, social and interpersonal tensions in the foreground and
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background. Social, cultural, and institutional influences shaped the TSI team’s

work. The e-mails reveal how the team negotiated meanings between drafts and

between each other. They also expose how the work (and discussions about the

work) changed slightly when the journal reviewers weighed in and cultural

demands of the astrophysical community came to bear. Once published, the work

took on new significance as other researchers’ cited and used it for their own

ends.  The SAS project had different impact for the governmental agency for

which the team worked.

Meaning is a process that can produce texts; texts cannot contain or

monopolize interconnected networks and activities that I described above. The

SAS paper shows that the process of meaning—gathering together and mediating

different influences, ideas, interests—leads to more meanings, which, in turn,

both represent and influence action. In our lifetime, we might never know for

sure if accretion shocks actually mechanize supernova. We can, however, see how

the TSI team’s ideas evolve from project to project, from their work to others’

work, from e-mail drafts to journal publications. Each incarnation of the SAS

story built upon prior incarnations, others’ work, social constraints, and

institutional allegiances. Microscopic analysis of the article and code drafts

revealed how the team changed each draft to isolate the strongest story—one that

zeroed in on a consistent narrative about their research or appeased journal

requirements and organizational demands. Mesoscopic analysis revealed how

their own work, passions, and suspicions about their audience compelled their
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decisions. Macroscopic analysis exposed how institutional affiliations, agendas

and other social influences affected how they told the story of their research.

Much the way simulation is the virtual evidence of a supernova, writing is

the virtual evidence of meaning, thought, being, action and intent. Meaning isn’t

something that transfers (with perfect correlation) from one person to another.

Meaning also is not purely semantic—it is also actions and processes not

contained in words, but virtually represented by them.  What we say (and write)

virtually demonstrates what we do and believe.  In this way, texts are virtual

evidence of meaning. The SAS article, for example, means earlier accounts of the

project, institutional stakes, and input from reviewers.  Also, the SAS paper, the

code and the claisen reaction all get represented in articles, presentations, and e-

mail correspondence. They all virtually convey the meaning of the

simulation—always almost, but not completely. Much more went into the process

than what one text shows, however. For example, much more than what is

reported in the final SAS article went into deciding for or against certain set

parameters. Writing about it captured its essence (if not the whole thing or the

real thing). In fact, it captured its potential—what people might believe about the

simulation—and the audiences who read it interpreted more or less or different

potentialities from it.

Virtual does not mean completely without actual grounds. Some

work in rhetoric of science to date has positioned itself against what Gaonkar

calls the recalcitrance of science, or its ability to produce objective truths (“The
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Idea”).  By drawing attention to the virtual nature of simulations, I do not mean

to say that science has no bases in actual, factual, and/or verifiable events.  I do

not subscribe to postmodern notions of meaning that are preoccupied with the

sign’s instability. As I mentioned when I discussed Biesecker’s work and social

constructivism in Chapter 2, theory mustn’t confuse ideas with the external

realities, nor should it downplay the sign’s ability to represent the world and

calibrate common sense.   McGuire and Melia explain how norms and laws

ground scientific research. They say that (1) while scientific practices governed by

methodological norms produce and perpetuate scientific knowledge, information

about the physical world “provides a significant constraint on the sorts of aims,

norms, and methods which science continues to produce” (McGuire and Melia

79). And (2) while science cannot give us absolute truths about nature,

observations and other natural evidences “guide” science insofar as they “contain

uneliminable elements…by which we interrogate” nature (McGuire and Melia

88).  Gaonkar, McGuire, Melia, Sokal and others disagree with those who claim

that language (and all its slippages) prevents science from reporting what really

exists in the world. Other current philosophical and rhetorical inquiries into the

conscience and self-deception also indicate that (in spite of postmodern

skepticism about the sign and signified) moral and rhetorical agents still calibrate

their actions and ideas by some sense of truth and/or reality (Budziszewski,

Craig). My data does not suggest that rhetoric overturns the value of actual

observation in organic chemistry or astrophysics. In fact, initial conditions of
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both the claisen reaction and the SAS paper called upon observational data

(albeit partial, at times) gathered from high-powered telescopes, microscopes,

and neutrino calculators.

However, I do think it’s fair to say that theoretical scientists (such as the

TSI astrophysicists) are interested in what particular equations, assumptions and

eliminations mean for their own objects of study—namely, a physical

phenomenon that they might not live to see with their own eyes, nor verify for

themselves. In this case, they are not interested in knowledge in the traditional

sense—first-hand, immediate, etc.  These scientists are vitally interested in

making sense of what they have at present—virtually materializing abstract

equations and theories in the here and now—in order to continue research. In

this way, facts in disciplines as obtuse as astrophysics do, in Fleck’s words, resist

arbitrariness. I believe the same can be said of other theoretical sciences wherein

verifiability takes a back seat to documenting useful meaning. Simulationists

often don’t have an observable, present object to study and know.  In these cases,

the simulations actualize possibilities now; they articulate a present and forecast

a future.

 While I do not believe that this study challenges the fundamental

usefulness and importance of observations, it does suggest something about the

production of scientific facts in theoretical sciences, in general (and astrophysics

and high-end organic chemistry, in specific). And, it appears from my work that,

in theoretical sciences, the ultimate goal might be verisimilitude, but the
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immediate question isn’t truth so much as explanatory or narrative power. It can

be argued that theoretical sciences are making theories for both the long haul and

the next logical step toward better understanding.

In this way, my findings support some suppositions of realism and social

constructivism and challenge others. For example, in Latour’s terms, the Janus

dichotomy is not as pronounced in theoretical sciences. Latour described the

tension between ready made science and science in the making in terms of Janus,

the Roman god of doorways and gates (Science).  For Latour, the Janus’ two

heads facing in opposite directions epitomized the tension between private

science (in the throws of production) and public science (reported in journals and

at conferences). One side speaks with authority and absolutism: “Science is not

bent by the multitude of opinions” (Science 32). The other side probes and

inquires: “How to be stronger than the multitude of opinions?” (Science 32). In

the TSI case, the SAS article did evolve from less certain to more certain

rhetorical moves.  However, the Janus does not account for different ethos

projected by TSI, members of whom consider themselves scientists, teachers and

governmental researchers. Earlier chapters of this dissertation illustrate how

different affiliations and occasions called for different degrees of certitude and

flexibility on the part of the TSI team. Also, the organizational ethos was one of

perpetual promise and future development. In the annual report and the

newsletters, for example, the researchers and report editors promised something

newer, bigger, and better on the horizon—namely, more explicit connections
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between their research and nuclear physics.  Furthermore, Latour depicts a

rather inflexible and contextually-ignorant senior voice of the Janus. However,

the senior TSI researchers showed clear rhetorical savvy and awareness of science

in the making during e-mail conversations, newsletter interviews, and

presentations.

On the other hand, my findings also suggest that rhetoric does bear upon

the production of orthodox, computational scientific facts.   Sokal approves of

interpreting unorthodox science with social principles:

There is a long and honorable tradition of socio-political critique of

science, including critiques of anthropological pseudo-science and

eugenics…First one shows, using conventional scientific arguments, why

the research in question is flawed according to the ordinary canons of

good science; then, and only then, one attempts to explain how the

researchers’ social prejudice (which may well have been unconscious) led

them to violate these cannons). (“What the Social Text Affair Does”)

If Sokal means to imply that rhetorical decisions do not come to bear upon

accepted science, I would qualify the claim.  I’d argue that in simulation science,

rhetorical figures and decisions do help simulationists produce valid claims.

Take, for example, the SAS case, wherein abduction, deliberatio and other

rhetorical strategies enabled the team to make ad hoc decisions. However, I

would agree with Sokal that these rhetorical choices are part and parcel of

scientific reasoning: “[T]here is no fundamental ‘metaphysical’ difference
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between the epistemology of science…and everyday life…[A]ll human beings…use

the same basic methods of induction, deduction and assessment of evidences as

do physicists or biochemists” (“What the Social Text Affair Does”).

Computational scientists must use sound rhetorical principles like anyone else.

Finally, relational meaning and tri-level analysis problematize

rhetorical “success.” The SAS paper seems successful considering the

frequency with which it was cited without alteration within a few years of its

publication. However, time and new research might change the tenor of the

citations; the journal reviewer’s comments illustrate how. We saw how the team’s

tendency to downplay reporting their own actions (by, for example,

foregrounding the simulation and the phenomena as sentence subjects) did not

prevent the journal editor from questioning their ad hoc decisions. In return, they

altered the paper very little, but with a difference: They used more first-person

(researcher-subject) sentences to make their case in reply correspondence. Which

incarnation of the SAS story was more successful? The article that reviewers and

editors ultimately published? The first draft to incorporate new revelations from

e-mail correspondence? The earlier drafts that contained more rhetorical figures

underpinning ad hoc decisions? The newsletter and report accounts that will

hopefully convince the DOE to continue funding their work? There are many

ways by which we might measure the SAS project a “success”—(i) when TSI

receives more funding, (ii) when more fellow scientists cite the work, (iii) when
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the government puts their findings to use making alternative energies and ending

the energy crisis, or (iv) when others in the field confirm or extend TSI findings.

I would also hypothesize that mesoscopic dynamics might help decide

their work’s rhetorical longevity. The SAS paper followed on the poster

presentations, articles and interviews where the TSI team trumpeted their work.

In fact, the team e-mailed messages to one another about the urgency to publish

the work because the scientific community was already abuzz with a version of

the news. The article’s continued success might also partially depend on further,

similar promotion. The published work, then, only communicates part of the

paper’s success. Indeed, depending on how you define rhetorical success, other

incarnations of their reports might matter more.

For example, further research might reveal that the white paper (the in-

house version of the SAS report) has more of an impact than the journal article

insofar as it perpetuates institutional memory for conducting further research.

The white paper streamlines the story of the SAS project in such a way that

emphasizes the groundbreaking findings and, thereby, warrants further research.

Perhaps the team will refer to it more often, give its integrated content and

explicit discussion. Or, perhaps the team’s blurbs in organizational newsletters

and annual reports will have the greater impact. In those instances, the team told

an abbreviated story about their research that had less to do with solving the

supernova explosion mystery than tapping into power for practical applications
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(of interest to the Department of Energy). Therefore, it might be the case this

story is the one that compels future funding, TSI’s lifeline.

Implications

Continued research would expand our understanding of computer simulations in

the rhetoric of science and technical communication.

This work has implications for generic analysis of computer

simulation articles. It would be interesting to see if computational science is

evolving a different kind of scientific article. Gross and Harmon identify five

kinds of scientific reports with different aims. Experimental articles recount lab

work. Observational articles describe natural objects in nature. Mathematical

articles explain causes for physical relationships. Theoretical articles offer

concepts that might confirm those explanations. Methodological articles present

means for doing experiments, running tests. If the SAS paper represents another

genre, then it appears to combine features from all of the above, insofar as

simulations incorporate lab work (tweaking code and incorporating findings from

nuclear physics), mathematical calculations and translations, and theoretical and

mathematical implications.

According to my findings, computational articles might differ in

organization, citations, hedging and other features. Compared to the typical

modern research article (as described in Gross et al.), the SAS paper contained

separate methods sections for computational and mathematical equations and
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fewer hedges overall. Also, I found that while the SAS paper gradually increased

in citation number (from 0.3 per 100 words in the first, to 0.4 in the second, 0.5

in the fourth and the published drafts), the number never rose to the level Gross

reported (169). The SAS paper demonstrates the forward tone that scientsts often

use when making claims about their work and refuting the alternatives—the

paper tended to emphasize the phenomena over their methods. And, ultimately,

despite the groundbreaking news, the SAS introductions also tended to frame the

news in terms of continuing research rather than filling a gap in the field.

Perhaps other computational articles share these and other characteristic

features. Future studies could help catalog the features of computational articles.

Future work should investigate alternative communication

media for long-distance teams. TSI meeting minutes revealed their need to

find alternative media with which to communicate between ever-growing

numbers of contributors around the world and around the globe. At the

Advanced Scientific Computing Advisory Committee Meeting in March 2003,

Mezzacappa reflected on the challenges of communication between collaborators

at multiple locations:

Mezzacappa [reported how]…they hold two full-collaborative meetings each

year and several sub-collaborative meetings. Representatives from the

ORNL Integrated Software Infrastructure Centers (ISICs) are very helpful.

All of these communications are supported by e-mail and telephone

messages. McRae said that that is the traditional way of conducting science
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and asked about new ways of moving data around. Mezzacappa responded

that the Access Grid has helped those who have it. McRae suggested that

they might want to look at how industries do it (running enterprises around

the world 24 hours a day). Mezzacappa said the researchers were making

headway but need a lot of other interaction channels.

Other than an intranet network called the “Access Grid,” the TSI team uses rather

traditional methods of communication—e-mail, telephone calls.  McRae also

makes an excellent point that industry and other Internet and wireless

innovations might better support the team’s writing activities and patterns.

In the case of the SAS paper, the TSI team communication patterns work thus so:

each draft is sandwiched between e-mail and phone discussions that precipitated

changes, which were usually marked by asterisks within the text, or written in

individual e-mails, or not marked at all. Also, words borrowed from the e-mails

themselves and other media made their way into the article drafts. Researchers

have reported new software designed in other settings.  Farkas found that new

communication technology can aid their interactions:

There are very interesting noncommercial systems which facilitate face-to-

face meetings… and which facilitate meetings among people working at

different locations…There are also systems designed to facilitate

collaborative writing in new ways. Neptune, for example, is an

experimental hypermedia system that enables the members of writing

teams to share texts across a network and, more significantly, to
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manipulate and view this pooled material in ways that help them visualize

the emerging document. (Farkas 26)

Also Paul, Charney and I discuss promising editorial processes that might also

inspire new writing work-flow for small teams such as TSI:

The journal Behavioral and Brain Sciences uses a system called open-peer

commentary in addition to traditional blind peer review.  Important

interdisciplinary articles on a variety of topics related to psychology and

neurology are selected through blind peer review and then are circulated

to a large number of scientists who are invited to write1,000-word

commentaries (critiques, elaborations, cross-specialty syntheses,

supplementary data, etc.). The original target article appears in print along

with 20 to 30 commentaries and the target author’s response. A similar

approach is used for major articles in the journal Current Anthropology.

More open-ended forums for response from readers are also developing.

For example, the Department of Philosophy at Brown University

maintains an electronic journal called BEARS devoted to publishing brief

reviews of recent articles on moral and political philosophy ...These new

forms of exchange make certain kinds of academic debate accessible for

analysis. (Paul, Charney and Kendall 18-19)

New technologies and editorial processes such as this one used by Behavioral and

Brain Sciences might aid the TSI team, for whom communication media can

make or break scientific knowledge production. Based on my analysis of the
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team’s composition habits, the team needs (i) accessibility, (ii) transcription, (iii)

edition tracking, (iv) flexibility (because much of the information gets used in

other media) and (v) privacy. Perhaps blogging, Wiki, the MOO, or tracking in

Word commenting would help. If the experience writing the SAS paper is any

indication—wherein the team dips into archives of their own work and frequently

cites the work of others—then a Wiki might benefit the team. Wiki interfaces

allow users not only to read but also to post, edit and track changes to

documents. Ironically, during the early 1990s—a heyday in hypermedia

history—it was Tim Berners-Lee and others in the physics community who

introduced a web-browser-like software (similar to the Wiki) that allowed users

to both edit, post and track data (Hughes).

E-mail played an essential role in teamwork for TSI. Based on their

patterns of writing and evolving ideas, blogs might also serve them well. Already,

many scientific communities have also begun using blogs to air insider

frustrations and preview, brainstorm and collaborate on fledgling ideas. Lately,

blogs have made headway in scientific community. For example, a blog hosted by

Los Alamos National Lab has received much press coverage for its candid

exposure of the inner workings and politics of one of the nation’s most important

research laboratories. Also RealClimate hosts discussions with fellow scientists

from multiple organizations and affiliations; bloggers have not only brought up

hotly debated current issues—such as global warming—but they have also used it

as a sounding board for published and near-published works.  While the TSI
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team might opt to password protect their blog, using asynchronous

communication such as this might (1) encourage informal discussions that

provide fodder for the published work and (2) invite counterargument and

audience comments vital for shaping the published work.

Future work could also translate lessons learned from

computational simulations to critique using simulation for teaching

purposes. I will frame these tips in terms of improving upon pedagogical

techniques absent from current prescriptions for using simulations for teaching

purposes. To date, books that teach instructors how to implement simulation into

lesson planning often elide fundamentals of simulation process discussed in this

dissertation. For example, Troyka’s Taking Action: Writing, Reading, Speaking,

and Listening through Simulation-Games, only provides a series of pre-made

vignettes to use for teaching stasis arguments. More recently, Aldrich’s

Simulation and the Future of Learning categorizes game types from which

instructors can choose to build simulations for learning class content. He offers

three basic simulation design principles for instructors (Aldrich 98-100): (1) All

subsystems would reflect and enrich the learning experience. (2) All subsystems

would reflect three content types: linear, cyclical and open-ended. And (3) all

subsystems would have to be easy to customize.

Neither vignettes nor three simplistic steps prepare instructors for the

degree of ad hoc decisions they must make in order to assemble a learning

experience with the virtue of real, workplace settings, if not an activity that
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achieves verisimilitude. In “Pseudotransactionality, Activity Theory and

Professional Writing,” Spinuzzi contrasts the differences between workplace and

classroom writing: (1) Authors use workplace writing for separate ends; students

write as an end to itself. (2) Because workplace writing serves to help perpetuate

institutional memory, it has longevity that classroom writing often does not

(Spinuzzi “Pseudotransactionality” 3).  In workplace writing, superiors have a

stake in a document, so they collaborate in its writing in ways that instructors

cannot with students.  For these and many other reasons, simulations, service

learning, and other attempts to bring the “real world” into the classroom can

smack of pretense and feel very contrived to student participants. As a corrective,

Spinuzzi suggests teaching socio-historical aspects of systemic elements of

communication.

I would add to Spinuzzi’s critique that classroom simulations often fail

because (1) they neglect to identify and isolate the essential differences between

the workplace activity they mean to simulate and (2) they do not fully factor in

those differences when making eliminations, additions, initial parameters and

other ad hoc decisions necessary for building simulations. For example, to help

achieve a semblance of the workplace, an instructor might construct a memo

assignment by which students must relay data to one another for completing the

next major assignment or another course in the degree plan. In this way, the

memo serves another end—namely, helping finish another assignment. In order

to retain the virtue of the experience of writing in workplace settings, instructors
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will have to make some ad hoc eliminations and substitutions to address the

differences between workplace and classroom writing. For example, instructors

might require students to write other than for the sake of earning a grade.  And,

rather than asking students to write for external clients (service learning) with

whom students will have no lingering contact, instructors might choose an end

with which students can immediately identify and in which students have an

immediate stake (e.g., writing to help the department or university accomplish

some end). However, given the complexity of computer simulations, I am highly

doubtful that exercise we prepare for class could achieve as convincing results

Future empirical studies could use surveys to assess whether

the rhetorical moves the TSI team used are true of most other

simulations. It would be interesting to see if other simulationists use the same

rhetorical figures at the same integral moments. For example, TSI used

pareuresis when justifying how they set initial conditions of their simulation—do

other teams use the same rhetorical moves do set similar parameters? Also,

longitudinal studies could assess how time, audience needs, and other pressures

in the scientific community altered the news regarding the SAS project.

Ethnographic observations (visits to computational science labs themselves)

could help trace institutional habits that further shape and constrain simulation

science—I only studied one of multiple teams funded by the DOE. More points of

comparison—for example, studying more DOE research teams—could help

identify whether DOE objectives expand or constrain the teams’ rhetorical
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productivity. All of these would aid the self-reflexivity that computational science

now undergoes.

Future work should also delve into the visual components of the

simulation product. Gross and Harmon found that scientific articles in the

20th century also employ graphic representations of information; 100% in the

final quarter of the century contained numbered figures with titles; 47% had

numbered tables with titles; and 40% had numbered equations (Gross and

Harmon 173). Overall, “more than half…have numbered tables of data (average of

five per article)…[and] more than half have numbered graphs of data (average of

five per article)…All figures have numbers along with the captions, as do all but

15% of tables” (Gross and Harmon 182). Graphics account for 26% of the article’s

surface area (Gross and Harmon 200) and 30% of the articles contained

photographs or drawings of phenomena rather than tables, charts or other

rendered data (Gross and Harmon 206). “[T]he process of preparing visual

representations involves both removing extraneous details and inserting

amplifying features in order to establish facts and explain them” (Gross and

Harmon 207). Future work could research the nature and reception of simulation

animation.  In particular, the TSI team used color-coded animations to illustrate

the surges and waves emanating from the core of their model. Unlike illustrations

and photography, these animations move through time. In this way, they

resemble the supernova themselves more so than illustrations.  However, unlike

digital or analog recordings, these animations do not capture fine-grained surface
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details of the object; simulated animations often require a key to help readers

understand what the colors and motions signify.  Simulated animations are a

hybrid between photography and illustrations—they have something of the

realistic value (or what Benjamin calls “aura” or authenticity) of photographs,

without the image verisimilitude. The visual products of simulations also raise

questions pertinent to visual ethics and photographic truth. TSI used stills from

animations to illustrate changes in concentric waves that evidence the instability.

When we look at the stills, we aren’t viewing real accretion shocks, but something

about having the illustrations makes the findings seem more real. Do simulated

illustrations and animations breach standards of ethics—for example, Feinberg’s

notions of prima facie obligations (in particular veracity or truth-telling and

fidelity or doing what you say or promise)?  Rendering visuals in a user-friendly

way is one of the grand challenges that computational science faces (McCrae).

TSI is currently working on software to activate hot spots within their

animations. Those hot spots would link to a suite of data about each color

fluctuation, wave movement or other action in the movie. Concepts from

rhetorical analysis, visual rhetoric and usability studies would serve to aid

computational scientists in this endeavor.

Future projects might also include a simulation programming

stylebook.  If it is true that rhetoric factors prominently in how simulationists

build, frame and report their simulations, then rhetoric might help simulationists

verify their software. So far, they use syntactic and semantic validation
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procedures employed on any other kind of computer code. However, reading and

verifying simulations might also require assessing citations, unstated

assumptions implicit in equations used and eliminations or additions made, etc.

Thus far, books that teach simulation do not discuss style and books that discuss

program style do not detail simulations. Standard computer programming

stylebooks such as Kernighan and Plauger’s The Elements of Style and the more

recent The Practice of Programming  by Kernighan and Pike do not cover

simulation, in particular. On the other hand, well-known simulation textbooks

such as Woolfson and Pert’s An Introduction to Computer Simulation teach

students essential algorithms and basics for translating mathematical equations

into computational ones. They do not, however, address ad hoc decision making

or the rhetorical strategies that undergird them.  The lack of rhetorical content in

simulation textbooks might also explain why many introductory and advanced

sections of simulation courses do not contain units wherein the class discusses ad

hoc or rhetorical skills necessary for building simulations (Shiflet, Fell et al.,

Schneider et al.).

Some have found that rhetoric improves how instructors teach

programming. Joanna Wolfe, for example, indicts computer science departments

that “focus on technical skills and competencies at the expense of communicative

competencies” necessary for programmers to identify “human issues surrounding

sample business scenarios” presented them in classroom assignments (147, 148).

Her study surveyed 81 computer science students about different computer
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science instructions. She found that those students preferred assignments that

included information about real-world contexts and people. “Thus, by making

small shifts in the wording of their assignments, CS instructors may be able to

improve student satisfaction with their classes as well as better prepare students

for the human-centered demands of the contemporary workplace” (158-159).

Wolf concludes that fledgling computer programmers need rhetorical savvy to

comprehend and successfully complete class assignments. I argue that the

necessity of rhetorical know-how does not end for college-level computer

programmers, nor does it solely train them for dealing with actual clients. It does

not merely make assignments more contextualized, interesting and engaging.

Rhetorical strategies help rationalize the ad hoc reasoning necessary for creating

simulation programs.
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